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PREFACE

.·

The enclosed volumes contain extensive background material prepared by
the Topic Chairmen and Rapporteurs for the Second International Workshop on
Tropical Cyclones (IWTC-II). These reports represent a state-of-the-science
summary and will be the basis of the workshop discussions and of the final
-workshop report. Please make use of them for the discussions at IWTC-II. We
will endeavour to have the few rapporteurs reports, that were not received in
time for publication, available at the workshop.
Many thanks are due to the people who have contributed to these reports
as chairmen, as rapporteurs, and as working group members. The diverse
knowledge and experience provided by this group make these reports truly
global.
As participants at IWTC-I will recall, the workshop reports or
"Telephone Books" provided the basis for the text book "A Global View of
Tropical Cyclones" that was edited by Professor Russ Elsberry. Our plans are
to synthesize reports from the first workshop, together with the enclosed
reports and additional material gathered at I\~C-II, into a Global Tropical
Cyclone Forecasting Manual. I urge all participants to come to the workshop
prepared to contribute to the discussion on this forecasting manual.
IWTC-II is a complex and expensive workshop to organize and has only
been made possible through the efforts of many individuals and organizations.
Major funding has been provided by WMO and the US Office of Foreign Disaster
Assistance, with supplementary funding by the US National Science Foundation,
the US Office of Naval Research, the Australian .International Development
Assistance Bureau and the UNDP. The members of the International Programme
Committee have provided excellent assistance in the workshop planning. The
workshop is being held in Manila at the kind invitation of the Permanent
Representative for the Philippines and Ted Arafiles has been very active in
making local arrangem~nts.
I look forward to some lively discussion at the workshop.

~
Greg Holland
Chairman
International Programme Committee
for IWTC-II
',
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WMO/CAS/OFDA
SECOND INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP ON TROPICAL CYCLONES
Topic J:

Advances in Numerical Modeling since IWTC-I

Topic Chairman: T. Kitade
Japan Meteorological Agency
1-3-4 Otemachi Chiyodaku
Tokyo Japan lOO
Rapporteur: Y. Kurihara, T. Kitade, K. Puri

ABSTRACT

Numerical model is a useful tool to understand the characteristics of tropical cyclone.
The numerical modeling have
greatly advanced since IWTC-I, supported by rapid advancement
of computer technology. The advancement of computer enables to
increase the resolution of numerical model and to apply more
sophisticated physical package for the numerical models. Basic
understanding on the interaction among cumulus convections,
mesoscale disturbances and tropical cyclone is promoted by
various numerical studies. Structure, evolution and motion of
tropical cyclone have been realistically simulated by numerical
models. These simulation experiments deepened our knowledge on
tropical cyclone. Simplified numerical- models also provides a
clear insight on the mechanism in tropical cyclone when model
formulation is appropriately set.
Operational tropical cyclone forecasts using.numerical
models are also greatly improved since IWTC-I.
The current
status of operational numerical weather prediction model are
demonstrated comparing forecasts by limited area models and
global model with actual track in this note.
Further some
problems in modeling are addressed for the improvement of
tropical cyclone forecasts.

1. 0.1
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1.0.1

Studies on tropical cyclone using numerical models

It is well-known that tropical cyclone develops or maintains with heat release by cumulus convections.

The lnterac-

tion among individual convections, mesoscale disturbances and
tropical cyclone is a key topic on tropical cyclone research.
Yamasaki ( 1988) published a comprehensive paper which provide
understanding on interaction among tropical disturbance, mesoscale and cumulus scale convections, based on various numerical
and theoretical studies.

Many recent studies indicated impor-

tance of evaporations of rain water and downdrafts below convective cells on the formation of long lived cloud systems or
clusters.

These studies give a light on the mechanism of the

classical CISK concept.
It is pointed out by Hack and Schubert(1986) and

Kurihara

and Kawase (1985) that nonlinear processes in the presence of
CISK heating affect the vortex development.

Various kinds of

bands of tropical cyclone is looked into by many researcher
using the numerical model (e.g., Yamasaki, 1988).

The effect

of radiation on formation and development is also important
theme in numerical simulation studies.
High resolution regional hurricane models are capable of
realistically simulate tropical

cyclone

structure and

size.

Some experiments by Tuleya (1988) from synoptic scale real data
analysis can simulate tropical cyclone. of different size and
structure.

The effects of orography and the change of surface

roughness across the coast are realistically simulated as well.
1.0.2
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Studies on movement of tropical cyclone are very important
both from theoretical and practical points of view.

Movement

of tropical cyclone is mainly controlled by the larger scale
flow.

Accurate predictions of larger scale flow is indispens-

able for forecasting of tropical cyclone motion.

Thus we have

to use wider integration domain in the model.

On the other

hand coarse grid interval of the model should cause large
truncation error, thus, large error of track forecast.

In fact

some experiments using various resolution demonstrate the
impact of model resolution on tropical cyclone track forecasts.
The results indicate that higher resolution model have higher

,

performance of track forecast
1989).

(e.g. , Kr ishnamurti et al. ,

Thus we have to use high resolution model with large

integration domain.
sources.

We may

This necessitate a lot of computer re-

use high resolution

limited area model, or

moderate resolution global model depending on the purpose of
research.
Simple numerical models have been also utilized to investigate the effects of domain size,

the specification of the

initial vortex and resolution (DeMaria,1987), and the effect of
initial flow condition of large, medium and small scale on the
storm's movement (Fiorino and

Elsberry.~989).

Studies on the tropical cyclone motion using sophisticated
numerical models have been actively carried out in the several
operational forecast centers such as U.K. Met Office,
Meteorological Agency (JMA),

.,

u.s.

NMC, and Naval Environment

Prediction Research Facility (NEPRF) .
1.0.3
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1.0.2

Operational numerical models for tropical cyclone fore-

casting
A number of operational centers around the world utilize
numerical model for tropical cyclone forecasts.

Global models

can resolve tropical cyclone with a large scale.

Global model

has an advantage in forecasting large scale flow because of
large integration domain without any lateral boundary.

On the

other hand limited area model can have higher resolution than
global model in general.

At present stage

limited area model

may be preferable in forecasting tropical cyclone evolution and
motion to a moderate resolution global model because of small
truncation ,error.

However we may have a global model with

sufficient resolution for tropical cyclone track forecast in
near future.

Outlines of operational numerical models in

various centers are comprehensively summarized in the rapporteur's reports.

Thus any description of operational models

will not repeated here.
JMA assumed Regional Specialized Meteorological Center
(RSMC) for Typhoon forecasts.

RSMC Tokyo started disseminating

forecast track by Typhoon model (TYM) through GTS, and 24 and
48 hour forecast streamlines at 850 hPa by the global model
( GSM) using Facsimile from 1 July 1989 to Typhoon Committee
members.

I would like tq demonstrate some examples of compari-

son of tropical cyclone forecasts by the global and limited
area models at RSMC Tokyo.

These examples would reveal current

status of performance of operational numerical models in tropi1.0.4
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cal cyclone forecasting.
The performance of TYM is routinely compared with those of
the global model (GSM) and a limited area model (ASM).

Table 1

shows model's outlines which are utilized for the comparison.
Horizontal resolution of TYM and ASM are better than GSM.
Vertical resolution of TYM is lower than those of ASM and GSM.
GSM and TYM use Kuo scheme while ASM use a convective adjustment scheme for cumulus parametrization. The lateral boundary
values for TYM and ASM are provided from forecast by GSM.

The

initial field is obtained from objective analysis using an
optimum interpolation method with typhoon bogus data.

An

observed initial movement of tropical cyclone vortex is taken
into account in the bogus data for TYM, while it is not for ASM
and GSM.

Table 1 Outline of numerical models used for Typhoon forecasts
at RSMC Tokyo
Model

Typhoon model
(TYM)

Horizontal
grid width
Vertical
levels
Integration
domain
Cumulus
parametrization

Asia model
(ASM)

50 km

75km

8

16

5400kmx5400km
around TG

Global model
(GSM)

Asia and western
Pacific
(10000kmx8000km)
Moist convective
adjustment

Kuo

180km
16
Globe

Kuo

-----------------------------------------------------------------1.0. 5
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Fig. 1 shows the forecast tracks of tropical cyclone Judy
on July 1989.

Symbols T ,A and G denot·e forecast positions by

TYM, ASM and GSM, respectively.
every 6 hours.

The positions are plotted

The actual position of tropical cyclone at 48

hours after initial time is denoted by the symbol § .

It may

be mentioned that forecast track by GSM tends to shift northward as compared with the actual.

This might be due to larger

Rossby northward acceleration for broaden vortex in the relatively low resolution global model.

We may say that the reso-

lution of T63 of the global model is insufficient for the

,

representation of this typhoon.

The performances of TYM and

ASM are almost same each other.

However it may be mentioned

that TYM is better than ASM in lower latitudes and vice versa
in middle latitudes.

This may be understood from the differences

in horizontal and vertical resolution between ASM and TYM.
Fig. 2 shows the forecast tracks in the case of tropical
cyclone Gordon on July 1989.
Fig.1.

The symbols are the same as

All the models predict tracks north of the actual one.

In this case the initial analysis field,

thus, the forecast

fields may be distorted due to lack of observation data.

1.0.3

Conclusion

We can investigate various features of tropical cyclone
using numerical models.

It should be stressed that simulation

experiments can provide a physical insight on tropical cyclone
only if the model correctly simulates the nature.

Thus the

improvement of numerical model is essential to the progress in
1.0.6
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Fig. 1 The forecast tracks of tropical cyclone Judy
Symbols T,A and G denote forecast positions by TYM, ASM and
GSM, respectively,
The posittons are Plotted
every 6 hours.
The actual Position of tropical cyclone at 48 hours after
initial time is denoted by the symbol
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Fig, 2

The same as Fig,

except for tropical cyclone Gordon
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this field.
The improvement of numerical models is mainly caused by
increase of resolution and progress of parametrization technique of physics.

In particular cumulus parametrization,

boundary layer formulation and radiation scheme are important.
The improvement of initial analysis is also very important from
practical point of view.

Since conventional observation data

are limited over the tropical ocean, further progress of remote
sensing technology is desirable.

Introduction of data assimi-

lation cycle complements the quality of objective analysis.

,

It

is pointed out by Puri and Lonnberg ( 1989) ·that tropical cyclone analysis scheme must be improved.
Under the current operational observing system,

the bo-

gussing technique for tropical cyclone vortex is indispensable
for obtaining reasonable analysis around tropical cyclone.
Climatological knowledge, characteristic parameters of tropical
cyclone observed by satellite imagery and conventional data are
utilized for producing the realistic vortex in the analysis.
The observed initial motion of tropical cyclone can be utilized
for the determination of asymmetry of bogussed vortex.

Such a

bogussing technique is also an important subject for improving
tropical cyclone forecasts.

Acknowledgements
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ABSTRACT

Since IWTC-I, numerical simulation studies have served to
broaden our knowledge and views on tropical cyclone motion,
formation and structure. Numerical integrations of models were
carried out to study mechanisms of tropical cyclone formation:
CISK with rainwater effects included, the latent heat flux
instability and nonlinear instability. Also, the impact of
various factors such as environmental flow, orography and
radiation on the behavior and structure of tropical cyclones has
been investigated through model integrations with idealized or
simplified conditions.
A significant development in recent years is the simulation
and analysis of the evolution of real tropical disturbances with
high resolution regional models in which the effects of detailed
mountains and land-sea distribution are explicitly included.
Numerical results indicate that the models are capable of
simulating many realistic features, such as storm track,
development or nondevelopment of a system, storm size, wind
distribution and accumulated precipitation, at least for the
cases studied. High resolution global models also demonstrate
improved simulation results. All of these achievements are an
encouraging sign for the improvement of tropical cyclone
forecasting. An outlook for the future numerical simulation
studies is made at the end of the report.

1.1.1
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1.1.1

,..

Introduction
In this report, brief descriptions and comments are made on

what have been investigated through numerical simulation studies
since IWTC-I in the subject areas of tropical cyclone movement,
formation and structure.
1.1.2

Accomplishments since IWTC-I
a) Tropical Cyclone Motion
Movement of tropical cyclones is by and large dependent on

large scale flow conditions.

Accordingly, accurate prediction of

large scale conditions is a key factor in the forecasting of
tropical cyclone motion.

Global models with increased horizontal

resolution and better representation of the boundary layer can
indeed produce useful guidance (Krishnamurti et al., 1989).

It

should be noted that the nonlinear interactions involving global
scales can be treated only in global models.

On the other hand,

the resolution of a few 100 km or more of global models in use at
present is not fine enough to resolve details of the tropical
cyclone structure and the small scale spatial variation of basic
flows.

The size, intensity and structure of tropical cyclones

may make considerable impact on their own motion (Mathur, 1986}.
To treat a tropical cyclone's movement more accurately, we
need a regional model of a few 10 km resolution in which we can
explicitly incorporate influences of detailed topography and
surface conditions on the fields of both the large and vortex
scales (e.g., Bender et al., 1987; Bender and Kurihara, 1987).
Lateral boundary conditions for a regional model have to be
1.1.2
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sufficiently accurate: they should be provided from a host model
of reliable quality.

Experimental predictions by high resolution

regional models (Iwasaki et al., 19877 Tuleya, 1988: Mathur,
1988) as well as by a nested mesh model (at GFDL, NOAA) produced
quite promising results when both the initial conditions and the
lateral boundary conditions used were reasonably good.
Studies using a simple model showed that tropical cyclone
tracks are sensitive to initial position error if the storm is
located in certain types of environmental flow (DeMaria, 1985).
The effect of large, medium and small scales in the initial
vortex on the storm's movement was also investigated (Fiorino and
Elsberry, 1989).

In other studies, a simple model with high

resolution was integrated starting from the deep layer mean wind
(DeMaria, 19877 Fal'kovich and Zlenko, 1988).

It yielded good

skill for storms at low latitudes.
b) Tropical Cyclone Formation
Mechanisms of tropical cyclone formation have been studied
from different angles through numerical simulation experiments.
In the CISK (conditional instability of the second kind)
framework, it is supposed that a tropical disturbance develops
through its interaction with convection, both cumulus scale and
mesoscale (Yamasaki, 1988).

Recent studies on cumulus convection

indicated that the evaporation of rainwater and downdrafts below
convective cells cause double scale structure, i.e., short lived
convections and long lived cloud systems or clusters (e.g.
Nakajima and Matsuno, 1988).

On the assumption that the coupling

of the above process of mesoscale organization with the
1.1.3

- 14 circulation of tropical disturbances is essential to the tropical
cyclone formation, particularly in its early stage, a new
parameterization scheme was proposed (Yamasaki, 1986).

A model

with the new scheme was used to simulate the coincidental
development of tropical cyclones and the ITCZ (Yamasaki, 1989).
It was also used in a real data experiment.

With relation to the

CISK, attention has to be paid to numerical studies concerning
the response of deep convection, especially its generation, to
the large scale forcing (e.g., Tao and Soong, 1986; Redelsperger
and Lafore, 19887 Crook and Moncrief, 1988).
In the surface heat flux instability hypothesis, the
tropical atmosphere is considered convectively neutral (Emanuel,
1986).

The reasoning for it is that the buoyancy of a saturated

air parcel is significantly reduced due to the cloud water
loading (Betts, 1982).

In this scenario, convective heating is

possible through an increase of the equivalent potential
temperature of the surface air.

A simulation experiment was

performed in which a feedback process between the vortex
intensity and the latent heat supply from the sea surface
promoted the formation of a hurricane-like vortex from an initial
finite amplitude disturbance (Rotunno and Emanuel, 1987).
In case of the vortex development due to nonlinear
instability, the transverse circulation responding to a specified
forcing causes the structural change of a balanced vortex which
in turn brings a change to the transverse circulation.

For an

appropriately given time invariant heat source, the fraction of
heat which is in effect utilized for warm core production

1.1.4
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increases as the vortex intensifies.

Thus, in a numerical

experiment to investigate the dynamical response of the
atmosphere to the persisting heating in tropical cloud clusters,
a hurricane-like vortex evolved from a rest initial condition
(Hack and Schubert, 1986).

Also, an experiment with a simple

model suggests that the nonlinear processes in the presence of
CISK heating may work to transform easterly waves to tropical
storms (Kurihara and Kawase, 1985).
A high resolution regional model has been used to simulate
the evolution of real tropical disturbances in different ocean
basins (Tuleya, 1988).

It was demonstrated that both developed

and nondeveloped systems in the tropics, at least some of them,
can be simulated from synoptic scale analysis of FGGE-IIIb level.
The coupling between the upper level flow and the low level
disturbances is an important factor to control the evolution of
the system.

Development of real tropical storms was also

successfully simulated with a high resolution global model in
which an improved boundary layer treatment was implemented
(Krishnamurti et al., 1989).
c) Tropical Cyclone Structure
A high resolution regional hurricane model is capable of
realistically simulating tropical cyclones of different sizes and
structures, at least for some cases tested and from synoptic
scale real data analyses (Tuleya, 1988).

In an experimental

prediction of Hurricane Gloria (1985) using a GFDL nested mesh
model, the outer region structure of the storm developed

1.1.5
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reasonably well.

Wind and precipitation distributions indicate

the effects of orography and the change of surface roughness
across the coast.

It is interesting to note that large

structural changes of the model storm over the ocean was
coincidental with significant acceleration of the storm's
movement.

In simulation experiments, the tropical cyclone's

inner structure did not always develop from a large scale
analysis.

A scheme of nested analysis of tropical cyclones is

being developed at the Hurricane Research Division/AOML/NOAA
(Lord and Franklin, 1987).
Tropical cyclones contain various kinds of bands.
of numerical simulation experiments suggest

Results

that some of them

can result from the organization of convection (e.g., Yamasaki,
1988) and some others from the superposition of a vortex on
certain types of environmental flow (Tuleya and Kurihara, 1984).
A numerical experiment with a model involving cloud
radiation interaction showed the effect of insolation on the
diurnal variation of the storm's intensity, especially in its
early stage ( Hobgood, 1986). · In general, the cloudiness is a
difficult quantity to quantify in numerical models.
1.1.3

Remarks
Numerical simulation studies will continue to provide useful

information for us to explain the complex mechanisms functioning
in tropical cyclones.

Also, they will serve to advance

techniques of tropical cyclone prediction.

A high priority

problem is to improve understanding of the motion of tropical

1.1.6
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cyclones.

Questions concerning scale, i.e., the horizontal and

vertical extents of organized heat sources and the sizes of
incipient and mature vortices, are to be answered (Elsberry,
1987, Chapter 3).

Understanding of such problems will help

further progress of numerical modeling.

Model physics should be

improved by inclusion of upper ocean layers (e.g., Sutyrin and
Khain, 1984) and better formulation of the effect of radiative
transfer.

To treat problems of cloud formation and its

microphysics, departure from cumulus parameterization may be
required.
In the future, air-sea joint models will be utilized to
study the behavior of tropical cyclones in different climatic
regimes.

Then, the issues such as the impact of low frequency

variation of the large scale condition on tropical cyclogenesis
and the greenhouse effect may be addressed.
In making analysis and interpretation of the numerical
results, one should always keep in mind that real tropical
cyclones possess
diversity.

t~o

different aspects, i.e., generality and

Tropical cyclones having common appearance develop

over different ocean basins.the climatic condition of which are
quite different from each other, while each tropical cyclone has
its own unique features.
A big problem in making real data simulations is concerning
model initialization, from the density and quality of
observations to methods of analysis/initialization.

New data,

. observed or bogussed, should be compatible with the model and
easily adaptable to the environmental and surface conditions of

1.1.7
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The divergence fields and heating rates. at an initial··

time should be realistic.
techniqu~s

Application of data assimilation

to the case of tropical disturbances has to be

examined.
In concluding this report, we recommend that the workshop
give strong encouragement and the modelers make considerable
efforts for the progress of numerical modeling of tropical
cyclones and their environment as well as for the utilization of
model products.
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ABSTRACT

Current status of global model forecasts of tropical
cyclone is described in this report.
In recent years the
performance of global model is greatly advanced·by the increase
of resolution, introduction of assimilation cycle, adoption of
bogus data and progress of parametrization technique of physics
in the model. These global models are now capable of forecasting tropical cyclone motion with a reasonable skill.
Some
operational global models with bogus data provide a useful
guide of tropical cyclone forecasting by forecaster.
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1.2.1

Introduction

With advancement of computer technology the resolution of
numerical model is increasing and with a global forecast model
it is now possible to forecast the behavior of a tropical
cyclone with reasonable skill.
global

One of the advantages of a

model is absence of artificial lateral boundary condi-

tions, thus, there are no spurious noises and no distortion of
the large-scale field at the lateral boundary.

Thus a global

model may have better skill in the prediction of large-scale
flow as compared with a limited area model.

Since the motion

of a tropical cyclone is strongly influenced by the large scale
flow,

prediction of tropical cyclone motion by global models

may have better skill than that by limited area models.
However, global models are still not at a stage where they
can resolve or simulate the structure of the inner core of
cyclones.

Thus the utilization of a limited area model is more

appropriate for studies of genesis, detailed structure and
development of tropical cyclone which is reported in the subtopics 1."1 and 1. 3. The present report describes the current
status of global model forecasts of tropical cyclones.

1.2.2.

Operational global models

Many operational forecast centers in the world are devoted
to the improvement of global models.

The resolution is an

essential factor for a global model to predict the behavior of
a tropical cyclone.

Table 1 shows the resolution of global
1.2.2
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models in the meteorological centers which are interested in
tropical cyclone forecasts.
global

models

include

very

Furthermore most operational
sophisticated

parametrization

schemes for convection, radiation and boundary layer processes
which are controlling factors on the behavior of tropical
cyclones

(Puri,1989).

These global models have fairly good

performance for the prediction of tropical cyclones as shown in
subsection 1 . 2. 4.

As power of computers rapidly increases,

performance of global models for the forecast of tropical
cyclones will be substantially improved in near future.

Table 1
Center

Resolution of Operational Global Models
Vertical levels

Horizontal resolution

UKMO

. 15

(1.5"

JMA

16

T63

(1.875"

U.S.NMC

18

T80

( 1.48"

ECMWF

19

T106 (1.12"

X

1.875"

)

T63 means triangular truncation at wavenumber 63 in spectral
models.
The numerals in parentheses denote the grid interval
in degrees.

1.2.3. Global analysis-forecast cycle
In many forecast centers a global assimilation cycle is
carried out using the global forecast model and the objective
analysis scheme.

The technique of an analysis-forecast cycle
1.2.3
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is able to

complement

with a certain extent.

·qual~ty

of analysis in data void area

However the present operational global

analyses do not always represent the vortex of tropical cyclone
with sufficient accuracy.

Rejection of useful data may occur

in the region of the cyclone by the following reasons:

The

first guess of the analysis may be inadequate due to the insufficient resolution and deficiency of parametrization scheme in
the global forecast model;

The analysis scheme is not formu-

lated for tropical cyclone analysis.

Puri and Lonnberg (1989)

proposed use of high resolution structure functions and modified quality control in the analysis of tropical cyclones.
More serious problem for analysis of tropical cyclones is
data sparseness in lower latitudes.
shortage of data around tropical
be utilized.

In order to overcome the

cyclo~es,

some bogus data may

The specification method for a tropical cyclone

vortex is discussed in the subtopic 2.5.
The

inclusion

of

a

tropical

cyclone

vortex

by

bogus sing should improve the quality of the global analysis
directly or indirectly.

The global heat budget is improved by

the inclusion of the bogus data because the convective heating
in the tropics is maintained in the analysis-forecast cycle by
realistic representation of the tropical cyclone. Thus the analysis of large-scale flow such as the Hadley and Walker circulations is improved as well as the representation of the tropical
·cyclone vortex.
JMA and UKMO operationally adopt tropical cyclone bogussing in their assimilation cycles.
1.2.4
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analysis-forecast cycle every 12 hours.

Many bogus data are

produced automatically based on parameters such as position,
size and intensity of the cyclone, which are manually derived
using conventional and satellite data.

UKMO manually inserts

bogus winds with 4 positions located around the center at each
level.

ECMWF plans to include bogus observations in the assim-

ilation cycle (Andersson and Hollingsworth, 1988) and proposes
to exchange the parameters of tropical cyclones through GTS
among meteorological centers.

1.2.4.

Performance of global models

A study of the handling of the motion of all major tropical cyclones in the North Atlantic and North Pacific by UKMO
model was carried out from 1986 to 1988 (Hall,1987; Morris and
Hall, 1988; Hall, 1989).
are shown in Table 2.

Mean position errors in nautical mile
They concluded that the model provides

useful skill in predicting the movement of tropical cyclones
especially when they encounter upper level troughs in the
middle latitude flow.

This is particularly evident for 48 and

72 hour forecasts when persistence and climatology can lead to
large errors.
JMA operationally utilizes a global model in addition to a
limited area

model (TYM) specialized for tropical cyclone

forecasts. The comparison between two forecasts with the global
model (GSM) and the limited area model (TYM) is a useful guide
to the forecaster.

TYM has fine resolution of horizontal grid

width of 50 km, while the grid width of GSM is around 190 km.
1.2. 5
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On average TYM has better performance than GSM because the
difference of resolution is very large (Ueno,

1989).

The

resolution of triangular truncation at wavenumber 63 in GSM is
not sufficient for typhoon track forecasts.

JMA plans to use a

higher resolution global model from the autumn 1989.

Table 2

Tropical Cyclone Forecast Verification at UKMO
Position errors in nautical miles)

Year

24

N

48

72

120

96

-------------------------------------------------~--------------

,

1986

166

148(30)

210(30)

264(50)

*******

*******

1987

148

145(8)

237(8)

300(21)

344(27)

389(46)

1988

103

157(12)

215(20)

305(30)

386(42)

420(55)

is the number of. cases. The numerals in parentheses show number
of cases where no center was identified in forecasts.

N

The global model at ECMWF has higher resolution of T106.
The global model has fairly good skill when the initial disturbance is well analyzed (Reed et al., 1988; Chan and Lam
,1988)
The performance

of global models with higher resolution

has been examined by Krishnamurti et al.

( 1989,1989) .

They

utilized a resolution of 170 wave triangular truncation
(T170).

The interval of "the transform gird of the global model

at T170 in the

equatorial latitudes is around 70 km.

Figure 1

shows an example of the predicted tracks for T170 and T21
resolutions

together

with the best fit tracks.
1.2.6

They

showed
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that as one increases .the horizontal resolution of a global
model there is a marked improvement in the track and structure
of the storm.
It is an interesting problem how far we should go for the
resolution of global model for tropical cyclone track forecasts.

Since the movement of tropical cyclone is mainly influ-

enced by the large-scale flow, the representation of fine inner
core

structure of tropical cyclone may not be essential for

the purpose of track forecasts.

This problem could be ad-

dressed by some experiments using a limited area model with
fine resolution.

1.2.5. Summary
Because of data sparseness in lower latitudes it is not
always possible to accurately represent

the tropical cyclone

, vortex in the objective analysis even if

we apply the analy-

sis-forecast cycle technique to improve the analysis in the
data void areas.

Bogussing is indispensable for the represen-

tation of the tropical cyclone vortex in the analysis.
the appropriate vortex in the initial field,

With

a current high

resolution global model is capable of forecasting tropical
cyclone motion with reasonable skill.

Specification of accu-

rate initial conditions, increase of the model resolution and
improvement of the physical parametrization are very important
factors for the improvement of foiecast skill for tropical
cyclone motion, thus, they are the main subjects to study in
the coming years.
1.2. 8
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ABSTRACT
Tropical Cyclone forecast models of varying degrees of
complexity are used operationally at a number of centres. In
this report, attention is focused on limited area primitive
equations models used at the Japan Meteorological Agency
(JMA), Naval Environment Prediction Research Facility (NEPRF),
National Meteorological Center (NMC) and the statistical
dynamical models used at the National Hurricane Center (NHC).
In each case the main features of each model, an indication of
its performance, and planned upgrades or improvements are
summarised.
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1.3.1 Introduction
Because of the large diversity of spatial scales and the
scope of the physical processes involved, the tropical cyclone
(TC) prediction problem represents in many respects the ultimate
test of tropical numerical weather prediction applications.
Apart from purely research interests, tropical cyclone
prediction provides a formidable challenge which can have
significant social and economic consequencies for regions
affected by the cyclones.

Thus there is a clear need initially

for improved forecasts of tropical cyclone motion and
subsequently for intensities.

,

A number of operational centres around the world use models
of varying complexities to provide guidance for forecasting TC
tracks.

These models range from climatology and persistence,

statisitcal synoptic/statistical dynamical models, and dynamical
models which range from the use of simple barotropic advection
models to

baroc~inic

primitive equations models.

increase in computer speed and memory has

en~bled

The rapid
global models

to attain resolutions where small scale systems such as tropical
cyclones are beginning to be resolved.

Furthermore the

increased computational power has enabled the implementation of
more detailed parameterizations of physical processes in the
models.

Thus current operational dynamical models include

global models in addition to the traditionally used limited area
models with more detailed physical parameterizations.

The current report provides information on models used at
four major operational centes.

The emphasis here is on limited

( .3. 2
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area baroclinic primitive equations models at 3 of the centres
as considerable amount of work has been conducted with these
models since IWTC -1.

(Global models are covered

comprehensively in Topic 1.2).

However, a description and

performance of the various models used at the National Hurricane
Centre is included to provide an indication of the relative
performance of the different types of models.

1.3.2

Operational Tropical Cyclone Forecast Models

a) Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA)
JMA has four kinds of operational forecast models namely the
global spectral model (GSM) and three limited area models the
Asia spectral model (ASM), Japan spectral model (JSM) and the
typhoon model (TYM). JMA is currently the only operational
centre which uses spectral limited area models following the
framework developed by Tatsumi (1986).

Two 60-hour forecasts are made operationally with TYM based
on initial data at 00 UTC and 12UTC whenever a cyclone is
expected to affect the area.
given by Iwasaki et al (1987).
in Table 1.

The detailed information on TYM is
The main features are summarised

An important component of the initial condition of

TYM is that bogussing is used to define the circulation in the
region around the reported position of the cyclone.

Details of

the procedures to generate bogus data for TYM and other models
described in this report are covered comprehensively in Topic
2.5 and will therefore not be repeated here.

L3.
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Horizontal resolution

Maximum wavenumber 5lX5l

Spacing of transform grid

50 km at typhoon centre

Grid system

81x8l on the Lambert projection

Vertical resolution

8 layers (Siqma = 0.98,0.905,
0.725, 0.5, 0.325,

0~2,

0.125, 0.05

Forecast area

4000 km X 4000 km

Lateral boundary

Global model forecast

Forecast time

60 hours

Time integration

Semi-implicit scheme nonlinear

Initialization

Nonlinear normal mode

Cumulus Parameterization

Kuo with large scale condensation

Surface flux

Bulk method.

Fluxes of momentum,

heat and moisture are included over
the seas, while only momentum flux

is included over the land.
PBL

K-theory

Horizontal Diffusion

Fourth-order Laplacian

Others

Smoothed orography,

observed sea

surface temperature.

Table 1 Main Feature of TYM

To provide an indication of the model performance Table 2
lists the average track forecast errors for TYM and persistence
(PER).

The errors are categorised according to the period

before, during and after recurvature of the tropical cyclones.
A comparison of the forecast performances for each stage shows
that TYM is most useful for after recurvative cyclones.

(.J. 4
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HOUR

MODEL

T=12

TYM

111.3 (77)

104.2 (67)

86.2 (53)

102.1 (197)

PER

50.8 (78)

55.4 (67)

58.1 (53)

54.3 (198)

TYM

199.4 (70)

189.2 (58)

187.3 (43)

192.9 ( 171)

PER

149.5 (71)

159.9 (58)

198.6 (43)

165.3 (172)

TYM

284.1 (60}

275.7 (50)

294.8 (34)

283.7 (144)

PER

252.9 (61)

315.7 (51)

424.7 (34)

314.8 (146)

TYM

365.5 (51)

397.2 (42)

387.8 (25)

381. 5 ( 118)

PER

385.3 (52)

495.4 (44)

634.2 (25)

476.8 (121)

TYM

480.1 (42)

529.5 (34)

438.8 (15)

491.8

PER

532.7 (44)

688.6 (38)

803.6 (19)

642.3 (101)

(1) TYM :

Typhoon Model

(2) PER :

Persistency

T=24

T=36

T=48

I
T=60

BEFORE

DURING

ALL

AFTER

(91)

(3) The number in parenthesis is the number of cases in each
category.

Table 2 Mean Error in Forecast Positions (in km)

Comparison of TYM with other JMA operational models (not shown)
confirms the clear superiority of TYM.

Fig 1 is presented to

provide some operational forecast tracks made in 1988.

The

thick solid lines with TC symbols indicate observed tracks.

(,J. 5
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Figure 1.

Some operational observed and TYM forecast tracks
during the 1988 season.

(.J. 6
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thin solid and dashed lines with circles denote forecast tracks
starting from 12 and 00 UTC respectively and the closed and open
form of symbols stand for 12 and oo UTC positions respectively.

A number of case studies using TYM and other JMA models
indicate that the size of forecast domain, horizontal resolution
and convection scheme have a significant impact on cyclone track
forecasts.

Moreover, studies indicate that the asymmmetric part

of typhoon bogus is equally important for track forecasts which
for TYM show a clear tendency for cyclones to drift rightward
relative to observed tracks.

Future improvements in TYM will

therefore concentrate on addressing this factors.

b)Naval Environment Prediction Research Facility (NEPRF)
NEPRF operational models include a global spectral model,
the Navy Operational Regional Prediction Systems (NORAPS) and
the NORAPS Advanced Tropical Cyclone Model (ATCM).

The main

features of NORAPS analysis and forecast model are given in
Tables 3 and 4 respectively and Table 5 shows the areas over
which NORAPS is used.

The model can be integrated on a globally

relocatable grid using polar stereographic, Lambert conformal or
mercator projections. The model resolution is user specified.
Details of NORAPS can be found in Hodur (1987).

f .3. 7
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Multivariate Optimum Interpolation (U,V, D-Value/Thickness)
Volume method
Size:

l200Km X 1200 Km

Ma~imum

of 300 Observations/Volume

Volume expansion if less than 60 observations in a volume.
15 levels (1000 - 10 hPa)
Analysis grid larger than forecast grid
First guess:

NORAPS or NOGAPS analysis/forecast

Table 3 Main Fetures of NORAPS Analysis

As with the JMA typhoon model, an important feature of ATCM is
the use of bogussing in developing a tropical cyclone structure
in the initial analysis.

The procedure however is rather

different in that NORAPS is used to develop a TC structure by
integrating the model with a Rankine vortex with no mean flow
and a mean tropical sounding as initial conditions to a steady
state.

The resulting state, is then blended with the large

scale analysis (see Topic 2.5).

'.J. 8
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Horizontal resolution

User specified

Grid system

Polar stereographic, Mercator or
Lambert Conformal

Vertical resolution

Variable on sigma coordinates

Space differencing

Arakawa Grid; Fourth order
advectionjdiffusion

Time integration

Split explicit

Boundary conditions

Perkey-Kreitzberg

Cumulus parameterization

Kuo with large scale condensation

Planetary boundary layer

Monin-Obhukov formulation as used
at ECMWF
Monthly Climatological surface
parameters.

Radiation

Sasamori longwave; Katayama short
wave.

Table 4 Main features of NORAPS forecast model

An indication of the performance of ATCM relative to other
models is given in Table 6 which shows the forecast errors in
nautical miles of various models compared to ATCM for 1988.
Future improvements in ATCM will centre on changing the
bogussing method to one which is similar to that in use at
ECMWF.

This will involve developing pseudo observations of

winds (l000-300hPa) and of the lOOOhPa height which will be
incorporated into the analyses through the optimum interpolation
algorithm.

(.3 .9
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MEDITERRANEAN

*
*
*

NORAPS 3.2

*

48 HR FCSTS

INDIAN OCEAN

*
*
*
*

109 X 82 X 12
80 KM

WESTERN PACIFIC

NORAPS 3.2
109 X 82 X 12
80 KM

36 HR FCSTS

TROPICAL WESTERN
PACIFIC (ATCM)
NORAPS 5.0

100 Km

*
*
*

48 HR FCSTS

*

72 HR FCSTS

*

NORAPS 3.2

*
*

109 X 82 X 12

*

WESTERN ATLANTIC

109 X 82 X 21
80 Km

NORTH POLE
NORAPS 3.2

109 X 82 X-12

*
*

100 Km

*

130 Km

36 HR FCSTS

*

36 HR FCSTS

*

NORAPS 3.2

*

*
*

Table 5

NORAPS AREAS

( ·-' .10

93 X 93 X 12
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.24

72

48

ERROR:

139

ERROR:

261

ERROR:

4.21

CASES:

98

CASES:

66

CASES:

44

JTWC

.27

JTWC

38

OTCM

1.27

CCWF

.27

OTCM

35

JTWC

112

CSUM

19

COSM

21

CLIM

107

CLIP

17

CLIP

16

CCWF

101

HPAC

15

HPAC

17

COSM

85

14

CSUM

1.2

CLIP

83

OTCM

10

ATCM--------------

HPAC

74

TOTL

10

CLIM

-7

CSUM

67

XTRP

10

TOTL

-12

TOTL

6

CCWF

-1.2

ATCM-----------

XTRP

-37

XTRP

_ ------COSM-

ATCM---CLIM

-.23

Table 6

-70

1988 Forecast errors (in nautical miles)

compared to ATCM

c)National Meteorological Center (NMC)
NMC operational models include the global spectral models
(Medium Range Forecast (MRF) and Aviation models), nested grid
model (NGM) and the quasi Lagrangian model (QLM) which replaced
the Movable Fine Mesh (MFM) model as the NMC's operational
hurricane prediction model at the beginning of the 1988
hurricane season.
7.

The main features of QLM are given in Table

Details of QLM are found in Mathur (1988).

I.J.11
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.·
Horizontal Resolution

40 km

Grid system

111 X 111 centred on initial
position of cyclone

Vertical resolution

16 levels; values of sigma
coordinates at 17 interfaces are
1,.965, .922, .872, .816, .754,
.688, .618, .546, .472, .397, .328,
.250, .181, .114, .054, 0

Lateral boundary

Combination of QLM and Aviation
forecast model

Initialisation

Divergence damping used to control
high frequency gravity waves

cumulus parameterization

Kuo type convective scheme with
large scale condensation

Surface flux

Bulk method.

Fluxes of momentum

are included over land and sea.
Fluxes of sensible heat and
moisture are included over sea if
sea temperature is greater than
surface temperature evaluated from
the temperature in the first layer
Horizontal Diffusion

Second order Laplacian

Table 7 Main Features of QLM

'·"·12
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conformal map projection is used if the entire domain of
integration is located in the northern hemisphere; otherwise a
Mercator projection is employed.

In rare cases when the storm

is located at a northerly latitude a polar stereographic
projection may be used.

A distinguishing feature of the QLM i's

that the time derivative following the horizontal motion of an
air parcel is evaluated by using the so-called quasi-Lagrangian
method (see Mathur, 1983).

The total acceleration and the

nonlinear advective terms are therefore evaluated to a higher
order of accuracy in the QLM.
As in the two models described above a bogus vortex is also
used in the QLM.

Initial gridded data (without the prescribed

vortex) is derived from NMC's Aviation operational initialized
analysis and an initial vortex is then incorporated.

Details of

this procedure are reported in Topic 2.5.

The mean errors (in nautical miles) of MFM and QLM forecast
storm tracks for the 1987 hurricane season are presented in
Table 8.

All storm cases· (both Atlantic and Pacific) for which

both models were used are included in the Table. · Note the clear
superiority of QLM for all time periods.

Forecast Hour

12

24

MFM

73

QLM
Number of Cases

36

48

60

72

156

256

367

477

589

72

135

226

285

324

375

25

23

21

18

17

15

Table 8 Mean errors (in nautical miles) of MFM and QLM
forecast storm tracks.
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A further indication of the relative performance the QLM,
MFM and the NHC 'Official Forecast' is given in Fig 2 which
shows the observed and forecast tracks for hurricane Emily. The
predicted QLM forecast track lies close to the observed centre
through the first 24 hours.

Subsequently the QLM forecast track

lies to the west of the observed track.

Note, however, that the

storm's recurvature to the northeast is predicted well by the
QLM whereas neither the MFM nor NHC 'Official Forecast'
succeeded in predicting the observed recurvature and by 72 hours
those forecasts had larger errors than the QLM forecast.
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Observed and predicted track of Hurricane Emily 1987 for 1200 UTC 22 September 1987. Track forecasts
from QLM, MFM and National Hurricane Center
{official) are shown.
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A systematic feature of the QLM is a persistent northerly
bias in the early forecast motion.

In order· to reduce this bias

two major changes will be introduced in 1989 namely rebalancing
of the bogussed vortex with the addition of two perturbation
wind circulations which would effectively enhance westward
motion.

d)National Hurricane Center (NHC)
The operational models in use at NHC for track prediction
are listed in Table 9.

The NHC 83 statistical dynamical model

(see Neumann, 1988 for details) has been the best performing
model of the last 3 - 5 years.

This model uses the 'perfect-

prog' method to derive statistical relations between tropical
cyclone motion and geopotential height fields.

The

developmental data set for the model included deep-layer-mean
geopotential height analyses for the period 1962-1981 and
Atlantic tropical cyclone tracks for the same period.
Geopotential height predictors were forced to be selected in
pairs.

The operational geopotential heights, analysed and

forecast, are obtained from the NMC so-wave global spectral
model. The final NHC83 forecast track combines the geopotential
height prediction with a CLIPER-type prediction so that the
model makes use of the initial motion estimate.

(.3-15
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ABBREV
CLimatology and PERsistence

CLIPER

Statistical synoptic/Statistical dynamical
NHC72

NHC72

NHC83

NHC83

Dynamical
Barotropic Advection Model

BAM

SANders BARotropic model

SAN BAR

Quasi-Lagrangian Model

QLM

Barotropic
QLM

==

==

single level

multi-level

Parent model
NMC AViatioN model

Table 9

NHC

AVN

operational hurricane track prediction

models.

Table 10 shows the track errors for all models for the
Atlantic for 1988.

Note that the NHC83 model out-performs the

QLM for all time periods in the Atlantic region indicating that
considerable work is needed to further improve the performance
of the more complicated dynamical models.

(.,3.16
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forecast period (hours)
model

0

12

24

36

48

40
(l.52)

72
(131)

l.04
(l.l.8)

l.43
(108}

233
(89)

58
(54)

50
(54)

99
(50)

146
(43)

187
( 40)

295
(36)

12
(151)

46
(151)

89
(131)

126
(118)

173
(108)

276
(89)

MFM

26
(56}

79
(56)

134
(52)

190
(48)

274
( 45)

406
(37)

NHC72

12
(93)

47
(93)

88
(79}

145
(63)

209
(58)

344
(48)

NHC83

12
(144}

41
(144}

68
(128}

93
(115)

128
(105)

186
(87)

QLM

12
(64)

66
(64)

115
(59}

172
(53}

229
(50)

352
( 4 0)

SAN BAR

10
(53}

36
(53}

63
( 46)

101
(43)

127
(39)

240
( 30)

Official
l.2
number of cases (l.52)
BAM
CLIPER

72

Table 10 Track.forecast errors (in nautical miles) for Atlantic
region for 1988.

1.3.3 Conclusion
This report describes the operational TC models used at a
number of centres with emphasis on dynamical limited area models
based on primitive equations.

Although progress has been made,

the performance of these models still lags behind statisticaldynamical models such as NHC83 at least in the early stages of
the forecast.

Major problems need to be solved to improve the

performance of the models.

Errors in locating tropical cyclones

contribute substantially to forecast errors.

r.3 .11
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attention will have to be paid to improve bogussing procedures
as a means of overcoming problems caused by lack of data.

Even

with improved bogussing procedures and data coverage, analysis
schemes will have to be improved to handle TCs.

current

analysis schemes tend to reject useful data because of errors in
the first guess, the structure functions used in the analysis
scheme not having sufficient resolution and the use of
inappropriate parameters such as forecast error variances and
quality control limits for TCs.

The forecast models show

considerable sensitivity to parameterisation of physical
processes (particularly cumulus convection} and

model

resolution and considerable work needs to be conducted in these
areas before improved TC track forecasts can be made with these
models.
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WMO/CAS/OFDA
SECOND INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP ON TROPICAL CYCLONES
TOPIC 2.0. Summary of tropical cyclone motion issues
Topic Chairman: Russell L. Elsberry

Based on the subtropic reports,a number of issues for discussion at the IWTC-II and
for future research or implementation are suggested.
2.0.1 Basic understanding of motion issues

a) Propagation effects relative to steering
The barotropic model studies have indicated that the propagation (relative to
environmental steering) due to both planetary and environmental vorticity gradients can be
described as a self-advection process. Other factors such as vertical shear (baroclinic
effects), asymmetric heating and friction may also contribute to departures from steering
. effects. These other factors should be studied by researchers to determine the relative
roles of each process. Conceptual models that summarize the effects of all these processes
should be developed for use by the operational forecasters.
b) Sensitivity to outer wind strength
The barotropic models indicate that the propagation is dependent on the wind
profile with radius between 300-900 km, i.e., on the outer wind strength. Can the outer
wind strength be measured to the accuracy required to predict the propagation vectors to
the desired accuracy? What determines (and changes) the outer wind strength in nature
(numerical models)? How might errors in the observation, analysis and prediction of these
processes lead to incorrect propagation vectors?
c) Inner gyre effects
As indicated in Section 2.2, a study by Peng and Williams suggests that inner gyres

develop due to a barotropic instability associated with vorticity gradient reversal near the
radius of maximum winds in tropical cyclones. However, other analytical models do not
give evidence of this instability. Do these inner gyres exist? If so, what is their role in
small-scale oscillations or longer term propagation effects, and thus for tropical cyclone
track prediction.

2.0.1
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d) Improved initialization
The slow bias of a barotropic model might be attributed to an improper
initialization of the asymmetric gyres. Carr (1989) shows that an analytical specification of
the wavenumber one gyre associated with the planetary vorticity gradient leads to
reductions of the slow bias in an idealized model. Does this indicate a continuing role for
barotropic models for TC prediction? If so, for how long a period could the forecasters
expect accurate forecasts?

Can these barotropic initialization ideas be extended to

baroclinic models to improve the initial motion vector?
e) Steering plus propagation track prediction
Models of advection plus propagation due to the beta effect (and other effects) have
been developed for track prediction. Does the improved understanding of the asymmetric
gyres provide a basis for new versions of steering plus propagation models that calculate
steering from global or limited region prediction models? That is, are the interactions
between the tropical cyclone and its environment parameterized by the propagation vector
representation, without a need for resolving the inner regions of the tropical cyclone in the
numerical model?
2.0.2 Analyzing tropical cyclone positions

a) Satellite-derived positions
Withdrawal of aircraft reconnaissance in the western North Pacific has led to a
number of studies of the accuracy of satellite (and other) positioning techniques. Should a
uniform Position Code Number (PCN) procedure be adapted and transmitted with every
satellite-derived tropical cyclone position?
b) Initial motion
The operational forecasters integrate recent tropical cyclone fixes with the prior
fixes and other information to derive an initial motion vector. Can this thought process be
optimized, and perhaps put into objective techniques, to further improve initial motion
vectors and thus short-term forecasts?

2.0.2
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c) Radar-derived positions
Many nations depend on radar fixes of the tropical cyclone positions to make the
crucial landfall forecasts. How can the initial motion vector be optimized, especially in
cases of weak cyclones, when radar fixes from multiple sites are in disagreement?
2.0.3 Forecasting Techniques
a) Verifications and intercomparisons
Track forecast verifications often include intercomparisons of different objective
techniques. When small samples are involved, these comparisons should always be with
the same (homogeneous) sample of cases. However, the relative difficulty of the forecasts
is an important factor in the interpretation of the forecasts. One method of normalizing a
sample is by comparison with a standard technique, such as PERsistence and CUmatology
(CUPER). Should normalization of track forecasts by CUPER (or some other technique)
initialized by warning positions be a standard requirement for all tropical cyclone forecast
evaluations and intercomparisons?
b) Statistical model improvements
New or revised statistical track prediction techniques have been developed recently.
Are there statistical techniques in other countries that have not been included in the
review? What are the advantages /disadvantages of using wind fields versus geopotential
heights in statistical models?
c) Predictability
C. Neumann has estimated that the predictability of tropical cyclone tracks by
statistical methods is approximately one half of present errors. Is this a valid, general
estimate of predictability for other cyclone basins? What can be done to improve the
operational objective track predictions to this level of predictability?
d) Global versus limited area dynamical models
The next generation of dynamical track prediction models has become (or soon will
be operational.

What improvements in track predictions have been realized?

2.0.3
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deficiencies remain? Global models now have sufficient resolution to include tropical
cyclone circulations. Will global model track forecasts of tropical cyclones be a better
approach than higher resolution, limited area dynamical models?

What about the

timeliness of the global model track predictions? Can systematic verifications be done for
these global model track predictions?

Could the global centers issue a message with

specific tropical cyclone track forecast positions from a center-following algorithm, rather
than just transmitting the fields that require interpolation of center positions?
2.0.4 Vortex specification
a) Bogus vortex approaches
The bogus vortex may be based on an empirical fit to the basic structure of tropical
cyclones or on a model-generated tropical cyclone using idealized initial conditions. What
are the advantage/disadvantages of each approach for operational track predictions?
What methods might be developed to blend the few observations of the tropical cyclones
that do exist into the bogus vortex region? How important are the moist processes in the
bogus procedure? Is it necessary (or is it detrimental) to bogus the outflow layer of the
tropical cyclone? Will the specifications of the wavenumber-one asymmetries as in the
barotropic models be appropriate for multi-level models?

2.0.4
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WMO/CAS/OFDA
SECOND INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP ON TROPICAL CYCLONES
TOPIC 2.1. Summary of tropical cyclone motion at IWrC-1
Rapporteur: R. L. Elsberry
Department of Meteorology
Naval Postgraduate School
Monterey, CA 93943, USA

ABSTRACT

A brief summary is presented of the status of tropical cyclone motion at the time of
IWI'C-I. Topics include climatology, theory, environmental steering, cyclone fixing, and
prediction techniques. Advances since 1985 will be covered in the Subtopic reports.

I

..
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2.1.1. Introduction
One objective of the second International Workshop on Tropical Cyclones (IWTCII) is "to summarize the advances that have occurred since IWTC-1." Thus, it is useful to
summarize briefly the status of the topics at the time of IWTC-1. Some of the topics
evolving at that time (1985) will be indicated, and these themes will be developed more
fully in the Subtopic reports.
It should be noted that some overlap exists between this topic and Topic 1.
Advances in Numerical Modelling and also Topic 7. Observing System Technological
Advances.

Numerical simulations (Sub topic 1.1) are being used as a tool to improve

understanding of TC motion (Subtopic 2.2). Global model forecasts (Subtopic 1.2) and
operational tropical cyclone forecast models (Subtopic 1.3) may directly contribute to the
preparation of track predictions. Because the organizers of IWTC-TI intend to have the
discussion of numerical modelling (Topic 1) within the other session topics, a separate
discussion period will not be held for Topic 1. Consequently, it is appropriate that these
overlapping numerical modelling topics be incorporated into the tropical cyclone motion
,

sections. In addition, technological advances in satellite (Subtopic 7.1), radar (Subtopic
7.3) and aircraft reconnaissance (Subtopic 7.4) are being incorporated into the TC
positioning problem (Subtopic 2.3).
The participants in IWTC-I produced a large series of status reports that were
synthesized into "A Global View of Tropical Cyclones." Since this book has been widely
distributed, this summary will only highlight a few topics in the same order as presented in
Chapter 4 of the book. The subtopic sections also are intended to address advances since
the publication of the book, rather than to rewrite that chapter on TC motion.
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One outcome of IWfC-I was a compilation of climatologies of TC motion from the
various ocean basins. Some of these summaries are based on rather small samples that
may not be representative. As these climatologies are updated with proportionately more
storms from the satellite-observation era, the veracity of the climatologies should be
improved.

One basin that lacked a comprehensive summary at the IWTC-I was the

Southwest Indian Ocean.
Many of the figures used in Chapter 4 of the ITWC-I book were provided by C. J.
Neumann of the USA National Hurricane Center. This agency has made a dedicated
effort to accumulate complete climatologies for the Atlantic and eastern Pacific basins.
These summaries are updated each year. One of the recommendations from the IWTC-I
was to submit information on TC's from around the globe in a common format.
Implementation of this format should facilitate consistent presentations of motion
climatologies from the various basins.
A new climatology for the western North Pacific by Xue and Neumann (1984)
appeared prior to IWfC-I. This compilation of storm tracks also provided the basis for a
CUmatology and PERsistence (CUPER) track prediction technique (Xu and Neumann
1985) that is similar to earlier CUPER-type techniques for the Atlantic (Neumann et al.
1972) and the eastern Pacific.

The western Pacific CUPER has been utilized by

forecasters at the Joint Typhoon Warning Center (see the Annual Reports) and by
researchers as a normalization tool for evaluating track forecasts. Perhaps one of the more
interesting but controversial uses of the CUPER technique was by Pike (1985) who used
the CUPER to rank the difficulty of TC track predictions in various ocean basins.
Although application of CUPER may not be the best method to take into account forecast
difficulty, it is perhaps more important that forecasters and researchers agree that
variations in forecast difficulty exist and some method of normalization is necessary for
meaningful evaluations and intercomparisons.
2.1.3

- 60 One aspect emphasized in Chapter 4 was the latitudinal (geographic) and seasonal
variability in TC tracks. Evidence was presented that these factors must be taken into
account in comparisons of track predictions within and among basins.

Interannual

variations, especially in relation to the El Nino-Southem Oscillation, were only beginning
to be discussed at the time of IWTC-1. These aspects, and perhaps intraseasonal variability
related to 30-50 day or 10-20 day oscillations, are expected to be discussed at IWTC-II (see
Topic 6. Low-frequency and seasonal variability within Ocean Basins).
A consensus was evident among the IWTC-1 participants that erratic tracks
represented one of the primary challenges to the forecaster. Since the IWTC-1, a basic
research initiative under the sponsorship of the Office of Naval Research in the USA has
begun to understand TC motion, including these erratic tracks. Some results from this
research initiative are expected to be discussed at IWTC-II. A field experiment that is
planned for the western North Pacific during Summer 1990 will provide new data sets for
TC motion research and prediction studies. The annual field program of the Hurricane
Research Division (NOAA) in the Atlantic region also is gathering new data sets for TC
research. Two tropical cyclones that occurred during the Australian Men ~D" Experiment
are also to be studied intensively. All these data sets provide optimism for future advances

in understanding TC motion.
2.1.3. Theory

For a number of years preceding IWTC-1, theoretical treatments of TC motion had
given way to numerical modelling studies. One exception was the re-evaluation of the
motion due to advection of earth's vorticity (beta-effect) by Holland (1983,1984). Further
discussion of the beta-effect is provided in Chapter 4 based on Chan and Williams (1987),
who separate the linear beta-effect from the nonlinear vorticity advection.

They

demonstrate that the linear effect can not account for the westward displacement of the TC
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inner core, but the nonlinear advective effect can account for the northwestward (in
Northern Hemisphere) translation that arises from the distortion of the vorticity fields by
the linear term. Many theoretical studies of TC motion that have appeared since IWTC-I

will be reviewed in Subtopic 2.2.

2.1.4. Environmental steering
It is well-accepted that environmental steering is generally the most important
factor in tropical cyclone motion. One of the discussion· items at IWTC-I was whether
winds or geopotential heights provided the better representation of the steering current for
operational prediction. The National Hurricane Center (USA), who have previously used
geopotential heights, has been testing statistical techniques that utilize wind fields. Some
results should be available for IWfC-ll.
One of the outcomes of the theoretical studies mentioned above is expected to be
new insights as to why, when, and how the TC motion departs from the steering current. In
addition to gradients in earth's vorticity, DeMaria (1985) suggested systematic departures
could occur due to gradients in environmental vorticity. Vertical shear (baroclinic effects),
asymmetric heating and friction are other possible contributors to departures from steering
effects.
The environmental steering current should not be regarded as constant in time.
Large-scale effects such as the 30-50 day or 10-20 day oscillations may contribute to a slow
time dependence, especially in the Indian Ocean and western North Pacific regions. More
rapid changes are likely in association with adjacent synoptic-scale circulations, which
might include another TC. Such interactions were ranked highest in a list of scenarios that
were least understood by the Joint Typhoon Warning Center forecasters (Sandgathe 1987).
These synoptic-scale influences on TC motion should be discussed further at IWTC-ll.
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2.1.5. Establishing present cyclone location

The first step in evaluating all fixes (satellite, radar, aircraft or synoptic) to establish
the present cyclone location is most important for short-term forecasts. Attention recently
has been focused on this topic because of the decision by the USA to terminate aircraft
reconnaissance in the western North Pacific during 1987.

Several studies have been

prepared to assess the role of aircraft reconnaissance. The question is complicated because
the operational centers that had access to aircraft fixes used this source of information in
combination with all other sources to get the best possible initial position and initial motion
vector. Furthermore, the accuracy of aircraft fixes of position/intensity is a function of the
storm intensity. Largest position errors occur with weak, ill-defined storms and largest
intensity errors occur with more intense cyclones.
Because of the importance of this topic in the prediction process, Subtopic 2.3 will
address advances in analyzing TC position. One of the more controversial discussions at
IWTC-1 was the accuracy of the satellite-derived fixes. Further discussion of this (and

I

..

other) technique(s) in the various TC basins should be lively and informative to the
forecasters at IWTC-ll.

2.1.6. Track prediction techniques

The discussion of track prediction techniques at IWTC-1

was grouped under

categories of empirical (persistence, climatology and analog), ·statistical and dynamical
techniques. Not many advances are expected in the empirical techniques, which have
existed in a similar form for many years. However, new results may have been found from
applications in other TC basins, especially as new climatologies have been developed.
Advances in statistical techniques are expected based on the reports of work-inprogress at the IWTC-1. For example, C. Neumann of the National Hurricane Center
(USA) has refined the NHC-83 scheme, which was among the best objective aids available
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for Atlantic hurricanes. Matsumoto (1984) had developed a statistical-synoptic model that
is being applied in the western North Pacific. Reports of statistical model developments in

other nations are expected at IWTC-II.
Tracks from three-dimensional dynamical models were becoming more widely
accepted at the time of IWTC-1. As indicated in Chapter 4 of the book, the technology in
these models had been developed in the 1970's. Consequently, improvements were being
planned at that time (see Chapter 4.9). New dynamical models have been adopted in
Japan to replace the multiple-nested grid model and in the USA to replace the Moveable
Fine-mesh Model. A new dynamical model is under development and testing by the US
Navy for the western North Pacific region. Reports from these new models should be
available at IWfC-II.
First reports of the behavior of TC in high-resolution global models were appearing
at the time of IWfC-1. As computer power has increased and the horizontal resolution of
the operational models has been improved, global TC track predictions from these models

I

..

have become viable. These global models do not suffer from the horizontal boundary
errors that afflict the regional models. Because the TC might develop, move into the
midlatitudes, and transition into an extratropical cyclone during the 7-10 day forecast
interval of the medium-range model, the proper representation of the TC has become an
item of concern for many operational centers.
Advances in track forecasting techniques will be the theme of Subtopic 2.4. This
may also include new verification measures addressed in Chapter 4.10 in the book. It will
be interesting to see if the track forecast errors have been significantly reduced, which was
one of the goals endorsed at the IWTC-1.
A special subtopic (2.5) on specifying the vortex in the initial analysis for a
dynamical track forecast model has been added to the agenda of IWfC-II. This problem
existed in early barotropic

mode~,

especially in the blend zone between specified inner-
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core winds and observations in the environment of the TC. However, the problem seems
more acute in the baroclinic models that have interactive physical processes. That is, latent
heat release and frictional effects may significantly affect the structure of the initial vortex
and lead to systematic track errors. More evidence is accumulating that the initial vortex
should have a structure that is representative of the actual TC, as well as be consistent with
the numerical characteristics of the model. However, the horizontal resolution of both the
regional or the global models is still inadequate to resolve the inner core region.
Furthermore, we generally do not have the observations necessary to specify the TC
structure in the horizontal or vertical. Thus, some idealization is necessary. Solving this
problem is likely to improve the dynamical model tracks considerably.
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ABSTRACT
The principal result of recent tropical cyclone {TC) motion research is that barotropic TC
propagation (relative to environmental steering) due to both planetary and environmental
vorticity gradients can be described in terms of a single quasi-steady "self-advection" process
that combines linear and nonlinear mechanisms. This recent insight contrasts markedly to
long-standing vie\vs that purely linear or nonlinear mechanisms account for separate components of the TC propagation velocity. In addition, the sensitivity of the barotropic propagation
process to the outer wind strength of the TC is now \Vell understood, which should contribute
to improving TC motion forecasts through more realistic initialization of dynamical forecast
models. Divergence has been shO\vn to have negligible influence on TC propagation \Vithin a
barotropic context, and initial TC total relative angular momentum (RA..\1) may be an important consideration for numerical model initialization in so far as boundary effects are concerned.
Finally·, analytical models are being developed that explicitly predict TC propagation velocity
as well as the associated self-advection flow field in response to various environments in close
agreement with equivalent numerical integrations. These analytical solutions can be used to
initialize barotropic track forecast models such as SA?\BAR, and also may be useful as a conceptual model or objective forecast aids. Included are several reconunendations regarding future utilization of recently gained insights.
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2.2.1 Introduction
This report will show that a number of important advances in tropical cyclone (TC) motion theory and theory-application have occurred since IWTC-I (1985). The focus of the theoretical studies has been on the processes that can account for the observed ·westward and
generally pole\vard "propagation" of TC's relative to the mean advective effect (i.e., the "steering") of the large-scale environment. Simple analytical and numerical models continue to be the
principal research tools.

Due to the dynamical complexity of the problem, the studies have

utilized predominantly barotropic dynamics.
Advances to be discussed include: i) development of a coherent and comprehensive
barotropic theory of TC propagation that incorporates the influences of planetary and
environnmental vorticity gradients into a single "self-advection" process; ii) confirmation of the
significant importance of TC outer wind strength, and relative unimportance of divergence, to
the barotropic propagation process; and iii) progress in developing prognostic models for the
propagation velocity and associated flow asymmetries, and applying such predictions as dy-

I
namically sound initia'tization schemes for barotropic numerical models. The report concludes
with a brief summary and several recommendations regarding future utilization of recently
gained insights.
2.2.2 P-induced Propagation
a) The basic process
The propagation of an initially symmetric, nondivergent barotropic vortex in a quiescent
environment due to the influence of planetary rotation as approximated by a P-planc provides
the starting point for summarizing recent advances in TC motion theory. The northwestward
propagation at 2-3 m.'s (Fig.!) in a recent numerical study by Chan and Williams (1987) is
generally consistent with the propagation in previous numerical studies (Anthes and H oke 197 5;
Kitade 1981; De:\'laria 1985). Earlier researchers (e.g., Rossby 1948; Adem 1956; Kasahara and
Platzmann 1963; Holland 1983) had invoked various principally linear arguments to explain individual components of the propagation process. In contrast, Chan and Williams concluded
that only the nonlinear "self-advection" (i.e., the TC advecting its own vorticity) process asso-
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ciated with the development of the flow asymmetry (distortion of the streamlines from concentric circles) in Fig. 1 could explain both the west\vard and poleward components of the
propagation.
The basis for this important distinction can be demonstrated by partitioning the vortex
flow into a steady symmetric (S) component and an asymmetric (A) component that is generally
small by comparison. In a coordiuate system centered at any instant on the symmetric cornponent, the propagation process is approximately described by
a~A

et
(a)

=

VA •V(s- Vs•V(A- Ys·Vf,
(b)

(c)

(1)

(d)

\Vhere term (a) represents the vorticity tendency associated \Vith motion and/or distortion of the
TC due to the combined effect of the two dominant self-advection terms (b and c) and the
advection of planetary vorticity (d). Linear theories regard the westward component of propagation as a Rossby wave-like propagation associated with the east-west dipole of vorticity
tendency generated by term (d), and either eliminate self-advection by requiring the TC to be
symmetric at all times (e.g., Kasahara and Platzman 1963), or assume that self-advection is
implicit in computations of observed steering flows (e.g., Holland 1983, 1984). However, Chan
and \Villiams showed that advection of planetary vorticity by the TC is a strong
dispersive,'distorting influence, but generates negligible motion of the TC center. Thus, they
concluded that the linear process generates the asymmetric flow essential to the existence of the
self-advection process, but the self-advective interaction of the symmetric and asymmetric TC
components actually causes the propagation.
Fiorino (I 987) and Fiorino and Elsberry ( 1989) clarified the individual roles of the two
primary self-advection processes (terms band c) via a diagnostic technique that extracts Vs and
VA from numerical output similar to Fig. 1.

Their analysis showed that VA (Fig. 2) is an

azimuthal wavenumber one asymmetry that consists of two counterrotating gyres (hereafter
referred to as "\vavenumber one gyres") that produce a near-uniform flow across the central
region of the TC. The average velocity of the uniform flow is very nearly equal to the TC
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propagation vector, which indicates that nondivergent barotropic fi-induced propagation is essentially an advection of symmetric TC vorticity by the asymmetric flow component of the TC,
i.e., term (b) of (I). This is some\vhat surprising since simple scale arguments suggest that the
advection of asymmetric vorticity by the symmetric tangential wind (term c) should be equally
important to the propagation process. Hov;:ever, Fiorino and Elsberry demonstrated that
streamfunction tendencies associated with term (c) nearly cancel those associated with term (d)
after a quasi-steady state is achieved. Whereas the primary influence of term (d) is to generate
TC asymmetries, term (c) acts primarily to limit the gro\\1h of the wa venumber one gyrcs, and
thereby stabilizes the TC to the asymmetric forcing represented by planetary rotation.
Carr and \Villiams ( 1989) studied the barotropic stabilization process associated with term
(c) of (1) by solving an analytical model for the transient response of initial perturbations imposed on a Rankine vortex. They showed that the tangential windshear ofthe symmetric vortex
component acts to restore axisymmetry by tilting the perturbatio"ns do·wnshear as shown in Fig.
3. The downshear tilt results in a barotropically stable transfer of energy from the asymmetric
flo\v (perturbation) to the "basic state" that is represented by the symmetric vortex. Interpreting
the above numerical experiments from this perspective, the adjustment of an initially symmetric
and stationary vortex on a fi-plane to a quasi-steady asymmetric and propagating state is
achieved when the fi-induced transfer of energy from the symmetric vortex to the asymmetric
flow via term (d) is approximately balanced by the shear-induced transfer of energy from the
asymmetry to the symmetric vortex via term (c). The existence ofthis shear-induced adjustment
process has also been numerically confirmed by Shapiro and Ooyama ( 1989) and Smith

el

al.

( 1989).

b) Influence of TC structure
By using an initial vortex specification that permits independent variations of the inner and

outer tangential wind structure, Fiorino and Elsberry ( 1989) have confirmed earlier predictions
(Holland 1983; De\1aria 1985) that TC propagation is strongly dependent on outer wind
changes (strength), but virtually independent of inner \vind changes (intensity). As shown in
Fig. 4, the vortex with a larger outer wind strength has a faster and more westward propagation.
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Such a dependence is consistent with the barotropic vortex stability mechanism of Carr and
Williams. In terms of (1), increases in TC strength amplify the asymmetry-producing influence
of planetary vorticity advection by the TC (term d). This increased asymmetric "forcing" should
increase the distortion ofthe TC and result in more self-advection and faster propagation. Since
term (d) is a linear process, its influence will be greatest at outer radii where the self-advection
processes (terms b and c) are small, which explains the sensitivity (insensitivity) of ,8-induced
propagation speed to TC strength (intensity). In the presence of increased asymmetric forcing
at outer radii, an increased downshear tilt of the inner gyre structure by term (c) (i.e., increased
"feedback") is required to maintain a quasi-steady deformity and propagation. Thus, the inner
flow region that governs the direction (and speed) of the vortex propagation must be twisted
more cyclonically relative to the outer region of the ,8-induced gyres that continues to have an
essentially east-v;est orientation (Fig. 2).

Consequently, the vortex with larger outer wind

strength moves more westward (Fig. 4).
:\'otice that only a fev: m/s change in initial TC strength can significantly alter the
,8-induced TC track. Thus, properly initializing dynamical forecast models for TC strength, and
ensuring that the model dynamics maintain an accurate TC outer wind profile throughout the
integration are important areas for ongoing research. \Vithout aircraft, an improved knowledge
of TC structure can be achieved only by advancements in remote sensing capabilities. Such
model characteristics as cumulus parameterization or the horizontal resolution may induce
propagation vector errors also by adversely influencing outer wind structure.
TC total relative angular momentum (RA.\1) has been cited as a potentially important
quantity for initialization purposes (DeNlaria 1987). Vsing a shallow water model, Shapiro and
Ooyama ( 1989) have recently shown that {3-induced motion does not depend on initial TC RA.\1
in any well-defined \Vay.

Since RA.\1 is essentially an integral (and therefore not unique)

measure of TC strength, TC propagation variations due to changes in RAM are likely a manifestation of the dependence on TC strength described by Fiorino and Elsberry (1989). Shapiro
and Ooyama also confirmed Flierl's ( 1983) theory that significant Rossby wave radiation will
emanate from a TC vortex that has large RA:VI initially. Thus, spurious boundary effects may
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occur if numerical models are initialized with large and purely cyclonic vortex structures, particularly in a nondivergent model where long-wave phase speeds become essentially infinite.
b) Influence of Divergence
Anthes and H oke ( 1975) noted significant differences in the predicted .B-induced TC motion tracks for nondivergent and divergent (5 km depth) barotropic numerical models, which
they attributed to divergence-indu~ed slowing of Rossby \vave phase speeds.

Such a result

would suggest that nondivergent forecast models such as SA:\BAR (Sanders et al. 1975) fail to
account for a significant propagation process. However, Shapiro and Ooyama (I 989) found
nearly identical propagation tracks (Fig. 5) in a model comparison similar to Anthes and Hoke,
even though substantially more divergence was included ( 1 km depth).

Thus, Shapiro and

Ooyama concluded that the earlier result was due to dissimilar initial TC structures that were
employed. Their results serve not only to clarify the minimal role divergence plays in barotropic
TC propagation, but also to reemphasize the important influence of initial TC specification on
model performance.
2.2.3 Environmentally-induced Propagation
Barotropic models also have been used to study the influence of horizontally nonuniform
environmental winds on TC propagation relative to steering. The additional influences on the
propagation process may be described by rewriting ( 1) as
"'"
Oi,A

at
(a)

= -

V A • V(5 - V5. v,A - V 5. V(f + (E)

(b)

(d)

(c)

V E • V((5 +(A) •

(2)

(e)

in which the environmental (E) processes V E• V(f +(E) and c(E/ct have been omitted since they
relate to the evolution of the steering flow. Terms (a), (b) and (c) of (2) are the same as in (1 ).
.However, term (d) of (2) now includes advection of environmental vorticity by the TC, and a
new term (e) accounts for both steering and shearing ofthe symmetric TC and wavenumber one
gyres by the environmental wind.
In a nondivergent numerical study with steady zonal winds that varied only with latitude
(Fig. 6a), De:vlaria ( 1985) noted that the poleward component of propagation associated with
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a TC in a polev:;ard ( equatorv:ard) gradient of environmental vorticity increased (decreased) the
northward propagation component relative to {J alone (Fig. 6b). Although De:Y!aria attributed
his results to the linear theory of Kasahara and Platzman (1963), Chan and Williams' (1987)
study demonstrates that linear processes only distort the TC. A theoretical study by Carr (I 989)
has shown that the inclusion of (E in term (d) changes the amplitude and phase of the outer
region of the wavenumber one gyres, which results in a phase/amplitude change in the inner
gyre structure via the shearing process of term (c) so as to maintain a quasi-steady propagation
state. Thus, environmental vorticity in term (d) of (2) may be regarded as a direct extension
of the {J-induced propagation process. Ho\vever, the significant track curvatures evident in Fig.
6b suggests that another non-steady process continually modifies the "absolute vorticityinduced" propagation process. In a barotropic model that includes {J and environmental current
\\'ith only linear shear, Chan and Williams ( 1989) found that cyclonic (anticyclonic) shear induces a westward (eastward) curving track (Fig. 7) consistent with De\1aria's results. In addition, the orientation of the wavenumber one gyres also rotates consistent with the propagation
changes, which indicates that this process is due to shearing of gyre vorticity by the rotational
part of the environmental current (term e). Thus, both the linear shear influence of VEin term
(e) and environmental vorticity gradient effect in term (d) should be considered when initializing
dynamical track prediction models.
2.2.4 GyrejPropagation Prediction Models
a) Recent results
Given the intense advective influence of the TC' s tangential winds, the quasi-steady nature
of the {J-induced wavenumber one gyre in Fig. 2 suggests that it is a standing azimuthal wave.
As such it would be propagating clock\vise in a Rossby \Vave-like manner on the basic state
vorticity gradient represented by the symmetric component of the TC. On the basis of such a
hypothesis and an assumption as in (I) and (2) that VA < < Vs over a large area, Willoughby
( 1988) formulated a linear shallow model that explicitly predicts the structure of such "vorticity
waves" as well as the propagation they induce. By incorporating a rotating mass source-sink
pair to approximate asymmetric eyewall convection, he obtained a vorticity wave angular fre-
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quency that agrees well with that of observed trochoidal oscillations in TC tracks. This result
suggests that TC track oscillations are also explainable in terms of a barotropic self-advection
process associated \Vith asymmetric convection, as opposed to the traditional Magnus force
theory(Kuo 1950; Yeh 1950).
Willoughby's model failed to predict a correct propagation velocity on a P-plane, presumably due to a barotropic instability studied by Peng and \Villiams ( 1989) in a nondivergent version of the model. Peng and Williams showed that existence of the instability depends on the
vorticity gradient sign reversal of the TC (necessary condition) and sufficient model resolution
to resolve the small scale of the instability (radius of maximum winds). Thus, they suggest that
this linear instability is dynamically based, but is highly damped in full numerical models due
to a combination of coarse horizontal resolution and nonlinear interaction. However, analytical
gyre,'propagation models (discussed below) do not experience the instability. Further analysis
of this process is necessary to resolve the apparent paradox.
Smith et al. {1989) have devised an approximate analytical model for the P-induced gyre
structure by ignoring vortex propagation and computing the streamfunction associated with a
redistribution of the initial absolute vorticity by the symmetric TC. The approximations are
equivalent to neglecting term {b) in (1). The model gyres are remarkably close in size, strength
and structure to those predicted by the corresponding numerical model up to about 24 h, and
the calculations provide a basis for understanding the increase in the scale of the gyres with
time. By assuming that the vortex moves with the velocity of the asymmetric flow across its
center, an analytical expression for the vortex translation speed is obtained (Smith 1989). This
may be integrated with time to provide an analytical expression for the vortex track. The analytical solution agrees closely to the numerically predicted track for about 24 h.

Increasing

discrepancies between the numerical and analytical calculations beyond 24 h suggest that vortex
motion rapidly becomes an important factor in determining vortex asymmetries. Attempts are
currently in progress to improve the analytical prediction by calculating higher order corrections
to the theory (personal communication, R. K. Smith 1989).
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In contrast to Smith's initial-value approach, Carr (1989) utilizes a steady-state analytical
model to compute the wavenumber one gyre structure induced by large-scale absolute vorticity
gradients and linear windshear. The model can either explicitly predict the associated propagation velocity or utilize a priori knowledge of the velocity from an external source such as a
numerical model. A piece-wise analytic modified-Rankine vortex is used to approximate the
TC tangential \Vinds. Relative to a computed "transition radius," a complete gyre structure is
constructed by matching an inner "Self-advection Region" solution that includes self-advection
processes to an outer "Dispersion Region" solution that excludes self-advection. The steadystate gyre structure in Fig. 8 was computed using this procedure for the Chan and Williams
(1987) symmetric TC (Fig. la) which has a known propagation velocity of2.8 m/sat 330°.
b) Application

It is well knovm that TC track forecasts from dynamical models generally have less skill
than CLIPER (CLimatology and PERsistence) over the first 24-36 h, and that the error is primarily an underestimation of TC speed (e.g., Neumann and Pelissier 1981; Figs. 4,8 respectively). Since dynamical models are generally initialized with a symmetric bogus or "spin-up"
vortex, barotropic theory suggests that the early speed error is in part due to insufficient propagation speed while the TC is adjusting to the asymmetric planetary and environmental wind
influences. Carr (1989) has demonstrated the potential for gyre:propagation models to significantly improve barotropic model forecasts by comparing the 0-48 h tracks predicted by Chan
and Williams (1987) barotropic model using the symmetric TC of Fig. 1a, with and ·without the
gyre structure shown in Fig. 8. As sho\vn in Fig. 9, the position of the initially symmetric TC
(solid circle) lags approximately 200 km behind the position of the analytically initialized TC
(open circle) at 48 h. For comparison, the 36-84 h track (crossed circle) of the initially symmetric vortex is also shown relative to the same starting point. Since the propagation of the
initially symmetric TC is nearly steady after 36 h (begins to slow slightly after 72 h), comparing
the translated 84 h position to th~ two 48 h positions gives an estimate of forecast error. In this
simple example, providing the initial TC "bogus" vortex \Vith a analytically calculated asymmetric structure has reduced the forecast error at 48 h from 150 km to about 60 km.
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...

2.2.5 Summary and Recommendations

In summary, the foremost result of recent TC motion research is that barotropic TC
propagation due to both planetary and environmental vorticity gradients can be described in
terms of a single quasi-steady "self-advection" process that integrates linear and nonlinear
mechanisms. This recent insight contrasts markedly to long-standing views that purely linear
or nonlinear mechanisms account for separate components of the TC propagation velocity. The
demonstrated sensitivity of the propagation process to the outer wind strength of the TC
promises to improve TC forecasts through more realistic initialization of dynamical forecast
models. Finally, analytical models are being developed that explicitly predict TC propagation
velocity as well as the associated self-advection flow field in response to various environments
in close agreement with equivalent numerical integrations. These analytical solutions can be
used to initialize barotropic track forecast models such as SA?\BAR, and also may be useful
as a conceptual model or an objective forecast aid.
It is recommended that recent insights into barotropic TC motion mechanisms be applied
to more complex barotropic simulations using realistic environmental flow fields in an effort to
explain observed TC propagation properties (Carr and Elsberry 1989). Recent results suggest
that a deliberate integration of careful diagnostic analyses of numerical integrations of TC motion with theoretical mc_:>deling based on hypotheses suggested by the diagnostics is a highly viable research strategy. It is strongly recommended that such a strategy be implemented with
simple baroclinic models to expedite application of baroclinic theory to improving TC motion
forecasts.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1 Barotropic TC structure ( streamfunction) and position predicted by a nonlinear numerical model at (a) 0, (b) 36 and (c) 72 hours (Chan and Williams 1987).
Fig. 2 Asymmetric streamfunction component extracted a nondivergent barotropic numerical
model TC on a ,B-plane at 24 hours (Fiorino and Elsberry 1989).
Fig. 3 (a)-(b) Streamfunction evolution for an initially perturbed vortex and t = 0 and 8 hours
respectively. (c)-(d) As in (a)-(b) except showing just the asymmetric component. Length scale
R~1 = 50 km and contour intervals are held constant with tim~ (solid, positive; dashed, negative)
(Carr and Williams 1989).

Fig. 4 (a) Variations in TC outer wind strength and (b) associated changes in 72 h tracks as
predicted by the numerical model of Fiorino and Elsberry ( 1989).
Fig. 5 TC motion track comparison for the nondivergent (open cyclone) and shallow water
models (closed cyclone) of Shapiro and Ooyama (1989).
Fig. 6 (a) Sinusoidal zonal current on a ,8-plane and associated absolute vorticity and vorticity
gradient. (b) TC tracks predicted by nondivergent spectral model for TC location A and B in
zonal current (a) for f-plane (solid) and ,8-plane (dashed) approximations (De~aria 1985).
Fig. 7 TC tracks predicted by a nondivergent numerical model on a ,8-plane with various linearly sheared zonal currents (see legend) (Chan and Williams 1989).
Fig. 8 Steady-state wavenumber one gyre structure theoretically predicted by Carr ( 1989) for
the symmetric TC in Fig. 1a with known propagation speed of 2. 8 m,' s at 330°.
Fig. 9 Comparison of TC tracks predicted by Chan and \Villiams ( 1987) numerical model for:
symmetric initial TC, 0-48 h (solid circle); symmetric initial TC, 36-84 h repositioned to same
starting point (crossed circle); asynunetric initial TC using gyre in Fig. 8, 0-48 h (open circle)
(Carr 1989).
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ABSTRACT

I

Global and regional primitive equation models have matured
to the point that some of the models can now resolve the
circulation associated with tropical cyclones. Unfortunately,
the present observational network does not supply the necessary
information thtt theoretical studies indicate are necessary for
an accurate track forecast.
Therefore, dynamical track
prediction models now rely on "bogussing" the tropical cyclone
circulation into the initial fields.
This bogus is based on the
observations that are available and our current knowledge of
typical tropical cyclone structure.
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2.5.1

Introduction
The first numerical models designed for predicting tropical

cyclone tracks (e.g., Sasaki 1955; Kasahara 1957) were based on
the barotropic vorticity equation due to limited computer
resources and limited knowledge of tropical meteorology.

During

the past 30 years, an enormous increase in computer processing
speed and available memory has occurred along with a much broader
understanding of tropical meteorology and, in particular,
tropical cyclones.

In addition, high-resolution global and

regional numerical models which include very detailed physics
have been developed.
In spite of increased knowledge, advances in computer
technology and improved numerical models, our ability to analyze
tropical cyclones on a day-to-day basis falls far short of what

is needed for today's models due to the scarcity of observations.
Recent theoretical studies (Holland 1984; DeMaria 1985) have
demonstrated the factors that are important in controlling the
movement of tropical cyclones, and therefore must be represented
in the analysis.

The two most important factors are the

environmental flow, including asymmetries, and the horizontal
size and outer structure of the tropical cyclone.

Therefore, the

basic current and the size of the tropical cyclone must be
accurately represented to forecast its future motion.
In general, it is impractical to use only conventional data
to initialize the tropical cyclone circulation for numerical
forecasts.

As mentioned above, insufficient data are available

to describe the storm structure.

2.5.2
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conventional data. can lead to unrealistic asYmrnetries in the
tropical cyclone analysis, which can lead to radically different
forecasts from one analysis time to the next.

Finally, the lack

of data makes it difficult to analyze the central position of the
cyclone.

DeMaria (1985) found that the motion of a tropical

cyclone may be sensitive to the initial position error under
certain environmental conditions.
The lack of observations has led the numerical modeling
community to incorporate a "bogus" tropical cyclone circulation
in the initial fields.

The variety of methods currently used are

based on our current knowledge of tropical cyclones as well the
few, real-time observations that are available.

2.5.2

Bogussing philosophy
The current bogussing methods share one feature.

~1

the

methods first construct the shape and intensity of the tropical
cyclone and then use some method to blend this with the "largescale" analysis.

Recent work by Fiorino and Elsberry (1989)

suggests that this blending of the tropical cyclone circulation
with the large-scale flow can introduce errors that can have a
significant impact on the resulting track.

This is one of the

areas in which considerable more research is needed.

It is

nearly impossible to remove all information about the tropical
cyclone from the large-scale analysis before the blending is done
due to nonlinear interactions, scale interaction, etc.
The various centers use one of two basic ideas for
representing the tropical cyclone structure.

The first method is

to use the available surface parameters (e.g., the maximum wind

2.5.3
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speed, central pressure, radius of maximum wind or the radius of
the outermost closed isobar) to construct the surface
circulation. Normally a structure similar to that of a Rankine
vortex and gradient win·d balance are assumed.

Winds above the

surface are specified in relation to the strength and size of the
surface circulation.

The second method is to use a numerical

model to develop (i.e., "spin-up') a tropical cyclone structure.
The structure obtained in this manner is consistent with the
horizontal/vertical resolution and physical parameterizations in
the model that is used in the track forecast.
Very little attention has been given to initializing the
moisture field associated with the tropical cyclone.

Either some

large value (i.e., > 80%) is specified near the center of the
storm, the moisture is not bogussed, or the moisture values from
a spin-up storm are used.

Errors in the moisture field,

particularly in the planetary boundary layer, lead to errors in
the computed surface fluxes.

Holland (1984) states that surface

friction plays a secondary role in the movement of the tropical
cyclone.
Most tropical cyclone forecast models have not utilized a
specially designed and consistent data assimilation cycle.

That

is, the first-guess for an analysis does not contain the bogus
from the previous 6 or 12 hour forecast.

However, all

operational global models, and a growing number of regional
models, now include associated data assimilation systems.

This

raises the question of whether the residual circulation from a
previous bogus will produce negative feedbacks in subsequent
analyses and forecasts.

For example, an incorrect forecast

2.5.4
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position will inherently be contained in the first-guess field at
the next analysis time.
in the analysis.

At least two problems must be rectified

The first is that the first-guess position must

be corrected to the observed position without generating
unrealistic asymmetries in the environmental flow or the tropical
cyclone structure.

Second, the domain of the bogus must be

extended to those areas with the incorrect storm position from
the previous forecast.

If not, the large-scale environment in

the vicinity of the cyclone will be negatively affected and
therefore, so will the subsequent forecast track (Holland 1984;
Fiorino and Elsberry 1989) .
2.5.3

Bogussing methods
a) European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts
(E~)

ECMWF has recently started examining the problem of
inserting a tropical cyclone bogus into their global model
(Andersson and Hollingsworth 1988) .

The maximum wind speed (MWS)

and the radius of the MWS are used to construct the surface wind.
Winds up to 300 mb are specified as a fraction of the surface
winds.
outflow.

No attempt is made to bogus the upper level anticyclonic
Heights at 1000 mb are computed assuming a gradient

wind balance.

Pseudo-observations are created for 29 points

within 600 km of the tropical cyclone center.

Values

representing the large-scale conditions are extracted from the
global first-guess fields, truncated to T20 resolution and added
to the tropical cyclone structure.

The resulting pseudo-

observations are then used in the optimum interpolation analysis.
2.5.5
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b)

Japan Meteorological Agency (oJMA)

JMA builds an axisyrnmetric surface pressure field associated

with the tropical cyclone, based on the radius of the 15 m/s wind
and the central pressure (Iwasaki et. al. 1987).

In addition, D-

values are computed for the upper troposphere to incorporate
anticyclonic flow.

Temperatures are computed, based in part on

the vertical partitioning of latent heat in the cumulus
parameterization scheme.

The wind field is computed using the

horizontal, viscous, steady-state momentum equations.
known movement of the storm is added to the wind field.

The latest
Next,

the large-scale values of sea-level pressure, temperature and
moisture are averaged over some specified radial distance from
the cyclone center.

I

These average values are then blended with

the computed tropical cyclone circulation, with the large-scale
~

values getting more weight with increasing distance from the
cyclone.

c)

Naval Environmental Prediction Research Facility (NEPRF)

Two numerical models have been developed at NEPRF for use in
tracking tropical cyclones.

These are the Navy Operational

Regional Atmospheric Prediction System (NORAPS; Hodur 1987) and
the One-way Influence Tropical Cyclone Model (OTCM; Hodur 1981) .
Both are currently being run at Fleet Numerical Oceanography
Center in support of the U.S. Navy in the tropical western North
Pacific.

The forecast model in NORAPS is used to develop a

tropical cyclone structure as follows.

A Rankine vortex with no

mean-flow, a mean tropical sounding and all over-water points

2.5.6
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integrated to a steady-state solution.

The model is then

The winds, height,

temperature, moisture and sea-level pressure from the NORAPS
analysis are then averaged over a circular area within a 1600 km
radius around the cyclone.

The model spin-up fields at grid

points are then used as observations for a reanalysis of the
NORAPS initial conditions.

A hierarchy of spin-up storms is

generated to account for variations in latitude.

The model storm

that most closely matches the latitude of the observed cyclone is
used for the bogus.
A much simpler bogussing procedure is employed in the OTCM,
because the OTCM only uses three levels and does not include
physical processes except for a prescribed analytical heating
function.

I

The bogus is inserted into the OTCM by prescribing a

maximum value of
._ vorticity, based on the observed maximum wind
speed, into the initial vorticity field.

Once the bogus has been

inserted, non-divergent winds and balanced mass fields are
computed and these serve as the initial conditions.

d)

National Meteorological Canter (NMC)

NMC has recently implemented the Quasi-Lagrangian Model
(QLM; Mathur 1988) for numerical prediction of tropical cyclone
tracks.

For the QLM, the sea-level pressure pattern of the

tropical cyclone is computed based on the central pressure,
pressure of the outermost closed isobar and mean distance to the
outermost closed isobar, in a manner similar to that used at JMA.
The surface winds are computed assuming a gradient wind balance.
The winds aloft are computed using an empirical vertical

-2.5.7

- 92 weighting function designed to incorporate anticyclonic flow in
the upper troposphere.

Moisture is set such that the relative

humidity is at least 80% at the center of the cyclone, with the
value increasing for lower central pressures.

The idealized

vortex is blended with the large-scale analysis similar to the
JMA procedure, described above.

e)

United Kingdom Meteorological Office (UK Met Office)

The UK Met Office uses a tropical cyclone bogus
operationally in their global model (Carter and Hao 1988).

The

size of the cyclone is determined by the outermost closed isobar
or estimated from a satellite photo.

The strength of the surface

winds are estimated using ship reports, advisories or whatever
other observations are available.

The bogus surface winds

represent an average wind over a 3-4 degree area and do not
attempt to describe the strongest wind in the eyewall region.
The wind direction is estimated from the surface isobars.

Winds

are bogussed at no more than 10 points on each of the 850, 700
and 500 mb levels.

Winds are bogussed at 200 mb only if the flow

above the tropical cyclone is less than 30 knots and there is a
high degree of confidence in the future movement of the cyclone.
The bogus is not used when the analyzed position is close to the
reported position and if there is a reasonable circulation in the
analyzed system.

2.5.4

Summary
Numerical models have advanced to where they can resolve the

overall circulation of tropical cyclones.

However, the lack of

observations leads to difficulty in defining the initial
2.5.8
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circulation as well as the initial position of the cyclone.
Therefore, the concept of bogussing the tropical cyclone into the

initial fields is a common practice at many operational centers.
That is, an idealized tropical cyclone pattern is artificially
imposed into the initial fields.
of two ways.

The bogus is generated in one

The first utilizes available observations as well

as an empirical fit to the basic structure of tropical cyclones
as revealed by past observational studies.

The second method

relies on model-generated tropical cyclones using idealized
initial conditions.

2.5.9
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ABS'mACI'

'!his report att:e.rrpts to synthesize same new c:bservations ani ideas
concemirg the question of tropical cyclone (TC) fonnation. Despite
many worthy ci:>se.rvational ani numerical IIDdel.~ studies of m:= fonnation
over the last decade or two, our UI'Xierst.andin of the !ilysical processes
associated with early stage TC fonnation versus p:raninent c::li.stu.:ri::
non-fonnation is still inadequate. Operational TC genesis forecast
skill is not very high ani there is :nudl to be acx:ayplished in
\.lTrlerstarxli how early stage TC fonnation takes place in the first
place. Althc:ugh theoretical ideas cover a wide range of possibilities,
new ci:>se.rvational studies are ~ our seard1 in specific
directions.
Recent researd1 is in::licatin:J that ~ favorable corxlitions
incll.ldirg high low-level vorticity, weak 1:rop:lsJ;ileric wW shear, ani
upper-level anticyclonic flow are satisfied, that it is envirormentally
imllCEd asymnetric low-level wini surges that frequently plays the
crucial role in the initiation of unstable interior c::li.stu.:ri::
intensification. Concentration of deep oonvection is a basic
:requi.renent of TC fonnation. When low-level wi.n:i surges are able to
penetrate to near the center of the c::li.stu.:ri::, then TC fonnation
(other factors beirg favored) is highly likely. When environmental wini
surges do not occur or when they occur but fail to penetrate to near to
the center of the ~' TC develq:m:mt is :nudl less frequent even though other corxlitions are very favorable.

Analysis of successive geostatianary satellite images appear to be
a very beneficial new tool to assist (with oonventional weather
analysis) in the detection ani in the DDnitor~ of the inward
penetration of wini surges. 'Ihe association of wini surges Plenanena
with TC fonnation is an inportant tq>ic for workshop djscussion.

'l .. o.t
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Introduction
Space limitations preclude 'lll.lCh dj scussion of the theo:retical,

climatological, forecast aspects, an:i other

a~ic

vortices as they

tlu"att new light on the question of t.J::q>ical cyclone fonnatian. 'Ihese TC

fonnation tq>ics are dj SOJSSEld in current ~-II
M. Yamasaki (No. 3.2 - Advances in Basic

raworteur

Urrlerst:.arrli),

rep::>rts of

K. Ema.rruel (No.

3.5 - Potential Infl\lE!l'DeS of Climate Olan;Je on Tropical Cyclones), R.
Zehr (No. 3.5 -Advances in Forecast Tedmiques), an:i R. M. Hodur (No.
3. 4 - Relationship Bebleen SUbtrcpical Marine CyclonejPolar IDW

Developient an:i Tropical Cyclone Fonnation) •

'!his paper att:enpts to summarize, in a basic

recent observational re.seardl an

TC

~

view, sane

fonnation an:i the :relationship

bebleen the }ilysical factors which dist.irguish those t.J::q>ical

distu:tbanoes which attain t.J::q>ical stonn intensity versus those
praninent t.J::q>ical distu:tbanoes which do not.

Tropical cyclone

formation likely will not be adequately understood until we inprove our
documentation an:i }ilysical

1ll'rlerst:andi

of the differences between the

processes occ:urrin;J in these two classes of t.J::q>ical distu:tbanoes.
Numerical UDdeJ s which appear to si.nul.ate TC formation sha.ll.d not

necessarily be cxmsidered an in:lication of a finn scientific grasp of
this topic.

Hollan:i (1987) states the case clearly in this regard when

he recently writes:
'!here is, in particular, an in::lina.tion to assune that because
one set of :mec:hanisms produce a hurricane-like vortex, that
other pz:CX23Ses. are 'lll'linportant. For example, each of the
axisyxmetric analytic an:i numerical m:xiel.s described by Ooyarna
(1969), Olall.a an:i Pieffer (1980), an:i Emanuel (1986) contains
quite different explicit }ilysics fran the others, yet each also

produces 'realistic' t.J::q>ical cyclone structures. Further,
observational stu:ties have roted consistent erwironmental

~ .. o.~
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interactions asscx::iated with tropical cyclone structure charges,
yet lOOSt numerical nodels develq> tropical cyclones withoot
in::l\Xii.n;J such environnert:al. interactions''.
It is :iltportant that successful non-develq>in;J tropical cyclone m:x1el
nms with realistic data sets also be made for c:x::arparison with formation

cases.

'!his has oot yet been ac:carplished.

Numerical m:xlels have, in

general, oot yet iooluded transient enviranmental forcin;J or

differential lorNer st.rat.ospleric QOO envirornnents in their si.nul.atians.
It is the interactions of the fled;Jlin;J t.ropical

sur:rourXlin:J tropospheric environment

~with

its

an:i with the lawer st.ratcJsi:bere

which appear to be least ume.rstood an:i which this workshq> should

consider in ncre detail.
2.

Previous Observational Fin:lirgs
'!he lOOSt consistent an:i distirrt differences between develq>in;J an:i

non-devel.q>in;J dist:u1:ban::le that we have founi in two decades of project
resea:rch an tropical cyclone fonnatioo in:licate that:

1)

develq>in;J systems DllSt have very 'Weak tropospheric vertical
win:i shear an:i ~tropospheric anticyclonic flCJ!tl in the
places where they fonn (Gray, 1968, 1979),
an:i

2)

the large-scale low-level tropospheric. wi..tDs at radii of
J-6• aroun:i develapin;J systems have, an average, significantly
higher relative vorticity than do the non-developin3 systems.
(Many project papers have verified this - see Gray, 1968;
MCBride and zebr, 1981; Lee, 1989a, 1989b, etc.).

'1hough a1m:>st always necessary for formation these two solid

observational factors are hc:Mever often oot sufficient to consistently

identify those in:tividual dist:u1:ban::le whidl fonn named

'In;.

Mlitianal

physical processes appear to be involved as, for exanple, asymmetric
low-level win:i surge actiat at one side of the t.ropical

l·•·"l

~

or

- 98 depression.
3.

Cb3erved Low-level Wirr:i Diffe.rerres Bet:ween Developirg ani
Non-Developirg D~ Judged to Have a Very High
Pot:e.ntial. for TC Formation
·

For many years (until August, 1987) the us Air Force made low level
'investigative' aircraft flights into tl:'q>ical clist:urbances judged by
.J'IWC

forecasters to have a very high potential for TC formation.

ordi.na.ty looki.rg tropical distm:bances ard claxl clusters judged to have

a lower potential of formation

'Nere

not investigated by aircraft.

A primal:y p.1rpOSe of these flights was

to determine if a small

scale Low-level Circulation Center (Lt..O:) had fo:rnai within the

di.sttu::bance' s broader scale cyclonic circulation or if a broad region of
light ani variable wirr:is existed arourxi which a TC center might be
fon:ni.rg.

SUch regions ten:l to be associated with local concentrations

of high vorticity ani are frequently foond :in both developirg ani nandevelopirg systems.

Even "t:hcujl an c:twiaJS closed

r..ux:

(see Fig. 1),

might not always be fourxi, a meso-scale area of inferred cyclonic
circulation (tenned
usually be located.

'open' vortices

by M.i.a:llebrooke, 1988), CXJU.l.d

'!he regions arourxi these centers (closed or open)

are places where vorticity values are many times higher than :in broaderscale tl:'q>ical di.sttu::bance systems as a whole ani frequently many tilDes
higher than the earth's vorticity.

Figure 2 shol.l1s the average symnetric law-level

tan:Jential

the MJI'ICN ooordinate system fixed cm the m:wirg stonn center o

wirr:is in
'lhese

wirr:is are sham relative to the centers of both closed LICI.s ani of open
(inferred) centers for 'investigative' flights into the developirg ani

praninent IDl-developirg di.sttu::bance systems.

.g.o . (l

An "open" center may
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TYPICAL LOW-LEvEL INVEST MISSION PROFILE
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Fig. 1.

often

Profile of a typical low-level ( * 1500 ft) investigative
mission into a pX.ential. fonnirg trcpical c:tisttu:barx:.
oortheast of Guam. Cilservatians are taken every 15 minutes.
A closed circulation is fcurn at the point marked T.D. '!be
original estimated oenter position is marked as the J'IWC
point (fran Middlebrooke, 1988).

~

"closed" in the storm relative (M:71') CXX)nlinate system.

Note the sw:prisi.r:gly high values of targential wind that are present

within a half-degree radius of these oenters of highest vorticity.
ObsEmre also that there is little differen::e between the developi.r:g arrl

the n:m-developi.r:g systems.

'!his lack of a clear differen::e was

sw:prisi.r:g in that earlier analyses by oor project (McBride am Zehr,
1981) consistently i.rxticated that developirg systems typically had
higher vorticity in the o-J • radius than the l'XJil-developi.r:g systems.
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Fig. 2.

catparison of 'investigative' flight radial distribution of the
catPJSited symmetric ~ential win:l at 1500 ft. ( 450 m)
altitu:ie relative to the m::win; centers (M)T system) of
developin; {Dl) ani rxm-developin; tropical cli.sb.n:Danoes.
(Fran Middlebrooke ani Gray, 1987).

'!his

~

cliscreparcy is due to the smaller meso-beta scale of

these centers ani to the selection criteria used by J'IWC forecasters to

set up an investigative flight.

Flights were made only into those

cloud cluster systems which judge fran the satellite ani syrrptic flOW'

data, appeared to have a very high potential for develc::pnent.

Investigative flights were thus made into a very selective class of
tropical cli.sb.n:Danoes 'tt.hich were not at all representative of IOOSt
tropical cli.sb.n:Danoes.

In fact, about half of the early stage

investigative flights took place into systems which eventually became
named storms, a

muc::li higher fonnation percentage than IOOSt tropical

cli.sb.n:Danoes, waves, ani cloud clusters that are adjusted to have a

potential for named stonn fonnation.
Figure 2

c:x:IIIpCU"e5

the t:an}ential win:l (VT) of developin; (Dl) ani

non-developin; systems (OOV-DE.V) •

Note the st.ron:;J interior circulations

of both systems.

~·~·'
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Although Fig. 2 inplies that vorticity inside o.5" radius are very

high, this figure also shows that such concentrated meso-beta scale
vorticity values were not, by t:hemsP..l.ves, an average dist.i.r:gui.shin::
fonnation feature.
the disturbance's

It was the magnitwe of lc::M-level radial w.in:I near

center that

was the major factor

d.i.stin;Ju.i.s

between those di.sturt:ances which developed am those which did not.

Figure 3 shows the c:::cllpll"ative mean inward radial w.in:I (- VR)
toward the

centers of those di.sturt:ances which formed

versus those which did not.

named stonns (Dl)

Note that inside 1 • radius there are major

diffeJ:"e..CeS in the inward penetration of radial w.in:I for those systems
which develop in cc:nparison to those which do not.

It is likely that

these differen::es in inward radial w.in:I are due to the large mnnber am

greater st:rerY:Jths of inward penetratin:J envi.ranne1tal w.in:I surges of the
developin;;J in canparison with the nan-developin:J systems.

Note in Fig.

3 how carx:::ent.rated the gradient of radial w.in:I is between

o-o. 5 • radius

for the average intensifyin:J systems.

'!he mean

o-o. 5 • radius average

cxmvergerre value of the developin;;J systems was - 20 x 10-5 s-1, a very
high value irrleed.
'lhe average low-level

oonverg~

inside o.·5 • radius for

intensifyin:J system is about three t.i.toos that of the n:m-intensifyin:J

systems.

'1here is little differerx:::e in the radial w.in:Is at larger

radius however am cxmvergeooe inside the 1. 5 • or 3. o • radius is the
same for both systems.

'lhe latter values are in agreement with oor

previous rawinsorr:1e c:crrpcsite analysis as well as those of other
researdl.ers which shcM little average differerx:::e between the o-3 • radius

~·0·?
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RADIUS r' lot)
Fig. 3.

Chrparison of the radial cliStrib.itim of symmetrical radial
win1 (VR) at 1500 ft (450 m) altitu:le relative to the m::winl
oente:rs (m!' coordinate) of early-stage developi.n:J (Dl) am
l'D'l-developinl systems. Negative values denote inflCM. Fran

Middlebrooke

converge.rre

am Gray,

am nean vertical

1987.

DDtions of typical developinl versus

typical oon-developinl trc.pical di.stm:baooes.
'lhe inportant factor then for the early stage of 'OC develc:ptent is

not the net annmt of vertical DDtion for the d.istm:bance rut rather the

magnitu:le of

~ted

vertical DDtion very close to the core of the

d.istm:bance where vorticity is high.

'!his

assessrD~?nt

is verified by

J:eCel1t satellite absel:vations of dlarges in areas of cold IR clcu:liness

over several days as a d.istm:bance develqs into a named storm.
~tian

of interior low-level radial win:i

am

'!his

associated deep

convectim awears to require the actim of environmentally irrlllOed win:i

3·0·f
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surges.

'lhese surges are able (t.l'lcDjl for reasons whi.dl are still not

clear) to penetrate very close the early stage di.sturbazx:e's center arrl
activate c:xm:entrated annmts of deep c:onvection.

'!he i.n-up-an:i-out

vertical notion associated with these small localized central regions of
deep convection can act to ooncentrate the di.sturbazx:e' s vorticity so as

to further activate
very high.

~ential

wi.rd spirrup where vorticity is already

'!be wi.rd surge acts as a ooncentration D:!Chani.sm.

OUr aircraft

ctlsel:vations show that systens whidl go on to becare

named storms frequently have such c:xm:entrated areas of elevated

vorticity whi.dl act as foci arrl precursors to subsequent "R:
intensification.

'!be law-level relative vorticity (..... 10

x 10-Ss-1) in

these small scale vortices (about 1 to 1 1/2° in diameter) can thus be
2-3 or m:>re times greater than that of the earth's vorticity an:i 8-10

times greater than the c:li.sturt:mx:l's nean o-Jo radius relative vorticity

(see Fig. 4).
Mesa-beta vortices of this sort have also been ci:lsel:ved to be

associated with US Great Plains MeSs.

It is suggested that deep

convection developin;J within the high vorticity areas of these U.CCS may
act as a m:>re efficient wannin;J medlanism (Sdlubert arrl Hack, 1982). by
allowin:.;J for .a m:>re rapid drop of central pressure an:i a m.lCh faster
vortex spin-up rate than 'WOUld otherwise ocx::ur with the typical annmts
of deep convection ani vorticity of the pre-t:yploon c:li.sturt:mx:l as a
whole.
'!he formation of the meso-scale

u.a:s is likely a result of

enviranmentally in:iuced wi.rd surges whi.dl penetrate into the

distw::t:larx::'s oenter f:ran one of its sides (see Fig. 5b).

3·o..c~

sudl

~ipient

SUdl inward
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2Jx10

6°diam

4 X10- 5
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2 X10-

4.

3m/s

-

-5
- 0.5

illustration of how a 1 • diameter vortex with a tarqential
wi.rrl of 5 m,ls (small circle) can have relative vorticity many
tbnes f while the syrx:ptic scale vortex of 6 • diameter arrl
tarqential 3 m,ls wi.rrl (large circle) 'WOUld not.

propagatinj surges can also trig;;er a&titianal deep convection within an
already

exist:inJ w:x=.

A consistent feature of

aJr

project's recent 'IC genesis research

has been the observation of a very early hlrst of deep Cl:> convection of

18-30 hours duration near the center of pre-genesis di.st:m:bances.

'lhese

convective bursts usually ocx:ur 2-3 days before later stage
intensification (Fig. 5a is typical).

It is likely that these pre-

genesis convective bursts are set off by inward propagatin;J wi.rrl surge
action.

Tropical cyclone formation

often~

to be

cont.i.rxJent on

wi1ether or not one ·or two of these ext:el:nally driven surges penetrate

~ •Q. tO
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Corx::eptual illustration of baN high values of shear vorticity
on the cyclonic side of a wim surge (large solid ar.ror.N)
might be transfontai .into a small scale I.DW U!vel Circulation
Center (~) ard baN this ~ might then be advect.ed to form
near the center of the syrx:pt.ic scale disturbance where a

region of concentrated neso-scal.e vorticity would result.

to near the .syrqJtic center of the trcpical disturbance.

One initial

wirrl surge may act initially to establish an area of concentrated
vorticity wn.ile a subsequent surge, followi.Ig 1-3 days later may act to
initiate the rapid intensification of the inner core.
Wirrl surges of this type may be a form of Shapiro's (1977)
hypothesizes

c:::orx::emin:J

the TC fonnation process.

the need for oon-linear vorticity advection in
'Ihe important role of environmental forci.Ig

an TC fonnation has also been emphasized recently in case studies by
Molinari ard Skubis (1985) ard Molinari ard Vollaro (1989).
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Percent area rut to 2 degrees radius of the oenter of TC
Doyle tr.nere m terrpP..ratures are less than -75 degrees c.
Note the early stage blowp of deep oonvection (cross hatc:he:i)
that occurred in the quite early distt.n:barx:le stage of Doyle on
the 2nd of J'):!cprnter, two days before Doyle became a named
stonn. '!his is a typical exanple. Many other pre-cyclone
dist:url:>arx:: have bl~ of deep oonvection 2-3 day before
their intensification stage (fran Zehr, 1989).

years Pfeffer (1955, 1958) an:l Olalla an:l Pfeffer (1980, 1984, 1989) has
stressed the likely role of horizontal eddy processes in hurricane

intensification.

'!hey have recently stressed the role of ur:per

't:ropospleric eddy

processes.

'!his paper is eqnasizin:J the role of low-

level eddy processes.
'Ihese observations tern to agree with K. Emanuel's idea (private

ccmmJmication) an:l the author's lon;J held belief that trq>ical
dist:url:>arx:: require a "kicker'' or a

tri~

of sane sort to initiate an

early stage c::aamtratian of vorticity as 'Well as a later stage of rapid

~•C!)o('\..

- 10.7 -

inter-core intensification.

Sanetimes, despite ve:rY favorable larger-

scale ccn:litions, the "triggeri.rg'' action is missin;J ani TC develc:pnent

is not able to prcx::eed.

'!he preserx:e or abserx::le of sudl eddy processes

is a primacy factor in differentiatin;J those systems which develop fran
those praninent systems which do not.

4.

Exanples of Wind SUrges
An example of the b.lild up of a trade-wind surge on the poleward

side of a

pre-~ tropical~

is seen in Fig. 6.

S:ilnilar

types of wirrl surges can occur in the sa.rt:hwesterly flc:M (see Fig. 7).

Note that the b.lildup of these surroun:ti.rg wirrl surges occurs 'Well

before any significant increase of the wi.rrls in the interior of the
~.

love (1985a, 1985b) has also extensively discussed ~

physical factors which may cause sudl E!I'Wiranmental.ly forced wind
surges.

'lh.is ird.udes cold frontal passage in the westerlies, cross-

~ic

surge imlCE!d by cwosite hemi.s];ilere winterti.ne cold air

mass penetration into the lCM-latiblde tropics,

etc.

Figure 8 shows an inner-radius example of the st:ron:;J radial arrl

t.argential wi.rrls which can develop fran an externally irrluced win:i
surge.

'1he analysis is based on 15-minute win:l obsel:vatians at 1500 ft

fran an investigative flight missions.
propa.gatin:J radial.wirrl (VR) of

'!his figure shows the inward

pre-~ Vera (11 July 1983) ~

maximum wi.rrls at this ti.ne -were 15 mjs arrl whose min:i.m.lm SIP was 1004
mb.

Note the st.ren:Jth of the radial inflc:M on the -west side of this

system.

Not only was the radial inflc:M an the -west side unusually

st:ron:;J nxt the t.argential wi.rrls (VT) at this locaticn -were also quite

high.

'!his cxmbinatian of VR arrl VT produced a very large inward flux

3.o.t'3
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Eq

2o•s

October 30, 1979 (10 kts)

November 1, 1979 (15 kts)

Eq

2o•s
October 31, 1979 (10 kta)

Fig. 6.

November 2, 1979 (25 kts)

'lhe 850 Jib flow pattern am isotachs an 30 o±d:::ler-2 November,
ooz for the early stages of genesis of pre-tytnoon Vera 1979 as
given by European Center for Medium Ranqe Forecasts (:EX:MVF')
analysis. '!he shaded areas are the regions with a win:1 speed
> 10 mjs. '!he centers of the pre-typloon vortex are shown by
the lazge dots. 'lhe maxim.lm intensity at this time is 25 krxJts
or less (fran I.ee, 1986) •
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3 OCT

Fig. 7.

4 OCT

5 OCT

•

850 mb analysis of the early formation stages of preat 12Z an 3, 4, an:i 5 octd:Jer 1983. 'lhe
d.i.sturbarre's maxim..nn win:i at this. stage is less than 25 knots
for all three periods.

:ECMWF

~ ~

of ed:iy targential m:mantum.

SUch i.nwan3. p:rqagatian of

to trig:Jer new outbreaks of deep Clllll.llus convection.

nanentum acts

Vera's inner win:i

surge is typical of many other-cases.
'!be preserDe of st.J:'orq envi.rormental.ly imuced win:l surges does not

assure that 'R: formation will cxx::ur however.

It is necessacy that these

wirxl surges propagate close to the center of the in::ipient d.i.sturbarre
a:rrl that other comitions remain favorable.

Figure 9 shows two

formation cases (AtiJy an:i Betty) lNherein surge penetration to near the

d.i.sturbarre's center was deduced.

'lhese surges set off interior deep

convection shcYwn by the small circles (as d:>tained by D1SP visual
satellite images) of 0:> cells

ext.erx:lin:3

.3•0•\S'

above the cirrus shield.

In the
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VR

VT

Ni

VR

SLP

x VT

Fig. 8.

An exanple of an invest flight ciJseJ:ved high surge (Dl) case
for tropical~ CVmax- l5 nvs, MSIP- 1004mb) whidl
later hec3me '.Iyiiloon Vera. Data portrayed in M:1.I' coordinate
system. units nvs or rriJ. s-2 (fran Innney, 1988) .

non-develq:>irx} (ND) case on the right side of this figure, a

st:ron:J

env:irannv:mtally infuced wini surge did oot :readl to the center of the
~0

Deep 0011Vection was thus less concentrated at the place

where relative vorticity was highest

efficiency

am

carrlensation wann:in:]

pressure cli'ql walld be m::st efficient for

intensification.
other factors

am where

Developnent did oot proceed in this case even thalgh.

"Were

quite favorable.

3•Ch C'

.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Abbl 83-2: 8l4/0035ZI Bet!y 84-3: 4Jui/2129Z

Fig. 9a-c.

I@

78-7: 80ct/2247Z

:Relationship of aircraft deteJ::m:ined wW surge (a.rrow)
to penetrative cxmvective cells (small circles) for three
d.istuJ::barx:: with Vmax < 15 m,ls. '1\tJo of these
d.istuJ::barx:: develcped into typhoon (Al:iJy) arrl trq;>ical
stonn (Betty) intensity. ND78-7 did not develop into a
named stonn ( fran I.unney, 1988) •

'!he Take-off Period.

Cl::lse:rvations of 'IC fonnation in:ticate that

there is typically a disti.rd: period dur.irg which a tropical

clistur.bance 's winJs begin a rapid increase arrl central pressure begins

to rapidly drop.

'lhese c:harges in t:en::le.ooy ocx::ur rapidly arrl this

period might be ten1ei "the take-off point".
after the tropical depression stage.

'!his cx::curs dur.irg or

A disti.rd: U.CX: typically exists

at least 24 halrs befo:re the "take-off pericxi".
Figure 10 illustrates such beginnin:;J win:l in:::xeases.

It awean;

that the ti.nrl.rg of these initial intensification periods is :related to
the arrival of an irrward propagatin;J win:l surge near the center of the

pre-'R:: clistur.bance.· '!his process ~ to cx:nstitute the required

"kicker'' or "trigger".
5.

Requi.ra::i Inward Eddy Manentum Fluxes
Iee (1986) has OCl1plted ~ic targential nanentum budgets

for early stage trq;>ical cyclone formation us.irg cuuposited rawinsorrje

data.

He foom that observed early stage targential win:l spin-up at 1-

3·o·c?
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Fig. 10.
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E-<

v.nox

.

-2

0

Ti:me series of maxi.mJm. measured or estimated t.argential win::l
(in kts) for developin;J tropical cyclones durin;J the FGGE
years. Abscissa is time in days an:l zero iroicates that point
of begirlnirq intensification or take-off point (fran lee,
1986).

radius cannot be explained as a result of the early-stage synunetrical

in-up-am-cut transverse circulation of the tropical di.sturt:lance.

'!he

average early-stage transverse circulaticn an:l early-stage vorticity
field are too weak to allow di.sturt:lance intensification an the time
scale at vmidl it is observed.
t.argential win:l spin up

A high percent of the early stage

(70% an:l 53%

in lee's early stages

1 an:l 2) must

be aCCCIIPlished by horizontal eddy (VR'VT') natentum inp:>rt (see Table
1).

'!his requ.i.rem:mt for inward eddy nanentum flux is gradually relaxed
as the TC formation process pJ:'C"a?eds hc:"hJever.
TC formation, the symmetrical part of the
be<"x'mes

In the latter stages of

transverse circulation spin-up

ever m::>re daninant an:l the percentage of inward by eddy flux

processes is greatly decreased.

'!he ratio of eddy to transverse inward

flux then awreciably drcp;.

3• Od i
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'I'l:'opoSJ:ileic targential m:mantum b.ldgets (unit: DVs/d). '!he l'llJllhu:'s
within parentheses are the percentage of the total targential nanentum
spinup (or mean plus eddy tenDs) contri.J::uted by the edlles for nandevelopirxJ (ND) arxi genesis cases (GEN).
mean

av ;~t =

tenDs *1

VR VT

+eddy
tenDs *2
VR'VT'

+ motion + surface
tenns *3 friction

(l-5°)
Non-persistent NO
Persistent NO

Vmax<B 'D\I's Gen-Sl
Vmax<l2 'D\I'S Gen-S2
Vmax<l5 'D\I'S Gen-S3

0
0
+1.7
+2.0
+1.8

=
=
=
=
=

+0.4
+0.4
+0. 7(30%)
+1.4 (47%)
+2.6(79%)

-o.l
-o.1
+1.6(70%)
+1.6(53%)
+0.7(21%)

-o.1
-o.1
-o.3
-o.6
-1.1

-o.2
-o.2
-o.3
-o.4
-o.4

It is interest.in;J to n:Jte that it is in the early stages of TC
genesis wherein the 11l.1Ilerical mdels have had their m::st difficulty.

later stage TC mdelin] where the ratio of eddy to toa1 nnnentum itrport
has greatly decreased has proven to be 11l.ld:l m:::>re successful.

'lhi.s early

stage mdelin] difficulty is likely a result of the l'llllErical m::ldelers
not yet i.rcl.ulin:J such asymmetrical wirxi surges in their si.nul.ations.
6.

of Idealized Concept of TC Genesis arxi Farly stage
Intensificatioo

SUimlal:y

It is well knc:Mn that TCs develop fran pre-existin} disbn:bances.
HcMever, pre-existin} disbn:bances typically do not have sufficient

vorticity

am vertical

motion to cause vorticity c:ancentration an::l

inner-core spinup to ocx:m- as rapidly as it is obsel:ved.

'!he p:re-

exi.stin;J d.isturban:Je typically nust receive oonoentrated external

ncmentum activatioo of what might be termed a "kicker'' in order to
begin its exponential inner-core growth.

'lhi.s external activation or

"kicker'' typically canes fran a one sided, enviranmerrt:ally :i.nillCed win:l
surge Wich penetrates to near the canter of the di.st:u.rtlarx: an::l causes

2 • O• I et

- 114 a burst in central region deep convecti.oo ani enhanced irmer-oore
t.an:]ential wini spi.nup.
Orx::e this "kicker'' wini surge activates the interior c:lis1:ul:bance

intensification, an increase of outer radius wini follows in response.
Tropical cyclones typically intensify fran their centers outward.

An

idealized representation of the usual early stage fonnation process is
shown in Fig. 11.

An inward penetratirg t.an:]ential wini {VT) surge

(high VT ani VR both) penetrates

to near the

oenter of the .in:::ipient

c:lis1:ul:bance at stage 1 (top diagram) ani activates an unstable increase
of interior t.an:]ential win:I at stage 2 (middle diagram) •
stage for fonnation of an

ua:,

'!his is the

the meso-beta scale 'Weak vortex, which

is the focus for futher developnent.

Oral deep

CXlllVection ani

exponent.i.al. gn:Mth has been activated in the central region (where

vorticity values are highest) , inner and outer radius wims begin to
increase together in response to a sec::x:n:i surge which sets off a steady

unstable interior intensification (stages 3, 4, ani 5).
7.

Nunerical Modelin;J
'Rlose

recent numerical DK'rlel s which appear at face value to

s.iJmll.ate the early stages of t.rcpical c:lis1:ul:bance gn:Mth reasonably well
[see GFDL results of Kurihara ani Tul.eya (1981); Tul.eya ani Kurihara
(1981); Kurihara ani Kawase (1985) ani Tul.eya (1988} ani scma of the

operational glc:tal GCMS] appear to have done so with oorrlensation
heatirg schemes that produce mean up.m:d vertical m:Jtions their early

stages which are two to three times greater than values of vertical
m:Jtian that -we observe with oor rawi.nson:1e o:xup:site calculations (I.Be,
1986, 1989b).
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Conceptual view of the stages of the 'lC fonnatian prcx:::ess
A
t:an:;Jential wim surge (VT) penetrates to near the oenter of an
in::ipient di.st:1.u'bance at stage 1 (tcp diagram) am activates
an unstable increase of interior targentia1 wini at stage 2
(middle diagram) o 0rx:e deep convection am exponential gravth
has been activated in the central region (where vorticity
values are highest) then imer am art:.er radius wi.ms increase
in response (stages J, 4 1 am 5) to CXI1tinued interior
intensification.
o
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- 116 Numerical xocrlels have yet to in:xnporate the types of asynmetric
wirrl surge action that

\Ve

are ci:lse:rvirg or the details of small-scale
Genesis m:x:lelirg also cq:pears to oot yet

vortices that are ci:lse:rved.

replicate the large annmts of DDist-static energy (h) whidl are
exported fran the tropical c:tistu:l:barr= by its transverse circulation.
'!here are limits

to the rate of early stage intensification of a

c:tistu:l:barr= fran its mean transverse circulation spinup.

'!his is

because the transverse circulations of the early stage di.stw:bm:::es
would export larger annmts of h-energy than (alorg with radiational
coolirg) can be ac:x::cxmted for fran surface energy fluxes.

To ac::canplish

early stage intensification on ol:served time scales, the tropical

di.stw:barx::e llU.lSt in"port significant annmts of lc:M-level m:arentum
t:hralgh horizontal eddy flux.

'!his process helps the early stage

tropical c:tistu:l:barr= to intensify witha.xt havirg to rely entirely on the.
large energy exportirg prc:x::ess of mean transverse circulation spinup.
Numerical m:xiels that have similated early-stage TC develc:poo:nt on a
realistic time scales have (in the author's view) produced spinup by
employirg exaggerated carDe.nsation heatirg schemes whidl produce
excessive wann.i.rg fran early-stage transverse circulations whidl are too
stl:on;J.

For .instance, in Fig. 3 of Tul.eya am :Kuri.hara (1981), (also

see Tul.eya, 1988) , . 'l1pWrd t.ropospleric notion between o-4 o radius duriix]
early stage· TC developnent averages is al::xxit 40o-soo mb/d.
is about 3-4 or

JOOre

'!his value

tines larger than mid-level vertical motion

recently neasured by Lee (1986, 1989b) for early-stage develq:>iix]
tropical di.stw:bm:::es in the NW Pacific.

'!his criticism of early-stage

di.stw:barx::e fo:rmation does oot cany owr hc:Jir.1ever to the usual DDdel.

J.o.a.')..
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s.inul.ations of the DDre developed stages of TCs wherein horizontal e:i:iy
flux processes are oot a daninant feature.
M::.Bride am Willoughby (1987) have also

~ized the

present

inadequacy of att:enpt.irg to 'lll'de:rst:arx trcpical cyclone fonnatian
through m.nrerical DDdelil:g even though m.nrerical mcdelil:g has been
stead i J y itrprovil:g in recent years.

'nle author believes that the heart

of the TC mnnerical DDdelil:g problem lies with the general lack of
lmc::Mled:;Je of the basic }ilysical processes occurril:g in the early stages
of TC fonnation so that such processes might be properly ircl.uded in
nOOe1 s.i.m.JJ.ations.

urxie:rst:andir

It is the author's view that this needed

will likely cane only fran careful study of the available

abse:Ivations.
8.

Disa1ssion
'lbere ar:.pears to be m.x:h premise for new i.nsights into the TC

genesis question through satellite devel.qments.

'lbere is a good

probability that 30 mi.mrt:e am hc:m'ly ncvie loop capability will bec:cma
more widely available an::i if intel:preted correctly offer inprovement in
TC genesis forecasti.rg.

Used in cxmbi.nation geostationa:cy visual

satellite images c:nght to be able to track wirD surges

am

am

IR

their forcil:g

influen:le an deep convective a.rt:breaks relative to the higher vorticity
areas of the tropical cii.stu:tbaooe.

Zehr (1988, 1989) is sharlirg new

possibilities as such satellite surge m:xlelil:g.
TC genesis

As

we better un:lerstard

we should also be better able to interpret syr¥Jptic maps am

satellite infonnation in canbi.nation.
'lhe advaix::ement in ~ TC genesis has been slow.

P.r:o;p::ess at=Pf'C'TS to have been hi.n::Jered by an

0•D·~3
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physic:al.

~

such as CISK, wave CISK, inertial-barot.rcpic

instability pherane.na, etc.

an tmfam:ied ClSSUIIpti.on in

am

other deductive ideas.

'!here has been

many quarters that only t:hroogh numeric:al.

m::xiel.in;J is it possible to ootain a true real l.Il'XIe.rstand of 'IC
genesis.

Unforbmately, deductive nethodologic:al. awroadles

awear to

have not yet gotten at the heart of the '.OC genesis question.
'!here have to date been no theories or oonvincin;J numeric:al.

m::xiel.in;J s:ilnulations that have provided insights into the basic forecast
problem of

~

those trq:>ic:al. cli.sturbarx::e \tt'hidl will becc:lte

named storms fran those that will

not.

It lNOUld

awear that -we

llllSt

first use the irrluctive or e.npiric:al. awroadl to the '.OC genesis
question.

We llllSt first abset:vationally detenn.ine those can:litians

\tt'hidl distirguish genesis fran norH1enesis.

to deduce manirgful physic:al. theories

Only then will -we be able

am make

sinulations of the early stage genesis process.

realistic numerical
'!he problem has .been

one of premature awlication of theory (such as CISK) ard m::xiel.in;J
before a finn abset:vational base had been established.
I like Jaoob Bronc:Mski's (1977) general insights on scierx:::e.
appear to have sane :relevance to our past

genesis krnrlledge

am theory

am present

'!hey

state of the

developnent.

"Until a science has passed t:hroogh a lon:J stage of
observation am trial, it cannot develq:> a system for
orderi.n:J its abset:vations; am it is mere presunpti.on
to try to fit it with so ambitious an order as Newton's.
"A science \tt'hich orders its t:halght too early is stifled"

'3•D·~tt
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'Dle tropical cyclone formation disalSSians of nm:::-I primarily
cxn:::erned the formation climatology of irrlividual sto:rm basins and the

basic controls on tropical cyclone formation by
wirrl shear and low-level vorticity.
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vertical

'!he clusterirq of global 'IC

formation into distin::tive 2D-25 active and inactive pericx:ls and the
likely association of this clusterirq with the 4D-50 day oscillation was
disalSSE!d.

'!he possible influence of the stra~ic QOO on 'IC

formation was briefly touched upon.

'!he ~ysical neani.rg of the

tropical cyclone formation signatures chserved by V. INorak were
dj SOlSSed in detail.

'!he role of envirornnental forcirg such as win:l

surges on 'IC formation was also disrussed.
'lheoretical dj scussians involved the role of CISK theories and
convective instability and other med1anisms in 'IC formation.
Although generiu. a.dvarlcemant in

ali'

UOOerstardi.rg of 'IC formation

was ocx:urrirg, it was obvious that there were still jnportant gaps in

1:x:Jth our observational and theoretical knowledge for a satisfactory

UOOerstardi.rg of this problem.

'!his :required liDre observational and

theoretical investigations and liDre synthesis of observations and
theocy.
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1. Introduction
In the previous rapporteur report (Yamasaki, 1985) 'Theoretical and modeling
inferences on

tropi~al

cyclone formation' prepared for the IWTC-I, a possible

view on the mechanism for tropical cyclone formation was summarized, based on
modeling and observational studies.

Some aspects of the view

wer~

what had

been generally agreed upon among many researchers, while others were not
necessarily so.

The

rapport~ur's

view was based largely on the results

obtained from a numerical model which resolved cumulus convection explicitly
(e.g., Yamasaki, 1975,77,83).

One of the important points of the view was that

convective and mesoscale downdrafts and cooling due to evaporation of falling
rainwater might play' important roles not only in mesoscale organization of
cumulus convection, but also in the development of tropical disturbances and the
formation of tropical cyclones.

In the previous report, limitations of the

original CISK theory (e.g., Ooyama, 1964) and of the wave CISK theories (e.g.,
Yamasaki, 1969; Lindzen, 1974) were also emphasized.

As was mentioned in the

report, there seemed to exist several different views on tropical cyclone
formation.

For instance, a view summarized by Frank(l987) seems to differ

significantly from that of Yamasaki(l985).

3·1.. ~
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Emanuel(l987) have also raised a question as to the importance of the
conditionally unstable stratification which had been generally accepted for many
years.

Kurihara(l985) summarized his view on tropical cyclones and discussed

several important factors for tropical cyclone formation and its mechanism.
The objectives of the present report are to summarize the present view,
taking account of the research progress which has been made since the IWTC-I,
and to seek appropriate directions for future studies.

In preparing this

report, the rapporteur has asked the members of the working group of this topic
to make their comments on the previous report and recent research progress and
to provide their views on tropical cyclone formation.

Since sufficient

comments and views have not necessarily been available probably because of lack
of enough time, this report is primarily based on the rapporteur's view, taking
account of other views and comments from the working group members and from
published papers.

It is hoped that this report will be improved or revised

through comments and discussions before and at the workshop.

2. An understanding of the development of tropical disturbances and the
formation of tropical storms
In this section we consider stages in the evolution of tropical disturbances
and tropical depressions and the formative stage of tropical storms.
of the development of

tropic~!

The stage

storms will be considered in section 3.

2.1 Conditional instability as a necessary condition for tropical storm
formation
It is generally agreed that the primary energy source required for tropical
storm formation is latent heat released by moist convection and that the

'3·i.·3
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conditionally unstable stratification* of the tropical atmosphere is responsible
for moist convection.

If the atmosphere is not conditionally unstable at a

given time, a tropical storm (hereafter referred to as a'TS) should not form
until the atmosphere becomes conditionally unstable by the effects of
large-scale or mesoscale ascent and by the sensible and latent heat supplied
from the sea surface.

On the other hand, it is also agreed upon that even a large amount of the
pre-existing conditional instability is not a sufficient condition for TS
formation.

Convective activity consumes water vapor and induces

convective-scale and mesoscale downward motions.

Therefore, the conditional

instability (hereafter referred to as CI) tends to be reduced by convective
activity.

When the production of the CI due to large-scale and mesoscale

ascending motions and due to sensible and latent heat supplied from the sea
surface is smaller than the consumption of the Cl due to convective activity,
the Cl becomes weak or vanishes.

In this case tropical disturbances or

depressions (hereafter referred to as TD's) cannot develop.

That is,

persistence of the development of the TD requires persistence of the CI.

The

situation that the TD. and moist convection interact cooperatively means that the
Cl is maintained.

Our question is how and under what mechanism such

cooperative interaction takes place.

*

In this report, 'conditionally unstable' or 'conditional instability' refer to

a situation such that air parcels which ascend from some level (usually in the
subcloud layer) can become buoyant and form a convective cloud.

Although this

definition differs from its original definition, it has been customarily used in
the literature.

The term 'latent instability' may be used interchangeably.

~.,.
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2.2 Factors for producing the Cl of the tropical atmosphere
Before discussing the cooperative mechanism, conditions which create the Cl
of the tropical atmosphere will be reviewed briefly.

It is well known that the

warm sea surface is important for the Cl of the tropical atmosphere.

Another

important factor is the meridional Hadley circulation with ascending motion in
the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ) and descending motion in subtropical
highs.

The warm sea surface in the ITCZ is one of the important external

factors in the production and maintenance of the meridional circulation through
the enhancement of convective activity.

The low-level air which enters the

ITCZ in the meridional circulation is supplied with sensible and latent heat
as it moves over the warm sea surface as the trade wind easterlies or the
southwesterly monsoonal flow.

~

The Cl of the ITCZ is augmented by the inflow of
'
such air which has high equivalent potential temperature.
The Hadley
circulation interacts cooperatively with convective activity in the
conditionally unstable ITCZ, although it is also influenced by baroclinic
There is little doubt that the warm sea

instability in the middle latitudes.

and the resulting Hadley circulation are, through the mechanism of the Cl, very
favorable to TD development and TS formation, particularly in the western North
Pacific, as has been emphasized for many years.
It is also known that a TS often forms in the trade wind easterlies,
particularly in the North Atlantic.
often develop to become TS's.

Pre-existing large-scale disturbances

Although the mechanism of their transformation

into a TS is not well known, the Cl, which is created or augmented by the
large-scale ascending motion and by heat supplied from the sea surface, is
probably essential.

The trade wind easterlies act to make the atmosphere more

conditionally unstable by increasing heat supplied from the sea surface.

~. ~.
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Another factor which may contribute to the CI of the tropical atmosphere may
be those planetary-scale motions with intraseasonal variation which have a 30-50
day period.

It has been observed that TS formation is often modulated by the

30-50 day oscillation.

Tropical cyclone activity may also·be related to ENSO.

Although the process and machanism of these phenomena have not been necessarily
clarified, an understanding of their contribution to the CI of the tropical
atmosphere may be important to a·better understanding-of TS formation.
It is important to note that the Cl of the tropical atmosphere is never
uniform.

If the atmosphere is uniform in the zonal direction, it means that

convective activity is also uniform.

Important conditions for TS formation are

that the external forcing which produces the CI is not uniform or that the
inhomogeneity of the CI is produced by some mechanism.

2.3

Possible mechanism for cooperative interaction
In this subsection, a possible mechanism will be discussed for cooperative

interaction between moist convection and a TD*.

As mentioned in section 1, the

importance of convective-scale and mesoscale downdrafts and cooling due to the
evaporation of falling rainwater in moist convection is a basis for the
cooperative interaction theory.

Rainwater, which is converted from cloud

water, falls in the clouds and evaporates in the subcloud layer.
force it exerts and the evapo_rative cooling cause downdrafts.
downdraft air spreads near the surface from the cloud area.

* As

The drag
The cool

The low-level

defined previously, the TD refers to a tropical disturbance or tropical

depression.

These include not only synoptic-scale disturbances but also

relatively large mesoscale disturbances such as those of the so-called meso-oC
scale.

3· ~. b
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inflowing warm moist air associated with larger-scale motion ascends over the
cool downdraft air and creates new convective clouds or sustains existing
clouds.

Convective acivity is possibly maintained for a long period of time by

this mechanism.
The non-divergent or rotational component of the wind of the TD-scale motion
is intensified by persistent convective activity.

This is due to the Coriolis

force when the vertical component of relative vorticity is zero.

When the

vorticity (disturbance vorticity and/or environmental flow vorticity) is
nonzero, it augments the intensification of the rotational wind.

One may

presume that such intensification of the rotational flow does not take place
when the convective activity occurs in an area which is much smaller than the
Rossby deformation radius.

Numerical experiments without cumulus

parameterization (e.g., Yamasaki, 1984) have shown that the horizontal scale of
the larger-scale motion is much larger than that of the convective area when the
convective activity has already persisted for some period of time.
Furthermore, large horizontal shear and vorticity are created within individual
organized convection regions or in convective bands.

This means that the Rossby

deformation radius is decreased from thousands of kilometers (for zero relative
vorticity) to a thousand or several hundred kilometers.

Although some of

energy released by convection is dispersed by gravity waves, it is certain that
some contributes to the intensification of rotational flow.

It is possible

that a TD forms by the effect of convection and develops through a cooperative
interaction with it.

Also, a TD which has been produced by another mechanism

could develop through the same mechanism.
As

mentioned above, cloud physical and dynamical processes such as production

of rainwater, downdrafts and evaporative cooling play important roles in the
cooperative interaction.

The importance of these processes, which was

suggested by Yamasaki(l975,77,83), was supported by Ooyama(l982) and Willoughby

3·~· '?
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et al.(l984) and also by the numerical experiments of Rotunno and Emanuel(l987).
(The importance of these processes for mesoscale convective systems, which has
been recognized for many years, was discussed in recent review papers of
Emanuel(l989a) and Yamasaki(l988).)
The mechanism of the cooperative interaction may be classified into two
types, depending on the role of frictionally controlled flow.

When the flow is

weak, the effect of surface friction on the flow is small or even negligible.
In this case, the outflow of the downdraft air from the cloud area is usually
stronger than the low-level inflow of larger-scale motion, and therefore, new
convective elements or clouds form on the upstream side of the low-level inflow.
This means that an area of convective activity tends to expand if the
surrounding atmosphere is sufficiently conditionally unstable.
When the flow becomes sufficiently strong, low-level inflow into the cloud
area is augmented by the controlling mechanism of surface friction; that is, by
the frictionally controlled flow.

The propagation direction of convection may

be reversed by stronger inflow into it.

Another significant effect is that the

convective band is often oriented transverse to the flow when the flow is weak,
whereas it is rather longitudinal (or even spiral) when the flow is strong.
Major convective activity tends to be more localized and organized by frictional
flow.
The condition for the occurrence of the first and the second stages is not
clear, but roughly speaking, the frictional control mechanism becomes

-I

significant when the wind velocity approaches about 10 m s •
depends also on the magnitude of the vorticity.

This value

It should be remarked that the

two mechanisms can occur simultaneously in different portions of a TD, depending
on the intensity of the low-level flow and its horizontal shear.

3-~·i
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The frictionally controlled mechanism mentioned above differs from the
well-known frictional convergence CISK mechanism, which was a basis for tropical
cyclone studies of Ooyama(l964) and many others.

Although it is certain that a

vortex possesses an area of frictional convergence when convective activity is
absent, convective activity does not appear to be controlled by frictional
convergence at the stage of the TD.

Frictional convergence is too weak to

control convective activity significantly.

Intense 'convective activity can

occur even in an area of frictional divergence which is expected to occur if
convection is absent.

Although convective activity very often produces strong

horizontal shear, and convergence is augmented by the effect of surface friction
(Yamasaki, 1983), it differs from the ordinary concept of frictional
convergence.

2.4 Favorable conditions for TS formation
Although the cooperative interaction mentioned above is probably the most
important mechanism for TS formation, other favorable conditions should exist in
the formative process of an actual TS.
It has been often pointed out that tropical cyclones form from pre-existing
large-scale disturbances such as wave disturbances in the trade easterlies.
Some tropical disturbances may be created by the cooperative interaction with
moist convection, and some by. dynamical effects other than the effects of moist
convection.

An understanding of the origin of such dynamically excited

disturbances is an important problem.

On the other hand, in the case of

disturbances produced by convective activity and intensified by the cooperative
interaction with convection, it is important to understand the process in which
relatively random convective activity is organized to form a weak TD.

When

many weak convective disturbances coexist, these interact in such a way that

3·~·,
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some are suppressed if the distance between disturbances is not sufficiently
large.

As a result, only one or some disturbances may survive and develop more

easily.

The inhomogeneity of the CI of the tropical atmosphere is one of the

significant factors in the selection of convective disturbances.

External

forcing such as the trade wind easterlies, monsoonal flow and cold surges from
the winter hemisphere (Love, 1985) and other large-scale disturbances may often
contribute significantly to the cooperative interaction between TD and moist
convection and to the selection of a developing TD.
The role of external forcing may be more important at upper levels.

A

favorable factor for TS formation is an upper-level external forcing which
enhances the upper-level divergence over the convective area.

Although the

cooperative interaction mentioned above includes, as a matter of course, the
mechanism of the upper divergence, a TD can develop more easily when upper-level
flow associated with adjacent disturbances removes the air effectively without
causing subsidence in an area close to the convective area.

Its manifestation

is very often found as the outflow jet (Chen and Gray, 1985).

The tropical

upper tropospheric trough (TUTT) or an upper-level cold low (Sadler, 1976,78;
Shimamura, 1981) and the. mid-latitude westerly trough may be such external
forcing.

This problem remains to be studied with numerical models.

The effect of the vertical shear of the environmental flow has been studied
for many years.

It is generally agreed that strong vertical shear inhibits TS

formation (Gray, 1975,79;

M~bride

and Zehr, 1981) by suppressing the development

of a significant warm core and making the warm core tilt vertically.

On the

other hand, it is also known from observational and modeling studies that
vertical shear is favorable to the formation of cloud clusters.

It is probably

reasonable to hypothesize that vertical shear is favorable to the formation and
development of TD until it becomes intense.

Tuleya and Kurihara(l981) found

that an easterly shear with a moderate intensity is most favorable to TS
formation.

3·~- \0
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In the formative stage of actual TS, the circulation center is very often
located, not at the center but at the edge of the area of convective activity.
This is probably due to the effect of vertical shear (although the shear should
not be too strong).

Environmental flow has significant effects on TD

development by changing not only the dynamics of the whole system but also the
distribution of convection or convective bands (Tuleya and Kurihara, 1981,84;
Yamasaki, 1984).
The importance of the vorticity of the environmental large-scale flow in TS
formation has been emphasized by Gray(l975,1979).

There is no doubt that the

increase of the disturbance vorticity due to low-level convergence is augmented
by the existence of the environmental flow vorticity.

The significant role of

the large-scale horizontal shear flow was also shown by numerical experiments
Tuleya and Kurihara(l981).

On

~f

the other hand, recent numerical experiments of

Yamasaki(l988,89) have suggested that a significant increase of the
environmental vorticity which leads to TS formation may take a form of the
mesoscale and that convective activity may play an important role to create such
a vorticity field.
Other significant ·factors for TS formation may be the static stability
(Kurihara, 1985) and radiation.

The most important effect of the static

stability, which acts to suppress TD development, seems to be included in the Cl
defined above.

Also, the

s~atic

stability appears explicitly in the

thermodynamic equations in most numerical models.
to be important in the GFDL model (kurihara, 1985).

This contribution was found
As for radiation, it has

been suggested that it may play an important role through modification of static
stability as well as differential heating.

A significant effect of radiation

on TS formation may be found in Kurihara and Tuleya(l981).

3
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3. An understanding of the development stage of tropical storms
At the stage when a TD becomes a TS, the location of the maximum rotational
wind tends to shift toward the center of the TS.

As the wind speed increases,

frictional convergence becomes strong enough to control convective activity in
the inner area of the TS.

The resulting convection is typically the eyewall.

It is now understood that the eyewall circulation is essentially what the
frictional convergence CISK theory (Ooyama,l964) explains.

However, any linear

theory cannot explain the horizontal scale of the eyewall and its location
relative to the TS center.

Non-linear effect such as inward advection of

absolute angular momentum is one of the essential factors.

A rapid deepening

of the central surface pressure is closely related to the intensification of the
rotational wind near the center and the resulting formation of the eyewall.
Spiral rainbands are important components of the TS because the horizontal
scale of strong wind area in the TS depends largely on the existence of spiral
rainbands.

Most of the spiral rainbands are probably due to mesoscale

organization of cumulus convection under the mechanism of the interaction of
downdrafts and frictionally controlled flow, as mentioned in section 2.

Most

spiral rainbands are not due to the mechanism of frictional convergence.
It appears that the stratification of the TS area during the development
stage is mostly still
its maturity.

conditi~nally

unstable at the stage before the TS attains

However, the recent argument by Rotunno and Emanuel(l987) may be

acceptable under some situations.

Their important argument is that the TS can

develop even when the stratification is conditionally neutral.

Under the

nearly neutral condition, the rise of the temperature in the inner area of the
TS and the fall of the central surface pressure are possible when the equivalent
potential temperature of boundary layer air

3·;•(1...
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and latent heat supplied from the sea surface.

This means that {jeB is, more

or less, greater than the saturation equivalent potential temperature
the cloud layer air.

eeB
*

of

Although it appears that such an atmospheric situation

has been customarily called 'conditionally unstable' or .'latently unstable', the
instability may be very weak under some conditions and therefore, can be
regarded as approximately 'neutral'.

Since it has been agreed for many years

that heat supply from the sea surface is necessary for realization of the
surface pressure lower than about 1000 mb, the difference between the two
arguments on the importance of the Cl does not seem to be very essential but
rather quantitative.

Important arguments may be that convective activity can

be maintained by mesoscale forced ascent due to strong frictional convergence
even when the Cl is very weak or absent and that the TS can continue to develop
when

8eB

is increased and the Cl is maintained, even though very weak, by a

sufficient amount of sensible and latent heat supplied from the sea surface
owing to strong surface winds at the TS stage.

4. Further discussion
The present report ·as well as the. previous one describes the importance of
the cooperative interaction between mesoscale organized convection and
larger-scale motion with an emphasis on the role of downdrafts and evaporative
cooling.

The downdraft interactive mechanism (Yamasaki, 1975,77,83) and the

frictional convergence mechanism (Ooyama, 1964) are important basis for a
tropical cyclone model of the Meteorological Research Institute (MRI) of the
Japan Meteorological Agency (JMA).

The model uses a new scheme of implicit

representation of cumulus convection and includes rainwater prediction
(Yamasaki, 1986,87).

It has been used to simulate the development of isolated

tropical cyclones including their mesoscale structure.

Also, it has been

applied to the problem of tropical cyclone formation in the ITCZ under

~ ·'l.. fl
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simplified conditions (Yamasaki,

1988~89).

Numerical experiments have also

been carried out for tropical cyclones under observed conditions (Yamasaki,
presented at the 18 th Conference on Hurricanes and Tropical Meteorology in
1989) with the use of the

obj~ctively

analyzed global data produced by JMA.

These results from the numerical model with the new scheme of cumulus
parameterization appear to support those views on tropical cyclone formation
which are described in sections 2 and 3 and in the previous report.
On

the other hand, numerical simulation and prediction studies with other

models (e.g., Tuleya, 1988; Krishnamurti et al., 1989) may suggest that the
downdraft interactive mechanism is not necessarily important in tropical cyclone
formation.

With the use of objectively analyzed data, tropical cyclone

formation has been successfully simulated or predicted by these models.
Detailed comparison between the two types of the models (together with
observations) appears to be important for a better understanding of tropical
cyclone formation.
The most important question in this respect may concern with the mechanism of
mesoscale organization of cumulus convection and the behavior and role of
organized convection in a TD and TS.

It is generally agreed that convective

activity in a TD and TS is not uniform, but convection is usually organized on
the mesoscale.

It appears that the wind field in a TD is closely related to

the distribution of mesoscale organized convection.

_Results from numerical

models of MRI with and without cumulus parameterization have suggested that
persistent mesoscale organized convection is essential to producing the
rotational flow and determining the wind field.

Also,· as mentioned by

Frank(l987), the strongest winds are very often observed at the edge of
rainbands, and the first sign of tropical cyclone formation detectable in
satellite imagery is the curvature of a cloud band.

3·~. ((c
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portrayed schematically in Dvorak(l977,84).

These features have been simulated

to some extent by numerical experiments (Yamasaki, 1988,89).

The important

role of mesoscale convection or convective bands in TD development and TS
formation is emphasized here.

Further detail may be found in Yamasaki(l988).

Generally, the validity of the numerical models has to be studied carefully
compared with observations and based on appropriate considerations.

For

instance, the idea that the tropical cyclone arises from linear CISK instability
may be accepted if the frictional convergence CISK of Ooyama(l964) can also be
applied to the stage when the vortex is weak.

Another example is a tropical

cyclone simulated in a model in which gravity waves are destabilized and
associated non-adiabatic heat is released so as to cause gradual warming with a
time scale comparable to that observed in actual tropical cyclones.

These

examples indicate that a vortex similar to an actual tropical cyclone can be
simulated if the model has any mechanism causing gradual warming in the inner
area of the vortex.

However, the detail of a simulated tropical cyclone and

its mechanism may differ greatly from the observed.
Another point to be remarked concerns the vertical distribution of
non-adiabatic heating in a numerical model.

The importance of low-level heat

release to the growth rate of the frictional convergence CISK was a basis for
the numerical experiments of Yamasaki(l968).

However, the heat distribution

should not be specified by assumption but determined as. a result of interaction
of multi-scale motions including cumulus-scale motion.
whic~deals

In a numerical model

with cumulus-scale motions implicitly and mesoscale motions

explicitly, vertical distribution of heat released by cumulus-scale motions has
to be still specified by assumption.

The importance of low-level heat release

to the growth rate is true also for mesoscale convection.

However, it is not

well understood how to treat the effects of cumulus-scale motion implicitly and
to describe mesoscale motion appropriately.

3·~·(~
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In this report, the importance of the Cl for tropical cyclone formation has
been stressed.

On

the other hand, recent arguments by Emanuel(l986,89a,b) and

Rotunno and Emanuel(l987) have rather emphasized that the tropical atmosphere is
nearly conditionally neutral and that sensible and latent heat supplied from the
sea surface is essential to tropical cyclone formation and development.

Pearce

(1959, personal communication) has also obtained results which indicate the
importance of heat supply from the sea surface rather than the Cl.

It seems

certain that the tropical atmosphere is not so conditionally unstable as has
been generally supposed for many years and that some portions of the tropical
atmosphere or tropical disturbances are even stable.

An example is shown in

the recent numerical experiments of tropical cyclone formation (Yamasaki,
1988,89).

Nevertheless, the rCl appears to be essential to tropical
cyclone
.

formation, even if it is weak.

This is because the temperature rise which is

required for TD development is possible only when the weak Cl is maintained by
the increase of the equivalent potential temperature of the boundary layer air
due to heat supply from the sea surface.

Under some conditions, the Cl

produced may be instantaneously consumed by convective activity.

Even in this

case, it may be reasonable to say that the Cl is one of the important mechanisms
required for TD development.
It should also be remarked that even though some (or many) tropical cyclones
develop from pre-existing large-scale disturbances which are produced by the
effects other than convection, some may form spontaneously even under a
situation such that convective activity takes place rather uniformly.

As

mentioned above, mesoscale organized convection or convective bands appear to
play important roles in creating vorticity or rotational flow.

It usually

takes much time (one day to several days) for an organized convective
disturbance to be identified as a distinct tropical disturbance and to become a
tropical depression.

Often such convectively excited disturbances may have

3·~·'"
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been called pre-existing disturbances from which tropical cyclones develop.
The mechanism of the spontaneous formation differs essentially from that of a
linear CISK instability (e.g., Anthes, 1972).

The problem is essentially

non-linear, and multi-scale interactions among finite-amplitude motions are
important.
In conclusion, our understanding of tropical cyclone formation is still poor
and even controversial.

Many modeling and observational studies are required.

In particular, more efforts will be necessary to fully understand cloud physical
processes, cumulus-scale and mesoscale motions and multi-scale interactions
including the planetary-scale.
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1 r Introchlctioo
Trq>ical cyclooes have

pre-ex:i.sti.n; trqlical

1~

been OOserved to develop fran

~ (Rieh1,1954).

'lhe ~

fran which t.n:pical cyclooes fonn, generally have persisted for at least

a day or two an1 have active deep CUliill.onintus cla.Ds associate:i with

Inte.restirr;Jly, the forecast prd:>lem of anticipa:tin;J tropical

them.

cyclooe genesis or rx:m-genesis is generally not considered to be crucial
for t.rcpical forecast center operatialS (Elsbercy, gt ,Al. , 1987; 'WM:>,
1985) •

'lhis is not to say that forecasts of tropical cyclooe formation

are not made, bit ooly that other forecast problems, such as cyclone
track forecasts are mre critical.

this is true.

'1hel:e are a :nxmber of reasons why

'lhe transfonnatioo of a trqlical d.istul:banoe into a

trqlical stonn with damagin;1 win:is
a period of several days.

()OOlJ:'S

rather slor.vly, typically over

'!his is in shal:p cart:rast to the rapid

intensificatioo of a trqlical stem. into an intense trqlical cyclone
which can

sane

OCCilr

in a 12-24 hr period (lk>lliday and 'lharpsan, 1979) •

reqialS ooly experience trq>ical cyclooes which

~eh

their

lcxztioo after urx:lergoin;1 genesis at large di.st:arDes fran their area of
interest.

Alxrt:her reason for lack of attentioo 'to forecast tedmi.ques

for genesis is that verificatioo of the initial formation of a tropical
depressim usin;1 surface wird and pressure observations is generally not
possible sirx:e these ci:lservatiCilS are usually unavailable.
'!he

p.1ZpOSe

of this paper is to give a brief review of current

forecast procedures for t.n:pical cyclooe formation.

In addition, the

.i.DplicatiCI'lS of recent research results are disolSSed, arrll"laol they may
be used to develop

new forecast tedmiques in the near future.

::S.,'!.·2.
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2. Definition of tropical cyclone genesis
As is often the case in scien::le, termin:llogy a.rrl definitions can be

inp>rtant a.rrl i.rx::onsisterx::ies may lead to confusion.
said that a tropical cyclone has fonned?

When can it be

At one extreme, one might say

that a West Irxties hurricane Ul"rlerwent genesis CJI/er central Africa
because a

11

closai circulation11 was dJserverl there a.rrl the system CXJUJ.d

be tracked all the way across the Atlantic.

At the other extreme, one

might define an amitrazy mininunn sea-level pressure or maximum
sustained wirx:I speed that ImJSt be attained, in which case genesis may

oot involve any fi.In:3amental. c::han;le but only a degree of intensification.
!omt operational forecast centers have adcpted the tenn "tropical

depression, defined as a tropical cyclone with maxim.nn sustained surface
win:ls of 33 kt (17 n:Vs) or less. 11

'lhus, when a "tropical di.st:m'Darx::e"

becares a "tropical depression", genesis can be said to have occurred.

Hc:Jl,'ever, this does oot nacessarily

reilD\Te

the ambiguity.

Trc.pical

d.i.stul:barDes, or cloud clusters, do have sane characteristics in
with tropical cyclones.

ClCil1DOJ'l

'lhey are warm-core in the upper 'troposJi1ere a.rrl

have positive lc:M-level relative vorticity (Rllpredlt a.rrl Gray, 1976).

umoubtedl.y, the differentiati.n;J factor between a d.i.st:mDarx::e arx:l a
depression is .the degree to which a lc:M-level circulation oenter can be
fixed by aircraft or surface observations.

Operational procedures have

been established to define the existe.rx::e of a lc:M-level circulation
oenter based on aircraft reconnaissarx:: (Middlebroake, 1988;

I.mmey, 1988) •

When aircraft or surface observations are unavailable,

satellite .i.magecy imiSt be riU.ieCi an.

In Sane of those

diagnosis of genesis may oot be clear-cut.

'3·6· 3
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For the p.n:poses of this rep::>rt, the definition for the en:i result

of a tl::q>ical cyclone genesis event given by G. IDve for :rwn:=-I will be
used: "when the sustained wims at 1 Jan height, azinuthally averaged

ara.m:i a warm cored tropical cyclonic cil:culatian, exceed 17

DVs•"

~,

1985) • Al:t:hcu;;Jh this definition may seem trivial or unneoessa:ry, it
seems that verification of tropical cyclone forecast tedlniques require

a precise definition.
3. Olrrent fo.recast: prc::a!dures
'lhe forecast objective is to det.enni.ne if a tl::q>ical

~

will becx"IDe a tropical storm durirg the forecast period.
a. Climatology arxi C:Utlf'XSite stulles
Develqment of forecast tedmiques for a particular meteorological

parameter or

~

shoold have a soon:l climatological basis.

Gray

(1979) denalstrated that the global climatology of tJ::q>ical cyclone
genesis cc:W.d be well descr.ibed by a oc:mbinatian of six parameters.
'!hey are as follows:

1. low-level relative vorticity
2. coriolis parameter
3. inverse of the tt:cpasp·mic vertical wi.m shear
4. sea-surface tenperature
5. equivalent pot:enti.al

tenperature differeooe (SFC to 500 mb)

6. relative humidity in the

mid-~

Parameters 1-3 can be used to quantitatively express a dynamic

pot:enti.al, while parameters 4-6 represent the thel:mal pot:enti.al.

Gray

(1979) has analyzed an enpirical -caobinatian of all of the param9ters

to~-~---

arrive at a "seasonal genesis parameter" which oatpares favorably with

:l·"l·lf.
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d:::lSe:rved genesis climatology for a given location arxi season.
Ib any of the

six paraneters help differentiate between developin]

arxi J'la'l-developin] tropical ~ oo a day-to-day basis?

In the

climatologically active genesis regions arxi seasons, two of the six

parameters are generally always favorable, arxi the other pararooters are
likely to be favorable for genesis day-to-day.

Radiosarrle mtiJX)Site

stu:ties (M::Bride an:l Zehr, 1981) have s.h<:Mn that the !CM-level relative
vorticity of the large-scale flc:w field is the ooly parameter of the

six listed above, which shows any large differezx:2 between developin]
an:l I'D'l-devel.opin] d.istm:bances.

D:!velopin] systems with central

pressure arxi deep convective clc:u:3s similar to the IXlll-develq?erS had

twice as Dl..lCh !CM-level relative vorticity in CCIIIfX6ite analysis.
t.Jn:kxlbtedl.y, a f£N tropical

~

can be forecast to not develop

bec::ause they exist in or are m:::JVin] into an unfavorable environment with·

very small or negative !CM-level relative vorticity.

~er,

forecast.i.n;J experience has s.h<:Mn that a good !CM-level vorticity
analysis or forecast is oot sufficient by itself to reliably forecast
tropical cyclone genesis or oon-genesis.
b. Role of satellite imagecy
'lhe techniques m:lSt widely used to forecast tropical cyclone

fonnation involve tJ;le use of satellite imagery.

Great strides have been

made in the ability to forecast tropical cyclone genesis sirx:e satellite

imagery became rcutinely available.

satellite techniques are m:lStly

based an patt.enl recognition an:l exrpirical forecast rules as described
by

J>.rOl:ak. (197S;

.l984) •

A tropical. ~ which ~ts the

fo110Ni.n3' criteria is classified as a "Tl"

l·'l·.f

~=
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1. A cluster in which sane of the deep oanvective clcuis exhibit
cycla'lic cw:vature which has persisted for at least 12 hr.
2. A clcu:i system canter is defined within a 2.5 deg. latitu::le area
whidl has persisted for at least 6 hr.
3. Deep convective (cold IR) clc:uis oc:JVer at least a 1.5 degree

diameter area.
A "Tl"

distm:bance is forecast to hec"x'Jil!? a t.l:q)ical stonn in 36 hr

unless a disn.Jptj.rq
fran

doin3' so.

infl~

can be identified which will prevent it

Two disn.Jptj.rq infl~ which

a forecaster needs to

anticipate are rather straightfm:ward: 1) lanifall and 2) cold
(<26C) •

Another

UAIUIIO!l

di.srupt.i.n;

infl~

ssr

is environmental vertical

wirxi shear which is too st:rarg to allOltl typical t.l:q)ical cyclone
develqment.

Figure 1 illustrates environmental clcu:i features foond in

the NW sector art: to 25 deg. latitu::le distan:le whidl are favorable and

mtfavorable for t.l:q)ical cyclane develqment.

Basically, the presence

of a broad cycla'lically curved thick cinus clcu:i bani within this area
will prevent further develqment while the

~

typical t.l:q)ical cyclone developnent will proceed.

of this feature neans

Ad:litianal details

of the Dllorak satellite techniques with regard to t.l:q)ical cyclone
genesis are given in Dllorak (1984).

c.
In general, operational procedures to forecast t.l:q)ical cyclone

fonnatioo rely cm decision trees and dlecklists.

A CXIDbination of

satellite techniques and genesis parameters fran sparse oanventianal
weather ciJservatians an:vor objective analyses provide the bas.is for
those techniques.

3·3·6
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UNFAVOAAELE

EHVl RON~lENTS

I I~·~'"
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.

\

~

a.

'
b.

~
c.

Fig. 1.

TRA~S IT I ON_

,.

• ··~···, •• -··

Illustraticns of enviralments that are unfavorable (left),
favorable (right) , for c::att.inled develcpnent. of westwardm::wirx} ttq>ical di.st:u:d:larx: ( fran Dvorak, 1984) •

'lhe Joint 'l'yi:hoa1 Wami.n;J CEiter (J'IWC) issues 'l'.l:'q>ical Cyclone

Formation Alerts (TCFA) 'Whenever satellite :illlage inteJ:pretation or
other meteorological data izxticate that the fo:rmatioo of a ttq>ical

cyclone is likely.

'lhe TCFA specifies the area where ttq>ical cyclone

genesis is expected for a period oot to exceed 24 hr, and at the en:l of

that period it :mst be caooel.led, reissued, or superseded by a tropical
cyclone

~ (J'IWC,

1988}.

A develcpnent potential dlecklist has

been used at J'IWC in whidl the satellite analyst dlooses the nost
~:J..~cabl~ ~itative

desc:d..pticm fran

different izxticators.

Eadl of the five selected descriptions has a

a.l~

;or

eadl of five _

nDDher assigned to it lfthidl are then SUIIIDed and the result used to

3·-:&·7
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determine if initial develc:poont has taken place an:l tmether further
develqment is unlikely, possible, or likely.
pers~,

'Ihe five i.rrlicators are

vertical alignment, cirrus a.rt:flow, convective band:in;J, an:l

Clllllll.us clald lines.

'lhe NatiCl'lal Hurricane Center (NHC) does rot issue forecasts of

trcpical cyclone genesis, llcJwever, they issue advisories an:l forecasts
every 6 hr,

Cll'Da

a trcpical depression is formed.

'lhus, they do issue

forecasts for the formatioo of a named trcpical sto:rm.

As at J'IWC,

satellite :image intel:pretatiat is widely used. In aa:tition, a decisioo
tree~ develc:pd by Hebert (1978)

for the western North Atlantic

has been used an:l remain.'3 valid enployin:J both satellite an:l

oawentianal data analysis.
In SlmJDaty, current ~tional tedm:iques are based largely oo

satellite :image intezpretation an:l eupirical forecast:.in;J methods.
thcu;Jh the t.edmi.ques have rot dlarge.i substantially s.iroa

likely has been

sa~e

nrn::-I,

Even

there

forecast inprovement due to DCre timely an:lDCre

frequent satellite images an:l higher quality ct>jective analyses.

:Hc7.Never, to the author's :kn:Jwleege no verification of such inprovement:s
have been made.

4. Recent research fi.n:tin:]s
'Ihe details of. how a trcpical cyclCile fonns remain unresolved.
Recent research fi.n:tin:]s have shed

prt::blem.

sale

light

00

this intriguin:J

Hopefully, they might also be in:m'porated to ilrprove current

genesis forecast procedures or be used to develop new techniques.
a. CJJservationa.l stlxlies
A J1U!Dher of recent stlxlies have irdicated that !CM-level wW

~·•·e
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surges are i:q:xJrtant

to tropical cyclc:ne fcmnatian (I.ove,1985; I.ee,l986;

Mol.inari am Skubis,l985; IJmney,1988).

A surge is si.nply a wW speed

(nment:um) maxi.num which might arise fran a variety of

sc:urces.

It is a

laxge-scal.e (syncptic-scale) feature which has day-to-day CXI1tiruti.ty,
however mesoscale surges are likely to also be present.

fc:mxi that cold outbreaks in the qp:site

~

Love (1985)

can cause

cross-equatorial surges related to tropical cyclogenesis in both the NW
Pacific (Fig. 2) am the Australian region.

Lee (1986) identified three

different types of surges in individual case studies of NW Pacific
~r-------------~-------------
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3 ..... : ....
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Fig. 2.

20"
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•

20"

(tills! of Gl.)

Idealized picture of the positions of iDportant syncptic
features 1 to 3 days before Northern He.rnisplere tropical
cyclc:ne genesis (fran I..ave' 1985) •

tropical cyclc:ne fcmnatian usi.ng the FOOE data sets (Fig. 3) •
c:ross~t.6rial·

SlfrgeS; · t:rade · wim

fran the N. IIXiian Ocean.

sul:9es, w·· ~

'!hey were

DalSOOil

surges

Molinari am Skubis (1985) analyzed a surge
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Exanple of surges analyzed with "t:J:q>ica.l cyclone genesis (fran
lee, 1986).
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with the early stages of Hurricane .Agnes (1972) in the caril:tlean Sea.
I.mmey (1988) investigated the relatiCilShip; between

surges

det.ect:ej

by

aircraft investigative flights an:1 the l01r1-level circulation oenters
fixa:i by aircraft for both developirg an:1 I'a"Hlevelopirg cases.
the l'la'l-developirg syst.eos did not have a l01r1-level circulation

an:1 of the ooes that did m:JSt

or had large

~

Many of

oenter,

lac.ki.n;J in the p:resel"D3 of a surge,

~t.roposp'leric bl~

(i.e. unfavorable vertical

shear effects) •
Zehr (1989) has shown that a large majority of NW Pacific tropical

cyclooes have a distin::t maxim.Im of deep oa:wection tt.hl.ch ocx::urs very

early, typically 1-2 days before classification as a tropical
depression.

~convective

maxim.Im was indicated by rold m. claxi areas

(Fig. 4).

lfilt is the role of surges in tropical cyclooe foiiDation?

Lee

(1986) hypothesized that the surges can create large .inward Erldy
vort.icity flux tt.hl.ch can spin up the pre-cyclane cluster's vorticity.
However, CXII(JOSites of relative vort.icity frail aircraft law-level winJs

with respect to developirg vs. JXItl-devel.opirg syst.eos
with larger

diff~

~

very small,

seen in the radial wWs (Middlebrooke,1988).

lfilt is the role of deep c:xmvection?

By what process is the meso-beta

scale l01r1-level center initiated? Al.t:hcu;Jh many questions remain
unanswered,

it~

likely that l01r1-level surges are .inportant to

tropical cyclone fOIIDation an::i that forecast procedures shoold irx::ltx1e
the identification an:1 trac.ki.n;J of surges.

"3·3·fl
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Typhoon OOYLE (1984)
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Exanple of oawective maxinum as in:ticated by IR area oolder
than -75C rut to 2 degrees radius (fran Zehr, 1989).

b. 'lheoreti.cal and numerical m::ldeli.rg advaooes
Rot::lJnrx:)

and Ernarnlel (1987) have pxoposed that t.l:'q>ical cyclone

genesis can be DDdeled as a finite-anplitude air-sea interaction
instability.

'lhis inplies that la:rge-scale ccnlitions and features

such as surges may .Play a greater role

tbaJ? previau;ly thc:u:jlt

in

genesis, and that cparational numerical modeli.rg of genesis is a
possibility.

Recent studies with bath the EX:MWF global operational

m::ldel. (Reed, et al, 1988) and the U.K. Meteorological Office forecast

model. (Hiill.

ana M:::ri:'riS, -1988)

haVe

shOWn

regard to t.l:'q>ical cyclane fOJ:liiatioo.

3· 3. f1..

acme

ermiragin:;J results with - - - -

A thorcu;#l
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salSSion of
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numerical JIDdelin;J advances is covered in IWI'C-II Tq>ic 1.

5. Potential for inproved forecast techniques

!Irp:roved forecasts of tropical cyclone fonnation deperrl on:
1) better real-time data

sets, am 2) better urxie.rstan:iir of the

physical mechanisms responsible for tropical cyclone genesis.
Considerin;J the current forecast p:rocedu:res am the recent research
f.i.n::li.rgs, inproved forecast techniques should be possible in the

near future.

In light of the inport.arx:e of low-level win::i surges,

high quality anilnatei satellite imagery am analyses which in::lude
sufficient low-level clc:u:l track win:l vectors are likely necessary for
successful forecast techniques.

Additional research efforts,

partialiarly ·ci:>serva.tional studies which canbine aircraft ci:>serva.tions,
quantitative satellite data, am large-scale objective analyses, are
needed to resolve sane of the unanswered questions :regardirq our

physical uOOerst:arxiirg of genesis.

3. 3. «..1
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ABS'l'RACT
Four classifications of ocean cyclones are defined. These
are tropical cyclones, subtropical marine cyclones, polar lows
and cyclogenesis in polar air streams (CPAS) . All four types of
storms occur on sub-synoptic scales, have strong surface winds
and exhibit intense convection.
It appears, at least in some
cases, that the polar low is the tropical cyclone equivalent in
northern latitudes based on observations and theoretical studies.
The CPAS appears to be a bridge between the synoptic-scale
extratropical cyclone and the tropical cyclone/polar low.

3.4.1
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Introduction

3.4.1

Observations over the past few decades have shown the
existence of certain categories of cyclones that form over the
open ocean.

The first category is tropical cyclones, often

referred to as hurricanes or typhoons.

These cyclones form in

tropical latitudes, exhibit horizontal scales of up to several
hundred kilometers, intense convection within about 50 km of the
center of the storm and strong winds, sometimes in excess of 100
knots.

The second category is subtropical marine cyclones.

This

category of storms is characterized by an upper-tropospheric,
cold-core low over an inverted trough ("easterly dip") in the
subtropical easterly flow.

The third category is classified as.

polar lows which exhibit many features similar to those of
tropical cyclones, such as a spiral structure and occasionally an
eye, except that polar lows develop at much higher latitudes;
generally poleward of 60°.

Related to the polar low is the

fourth category, classified as cyclogenesis in polar air streams.
These systems often exhibit horizontal scales of 1000-2000 km,
often resemble synoptic-scale extratropical baroclinic
disturbances and develop poleward of an intense jet (Reed 1979) •
The four classifications presented here cannot be considered
as a mutually exclusive and exhaustive set.

Within each

classification there are variations in many of the features of
each type of system.

For example, there are differences between

tropical cyclones in the Atlantic and those in the Pacific.
Holland et. al.

(1987) identified three different classifications

within the subtropical marine cyclone category.
3.4.2

Also, there may
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be some overlapping between the classifications.

Emanuel and

Rotunno (1989) propose that some polar lows are the northern
latitude equivalent of a tropical cyclone.
3.4.2

Observational studies
Among many observational studies made of many tropical

storms, Shea and Gray (1973) compiled data for 21 Atlantic
tropical cyclones while Bell and Tsui (197.3) looked at
observations of Pacific tropical cyclones.
following results were found.

In general, the

First, tropical storms are

characterized by an "eye", a clear area from 20-40 km in
diameter.

Second, tropical storms exhibit a warm core with the

largest temperature perturbations (which can exceed 10 K) located
at a height of 10-12 km.

Third, the strongest winds associated

with the storm are found near the surface, at a distance of 20-40
km from the storm center.

The winds decrease with height and

reverse direction such that anticyclonic rotation is found near
the tropopause.

Fourth, intense convection occurs near the

radius of maximum winds.

Within this convective regime,

soundings indicate the presence of a nearly moist-adiabatic lapse
rate.

Fifth, in support of this convection, high 6~ values are

located near the center of the tropical storm at low levels with
a minimum e~ near 50 0 rnb •
Subtropical marine cyclones (SMC) have been observed in the
northern (Shimamura 1981) and southern (Holland et. al. 1987)
---hemispheies----:-- SMCs-are characterized by an upper-level, cold-core
disturbance lying over a low-level inverted trough in the
subtropical easterly flow.

Holland et. al.

3.4.3

(1987) noted that in
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the southern hemisphere SMCs exhibit strong convection, a lowlevel warm-core, a horizontal scale as small as 100 km and
occasionally an eye.

In addition, these storms typically form

near the coast, decay as they move away from the coast and form
most often during the night or early morning.

Shimamura (1981)

related one SMC to the development of a typhoon in the
northwestern tropical Pacific.

In another case, the low-level

warm-core system developed as th3 upper-level cold-core system
decayed.
Relatively few observations have been made of polar lows
when compared to those made for tropical storms.

Perhaps the

best data source are the observations made by Shapiro et. al.
(1987) during a flight by a research aircraft into a polar low in
the Norwegian Sea.

It was found that this particular polar low

exhibited the highest wind speeds of about 35 m/s near the
surface.

In addition, the low was a warm core disturbance with a

maximum temperature perturbation of about 5 K in the center of
the low at a height of about 4.2 km.

The low was accompanied by

intense convection which, although it did not penetrate above
about 3 km, exhibited radar reflectivities as strong as were
recorded for Hurricane Allen in 1980.

Shapiro et. al.

(1987)

also pointed out that the polar low exhibited surface fluxes of
sensible heat that were an order of magnitude larger than that
found in mature hurricanes.
__that f_Qu_n_d__i__l:l

The latent heat flux was about half

a 11\Citu;-_e _tJ:'92:i..C:::Cl1- _cyclone_

~ll.i~}:l__ i_s --~i9'!l~~icant,

given the low moisture values associated with polar lows.
Cyclogenesis in polar air streams (CPAS) has been observed

3.4.4
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As

.·
opposed to the polar low described above which seems to be more
prevalent in the Atlantic (Businger, 1985), CPAS tend to be more
prevalent in the Pacific.

Mullen (1979) presented a description

of CPAS by compositing data for 22 cases.

He found that these

cyclones have a characteristic horizontal scale of 1000-2000 km,
somewhat larger than that of tropical cyclones and polar lows.
He also not that CPAS tend to be associated with intense
convection and that the lapse rates in the vicinity of CPAS tend
be more nearly moist adiabatic at their mature stage rather than
in the developing stage.

Finally, it was noted that CPAS form in

areas of deep baroclinity with conditional instability present in
the lower troposphere and with large air-sea temperature
differences.

3.4.3

Theory of development

As is the case with observational studies, there exist
similarities between the theories of development for tropical
cyclones and oceanic, polar cyclones.

Emanuel and Rotunno (1989)

have pointed out that tropical cyclones form from some preexisting disturbance.

These pre-existing disturbances can be

traced to the ITCZ, easterly waves, the monsoon trough or the
Tropical Upper Tropospheric Trough.

Once formed, the tropical

cyclone intensifies through interaction between convection and
sensible and latent heat fluxes.
cyclone forms in areas of low

In addition, the tropical

ve~tic~~-~~nQ_s~e~rl

conditional

instability and upper level divergence.
The SMC needs a pre-existing upper-level cold-core system

3.4.5
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Leslie et. al.

(1987) used a numerical model to

show that proper treatment of surface fluxes, convection and
realistic terrain were necessary for growth of the system.
Shimamura (1982) noted that the upper-level and low-level systems
share a mutual interaction but did not feel there was enough data
to make a definitive statement about the reason for further
development.
The polar low, as with the tropical cyclone, forms in a near
neutral environment and from a pre-existing disturbance.
Theories of their development center on CISK (Rasmussen 1979,
1985) and baroclinic instability (Staley and Gall 1977; Reed
1979) .

The pre-existing disturbance can come from either a

terrain-induced wave or from a cut-off low (Businger 1985;
Rasmussen 1985) •

Emanue1 and Rotunno (1989) state that if the

pre-existing disturbance is of sufficient amplitude for tropical
cyclones and polar lows, it can grow through air-sea interaction.
At this point, baroclinic effects, cumulus convection or both
presumably result in further intensification.
The CPAS also forms in a near neutral environment, but
usually with much more baroclinity present than with tropical
cyclones or polar lows (Mullen 1979) •

In support of baroclinic

development, CPAS typi9ally exhibit a comma cloud structure (Reed
1979) as opposed to the axisymmetric cloud structure associated
with tropical cyclones and polar lows.

Although the requirements

for barotropic instability are usually present for CPAS, Gall
--(l-976) -showed that-thei£-e:f:fects are over--an oraer_o_f___magnrtuae
smaller than baroclinic effects for wavenumber 15.

Reed (1979)

and Mullen (1979) proposed that baroclinic instability working in
3.4.6
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conjunction with a CISK-type process and sensible and latent heat
fluxes combine to form CPAS.

This is supported by the modeling

studies described by Hodur (1984) and Sardie and Warner (1985) .

3.4.4

Summary
Four types of cyclones have been found to develop over the

oceans.

These are the tropical cyclone, the subtropical marine

cyclone, the polar low and cyclogenesis in polar air streams.

It

has been noted that there are similarities between these
different systems.

All are associated with intense convection,

occur on sub-synoptic scales and have large air-sea fluxes
associated with them.

It appears that for tropical cyclones and

polar lows, some finite-amplitude, pre-existing disturbance is
necessary, while (moist) baroclinic effects are necessary for
cyclogenesis in polar air streams.

-------------
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1. Introduction

Over geological time scales the Earth's climate has experienced large changes, alternating
between ice ages and relatively benign periods such as the present. During the ice ages,
large parts of polar and middle latitude continents were covered with ice, and sea surface
temperatures were substantially lower over most of the globe. During the warmest periods
(such as the Cretaceous, about 70 million years ago) tropical and subtropical climates
were dominant. Recent evidence from Antarctic ice cores suggests that these long-period
climate changes were associated with very large changes of certain radiationally active
trace gases, especially carbon dioxide. The cause-and-effect implications of this finding
remain controversial, however.
The large-scale burning of fossil fuels and destruction of vast quantities of tropical
forests have led to a well-defined increase in the amount of C0 2 in the earth's atmosphere
of about 25% since the beginning of the industrial revolution. Current projections suggest
that this amount will double in about 50 years. Increases of this magnitude warrant a
careful, dispassionate analysis of the effects of such changes on climate. Unfortunately,
this requires a very comprehensive understanding of a large number of complex, nonlinear
physical processes; this understanding is, at present, lacking. Even so, several groups have
attempted to make projections based on current general circulation models, which reflect
our collective lack of understanding by omitting certain physical processes (such as ocean
--ci:rculation)entirely-arrd-by-seriously-distorting-others-Esuch-as-cumulus-conveet-ion:).--'I'hese - - - projections invariably show a substantial warming of the earth's climate, including, among
other things, an increase in sea surface temperatures (SST's ).
~.

_i
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Although our ignorance of many physical processes precludes any confidence in current
projections, prudence calls for a sober analysis of the possible effects of climate change on
people.

In this context it is interesting to speculate on the effects of climate change on tropical
cyclones. What were tropical cyclones like in the climates of the past? Perhaps tropical
cyclones were weak or even absent during ice ages; likewise, they may have been more
intense during warm periods. (No wonder dinosaurs were so heavy!) It is not out of the
question that estimates of past tropical cyclone activity might be tested against geological
evidence, though to the authors' knowledge this has not been done. For example, the
sedimentation rate in certain parts of the world is strongly affected by storm activity.
Might it be possible to infer the frequency and/or intensity of tropical cyclones of the past
from sediment records?
Speculations about future tropical cyclone activity cannot be regarded as idle, however, since even a small change in such activity would have serious socio-economic consequences.

In this report we review some recent, very preliminary explorations of these questions.
The questions of the effect of climate change on tropical cyclone intensity and on frequency
are explored separately in sections 2 and 3, respectively. This distinction is made since
the issues of intensity and frequency are apparently quite separate in the present climate.
The possible effects of changing tropical cyclone activity on human affairs are discussed in
---ul.e concluiling -section.

-------------~------------

3.r.~

------
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2. Effect of climate change on tropical cyclone intensity

It is difficult to estimate the effect of climate change on hurric~e intensity when the fac-

tors controlling intensity in the present climate are poorly understood. Merrill (1987) has
shown, however, that there appears to be an empirical upper bound on the intensity of cyclones; this empirical bound is strictly a function of sea surface temperature. Only a small
percentage of cyclones approach this upper bound. Theoretical upper bounds were derived
by Miller (1958) and by Emanuel (1988); the latter showed that the maximum intensity
of tropical cyclones is controlled by the sea surface temperature, the near-surface relative
humidity of the storm's environment (this expresses the degree of thermodynamic disequilibrium between the ocean and atmosphere), and the temperature of the environment
at the level( s) where air flows out at the top of the storm. Figure 1 shows the maximum
intensity of tropical cyclones, measured by the minimum central pressure, as a function of
sea surface temperature and outflow temperature (in the deep tropics this is close to the
ambient tropopause temperature), for two values of the ambient relative humidity.
The minimum central pressure shown in Figure 1 increases faster than exponentially
with sea surface temperature, though there is no abrupt change at 26°C, the "magic
number" for tropical cyclone formation. The reason for the abrupt transition has to do with
the other important variable, the outflow temperature. In point of fact, in regions where
the sea surface temperature is less than 26°C air parcels from the subcloud layer cannot
·rise-b-uuya:ntly-b-eyond-ahout--700-mb-fthe-trade-inversienj-so-the-outfl0w-temperat UI"e-is
quite high and the minimum sustainable pressure is not very low. The transition across
26°C is a transition from a trade cumulus regime to a deep convective regime; this is

3·S'·4
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usually quite abrupt. We cannot expect this transition temperature to remain constant
during climate change.
Note that for sufficiently high SST or low outflow temperature, no solution for minimum pressure is plotted in Figure 1. This is because no solution exists; it can be shown
that the tropical cyclone heat engine runs away in this regime, resulting in a "hypercane."
Fortunately, we are reasonably far away from such a regime.
The minimum pressure plotted in Figure 1 represents an energetic constraint that in
theory cannot be exceeded, except perhaps transiently or because of extratropical influences. Some of the most intense tropical cyclones on record have come very close to this
upper bound; none has exceeded it by more than a few millibars, to the authors' knowiedge. On the other hand, the vast majority of cyclones do not achieve their upper limit
(see Merrill, 1987). It is curious that most axisymmetric numerical simulations of tropical
cyclones do spin up to the maximum allowed intensity. This suggests that in nature the
intensity is limited by nonaxisymmetric environmental interactions and/or by the negative
feedback produced by the cooling of SST's due to upwelling and turbulent mixing of cold
water through the base of the ocean mixed layer.

In light of the preceeding, it is clear that the questions of average intensity and maximum intensity may be quite distinct. Still, Merrill's (1987) data suggest that the two are

at least loosely related. Moreover, from the point of view of societal impact the maxi-storms-are-of-most-conc€l'Il.-For-these-reasons,-and_because_we_haYe_a_b_e_tt_e_r_j;heoretical _ _ __
·appreciation_ of the factors controlling maximum intensity, we will focus on the influence
of climate change on the maximum iiJ.tensity of tropical cyclones.

'3·C·S
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It is clear from Figure 1 that, degree for degree, the maximum intensity of tropical

cyclones is much more sensitive to SST than to outflow temperature. Assuming that all
intense tropical storms penetrate to at least the tropopause and that tropical tropopause
temperatures do not vary more than about 10°C with climate change, we can postulate
that maximum tropical cyclone intensity will vary principally with sea swurface temperature, assuming that near-surface relative humidity does not change appreciably. The latter

assumption bears close examination. The principal reason for making it is the observation
that surface relative humidity over the oceans is not today a strong function of location or
season. In the deep tropics, the principal energy balance at the sea surface is
SW~ pCviVILv(r;-

r) +LW,

(1)

where SW is the net incoming shortwave radiation, LW the net outgoing longwave radiation, pis the surface air density, Cv is the aerodynamic exchange constant, lVI the surface
wind speed, Lv the latent heat of vaporization, r; the saturation mixing ratio of the ocean
surface·, and r the near-surface vapor mixing ratio. The quantity Lv(r; - r) is a direct
measure of the air-sea thermodynamic disequilibrium; it and the tropopause temperature
uniquely set the upper bound on tropical cyclone intensity. Solving (1) for the quantity

gxves
Lv(r;-r)=SW-LW
pCvlvl ·

(2)

There are two possible main effects of greenhouse warming on the air-sea thermo-~~

-~-

aynamicdisequiliorium given oy -(2):--First-;-tl:ie net- outgoing-lorrgwave-radiation--will-be
reduced slightly. The effect is small in the tropics since the moist lower troposphere is
already nearly opaque in the infrared. Second, since greenhouse warming affects polar

l·S'· 6
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and middle latitudes proportionately more than the tropics (principally because the atmosphere at middle and high latitudes is drier and thus more transparent to LW), the
pole-to-equator temperature gradient may be reduced, resulting in lower mean wind speeds
(and, it might be added, weaker wind-driven ocean currents, which export heat from the
tropics). This may be a more important effect in (2) than the reduction of LW. At some
point, however, local circulations such as thunderstorms ·contribute as much to surface
heat fiuxes than mean winds, so that further reduction in the latter will not affect the
surface fiuxes greatly. There is some evidence that this is already true in the deep tropics,
so that reducing the mean wind may not have much effect. It is clear from (2) that the
air-sea thermodynamic disequilibrium depends rather sensitively on factors that are not
well understood.

There is some controversy over whether the geological record indicates much change in
tropical SST's. Some paleoclimatologists (e.g., Ed Boyle, MIT, personal communication)
see little evidence in the fossil foraminifera record that tropical SST's were ever much large
than 30°C. Others (e.g., Frakes, 1986) suggest that tropical SST's may have been as large
as 36° C during the Cretaceous. Clearly, the resolution of this controversy will have a large
influence on deductions of past tropical cyclone intensity and on predictions of greenhouse
warming effects.

An early attempt to infer the intensity of ice-age tropical cyclones has been made by

-Hobgood--and-Gerveny-(-1988);--'I'hey-used--Pleistocene-environmental-cond-itions-ded-ucecl.---from both climate records and simulations from the general circulation model ( GCM)

of

the Goddard Institute for Space Studies ( GISS) to initialize a three-dimensional primitive

~·
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.;

equations model of a tropical cyclone. The tropical SST's were between 1oc and 3°C lower
than at present. Results of their simulations are reproduced here in Figure 2. Clearly, the
Pleistocene storms would have been weaker than present tropical cyclones if the GISS
model is producing a realistic estimate of ice-age conditions.
The GISS GCM has also been used by Emanuel (1987) to estimate tropical cyclone
intensity under a double C02 scenario. This version of th~ GCM contains a crude ocean
mixed layer, but with ocean currents fixed at present conditions. The model shows a 2-3°C
increase in tropical SST's, and slightly colder tropopauses. The Carnot cycle estimate of
minimum sustainable pressures using the GISS GCM tropical environment under double
C02 conditions is shown in Figure 3. Were this to be verified, the pressure drop in maximal
storms would be up to 50% greater than at present. As central pressure is well correlated
with the square of the maximum wind speed, it follows that the destructive potential
of maximal hurricanes (which varies as V~a.x) would increase by as much as 50%. As
mentioned in the Introduction, the state of climate modeling is too primitive to attach
any confidence to such predictions. Nevertheless, these predictions by themselves justify a
significant research effort aimed at pinning down the effect of climate change on tropical
SST's.

,J. $'". 8

j
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3. Effect of climate change on tropical cyclone frequency
It is evident from the previous discussion that the thermodynamic potential for tropical

cyclones exists over large areas of the tropics during much of the year. Estimates of the
change of this area resUlting from climate change show very little effect; i.e., the area
bounded by the 990 mb minimum pressure isobar does not change appreciably. Thus it is
meaningless to make inferences about regions susceptible to tropical cyclones based on the
position of the 26°C SST isotherm since the 26°C threshold itself is a function of climate.
The main point, of course, is that the frequency of tropical cyclones in the large part of
the tropics which is susceptible to them is not controlled by the thermodynamic potential
but by the frequency of initiating disturbances and by rather subtle effects of environmental
wind circulation as documented thoroughly by Gray (1982). The two main ingredients
for genesis (aside from the existence of a thermodynamic potential) seem to be lack of
appreciable environmental wind shear and the presence of a suitable triggering disturbance.
Forecasters have long recognized that tropical cyclones never arise spontaneously but rather
require a starting disturbance of independent dynamical origin.
Thus in regions with significant thermodynamic potential for tropical cyclones, the
question of frequency hinges upon determination of environmental winds and on the frequency of potential initiating disturbances.
Estimation of wind shear in the tropics is complicated by the fact that a significant
---component-of-the-meridional-shear-is-ageostrophie-and-thus-net-direet-ly-I"elated-to-tem])ei"-- - - ature gradients. Moreover, the smallness of the Coriolis parameter means that relatively
. large shears will be associated with relatively weak thermal gradients.

l.S.'I
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Broadly, it is likely that ice-age climates had somewhat stronger pole-to-equator temperature gradients and thus somewhat stronger wind shear. On the other hand, these
conditions were probably favorable for a greater number and intensity of potential initiating disturbances, such as easterly waves.
Most general circulation experiments suggest that vertical wind shear will increase
in the middle to upper troposphere in a double C0 2 climate. An increase in the tropospheric shear would almost certainly have a negative effect on tropical cyclone formation
by inhibiting vertical growth of incipient circulations through the atmosphere.
We feel that no clear inference can be made concerning the effect that a greenhousetype warming would have on the frequency of tropical cyclone formation. The fact that
there are areas of meteorology not fully understood at present, such as the relationship
between the SST threshold and tropical cyclone formation, only serves to increase uncertainties in the prediction of future trends. More sophisticated GCM's, incorporating
features such as deep-layer oceanic mixing, higher spatial resolution, and improved cloud
physics, may provide the necessary answers, but the level of evidence presently available
does little to supply the unequivocable results required for future environmental planning.

In contrast, certain short-period climate oscillations such as El Ni:iio and the quasibienniel oscillation ( QBO) have a well-documented effect on tropical cyclone frequency.
Gray (1984) found that tropical cyclone activity during El Ni:iio years was apparently suppressecrintll.e Ktlanticoasin. Nicl:l:ol1s-(-HJ8o)-sh-owe-d-that-low-Barwin-pressure-fequiv-dlent
to Low Southern Oscillation Index) during winter and spring indicated that more tropical
cyclones than usual could be expected in the ensuing Australian cyclone season, and vice
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versa. Chan (1985) showed that, compared with the previous year, the annual number
of tropical storms in the northwest Pacific decreased for all El Niiio years except 1976.
Dong (1988) pointed out that, in comparison with years before and after and El Niiio
year, the typhoon formation number in the northwest Pacific (west of 160°E) was consistently suppressed during each of nine El Niiio periods, without exception. According to
Gray's estimation (1985), only about 64% of the normal global tropical storm total in the
northwest Pacific, Atlantic, and Australian-southwest Pacific basins occurs during El Niiio
years. Hence, a decreasing trend of global storm frequency could be expected in recent
decades, as the eastern equatorial Pacific (EEP) SST has increased since the mid-1970's.

It should be noted that the number of tropical storms in some basins, such as the
eastern and central North· Pacific and the Australian region, were substantially underestimated before the development of weather satellites (Nicholls, 1985, and Frank, 1987).
Therefore, the following statistics of the tropical storm frequency in most cyclone basins
begins in 1966. Figure 4 shows the 10-year running mean tropical storm frequencies for
all basins except the southeast Pacific (east of 165°E) and the southwest Indian Ocean

(west of 105°E). It is seen in Figure 4 that the 10-year mean storm frequency for most
global basins has a decreasing long-term trend. It is also clear that in recent decades,
decade-average tropical storm frequencies were much lower than those before the decade
1974-1983, but a very weakly increasing trend can be perceived in recent years.
In the above statistics, the mean annual tropical storm number during 1966-1986 is
---·-------

about 67, about 84% of the normal global total (80) estimated by Gray (1985).
There are also some oscillations on time scales longer than a decade evident in EEP-
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SST and in tropical storm frequency. In view of the fact that the tropical storm number
records in the Atlantic and the northwest Pacific are less affected by satellite application
than those in more remote basins, Figure 5 shows the 10-year running mean storm frequencies in both basins, respectively, since 1949. It is seen that there are long-period
oscillations in storm frequency in both basins, and that recent mean storm frequencies are
relatively small but have a weakly increasing trend, especially in the northwest Pacific.
Gray (1984) has shown that the QBO has a significant effect on Atlantic tropical.
cyclones. The mechanism by which the QBO affects tropical cyclones is enigmatic, but
wind shear and/ or subtle changes in the upper tropospheric thermodynamic structure are
possible candidates. Recently, Merrill (1989) has pointed out that small changes in upper
tropospheric temperature can lead to large changes in outflow temperature and, thus, to
large differences in the thermodynamic potential for tropical cyclones.
From the preceeding discussion, it is clear that much work remains to be done to
come to an understanding of the environmental influences on tropical cyclone frequency.
Only then can we hope -to estimate tropical cyclone frequency in geological past and in the
coming decades of possible global climate change.
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4. Influence of changes in tropical cyclone activity on human affairs

At present, an average of about 80 cyclones develop annually over the tropical oceans with
relatively small annual variation. About two-thirds of these reach hurricane stage and not
all affect land. The average annual damage was assessed at about US$10 billion according
to estimates made in 1979 (Southern, 1979). 499,000 deaths have been attributed to
cyclones during the period 1947 to 1980, which is higher than death tolls due to any other
natural hazard during the period. There has been a steady rise in property damage. Loss
of life has been decreasing, except in a few areas with high population concentration, due
. to improved warnings and other disaster preparedness measures.
The projected effects of the changes on human affairs will depend on the projected
changes in tropical cyclone activity, not in isolation, but within the context of the overall
climate change induced by global warming. In general, the intensity and possibly the
frequency, genesis areas, and areas affected are projected to increase and possibly to be
displaced in some cyclone basins. H we expect these effects to increase by say 20% to 30%
in the next 50 years, exclusive of the effect of sea level rise, these would, in toto, have
considerable adverse economic and social implications for humanity. The worst affected
will be the developing

countrie~

in the tropics, especially small islands and those with

heavy population and resource concentrations in coastal and deltaic areas and riverine
plains. Some areas would gain marginally through increased rainfall. Those that depend
__ _______

largel:t__2n tropical cyclones for part or most of their rainfall will be adversely affected if

· - - - - -

there is a reduction in the occurrence of cyclones.
Increased frequency and magnitude of storm surges, damaging waves and salt water
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would intrude deeper into built-up coastal and deltaic areas causing more erosion and
damage to coastal economic infrastructure and agriculturally productive land, rendering
some areas unsuitable for the purposes for which they are used currently. This would mean
relocation of infrastructure and industry, and shrinking of the size of productive land for
agricultural and other uses. In particular, coral atolls, low-lying islands, and coastal areas
without protecting reefs would be seriously affected, in some· case necessitating resettlement
of the populations.
More frequent and longer durations of high intensity rainfall and consequent increasedpeak river discharges, sometimes in concert with high storm surges, would cause prolonged
and more devastating flooding, adversely affecting the agricultural utility of flood plains,
and displacing settlements.
The changes would, in particular, affect the agricultural ecology of the regions concerned. Current agricultural species in the tropics, in many cases, e.g., many tropical fruits,
have difficulty in coping with the high winds in particular. Current cropping patterns in
some cases may not be able to survive in some areas. Other areas where the frequency of
cyclones declines would possibly gain marginally.
Marine and offshore activi.ties, e.g., shipping, fishing, and oil drilling would be exposed to greater risk and be curtailed somewhat due to the higher frequency of adverse
operational conditions and more warnings, with consequent effects on the economies of the
_______c_olliltries_affe""c"'t""ed~..__________ _
Similarly, maintainaing the current level of safety of airline operations will incur
greater costs. Contingency planning and lost flight-days due to adverse weather and closure
~s.
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of facilities would impair the economy of operations. Many other industries and activities
would suffer similarly.
The extreme weather design criteria used currently for planning in general, including
those for engineered structures, would be superseded by shorter return periods of extreme
conditions due to increased intensity and frequency of high winds, storm surges, rainfall,
and floods. Existing structures would become more vulnerable and new criteria would be
more stringent, involving greater costs.
In some parts of the globe, recent rapid increases in cyclone damage have made property uninsurable (Southern, 1979). Further increases in damage would escalate insurance
costs beyond the reach of many more countries and people.
The above qualitative scenario has been projected assuming an increase in the intensity
and frequency of tropical cyclones, per se. Since about half of humanity inhabits coastal
areas, an increase of 40 centimeters in the mean sea level in phase with the increase in
cyclone activity would greatly aggravate the scenario described. In particular, resources
and populations in low-lying areas would be faced with relocation due to enhanced storm
surge effects and flooding, which would cause coastal and river plain retreat, resulting from
enhanced inundation and erosion. In some countries, e.g, Bangladesh and those with coral
atolls, this could cause substantial adverse economic and social effects due to relocation
of population, infrastructure, and industry as well as loss of prime land resources. In
agricultural countries, any compensatory shift to high ground will further enhance flooding
of river plains through erosion and sediment deposition in the draining systems.
Despite increasing damage in tropical cyclone-prone coastal areas in the recent past,
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there is a continuing sharp rise in population due to aesthetic and what appear to be shortterm economic reasons. In most places, in general, there is little concern for longer-term
security.
If increased cyclone activity coupled with a rise in sea level occurs, humanity will,
of course, adjust or be forced to adjust in one way or another. Outside of strategies for
the limitation of greenhouse gases, intelligent and least painful adaptation needs foresight
and much stronger efforts twoards preventive measures rather than the fire-fighting kind of
event-by-event disaster management. Immediate pre-impact response such as warnings will
acquire greater importance. However, unless longer-term planning is given priority, human
beings may find themselves preoccupied with preparedness and rehabilitation measures at
the expense of economic and social development. Political motivation for longer-term
solutions will be slow to come, especially if public confidence in the projected changes,
their magnitudes, and rapidity continues to be low.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1. (a) Minimum sustainable central pressure (mb) of tropical cyclones as a function
of sea-surface temperature (T.,) and entropy-weighted mean outflow temperature (T 0 ),
assuming reversible thermodynamics and an ambient surface relative humidity of 80%.
The asterisk denotes mean August conditions in the near-equatorial western North Pacific.
(b) As in (a) but for a surface relative humidity of 75%. (From Emanuel, 1988)

Fig. 2. Maximum wind speeds (m s- 1 ) for radiative and nonradiative simulations under
present-day and 18,000 BP conditions. (From Hobgood & Cerveny, 1988)

Fig. 3. Minimum sustainable central pressures (mb) as in Fig. 2, but using sea-surface
temperature increases predicted by a general circulation model averaged over five Augusts
in simulations with twice the present C0 2 content. (a) shows the Atlantic and Indian
oceans; (b), the Pacific. (From Emanuel, 1987)

Fig. 4. 10-year running mean tropical storm frequencies for all basins except the southeast
Pacific and southwest Indian Ocean. (Provided by K. Dong)

Fig. 5. 10-year running mean tropical storm frequencies in the NW Pacific and the Atlantic,
respectively. (Provided by K. Dong)
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Fig. 5. 10-year running mean tropical storm frequencies in the NW Pacific and the Atlantic,
respectively. (Provided by K. Dong)
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ABSTRACT
An
overview of those main causes of structure and
structure
Change
including
internal
processes
and
environmental interaction and underlying surface effect is
presented.

Several
new
techniques of observation and
data
acquisition show good potential for promoting the real time
analysis and forecasting.
Some specific recommendations are provided in the last
part of this overview so as to promote further discussion
over the IWTC-II.
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1. Introduction
Some
forecasting
Change
such

progress has been made in both

researsh

of

and

structure

We shall discuss and

recognize

tropical cyclone structure

since IWTC-I 1985.

a progress over the IWTC-II,

it will help

and

Stimulate

the development of the studies on this topic in the future.
We
the

are

still at the stage of lack of knowledge

physical

interaction
with

mechanisms

of

structure

involving

among different scale motions, vortex interact

the surrounding environments and

effect

Change

of

underlying

surface

because of lack of adequate data in the vicinity of

tropical cyclones. A significant setback to the acquisition
of

data with Northwest Pacific tropical cyclones

cessation

was

the

of aircraft reconnaissance flights of Guam since

oct. 1988. To develop advanced techniques on observation to
acquire data will be the most promising for future research
and forecasting development.
An

operational manual will be edited and

published

soon after the IWTC-II. It is probably an effective measure
to

strengthen

the

link

among

research,

observation,

analysis and forecasting. One major impediment for most
the

warning center around the world is lack

objective techniques
forecasting.

Most

of

effective

to the structure Change analysis
of the storm intensity
4.0,2..

of

prediction

and
are
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usually failed when those cyclones undergo rapid and sudden
Change

in

structure.

We

should fruther be

focussed

on

forecasting those cyclones.
Empirical knowledge and subjective interpretation of
the

available

analyses

and

information

dirived

from

conventional

satellite imagery are still the main way

predict the intensity Change in most of the warning

to

center

environment.
In

this

connexion,

therefore

be

analysis

techniques

effective
insight

to

promote
and

forecasting
so

as

to

one

task

of

IWTC-II

would

improvements

of

the

existing

developments

of

the

various

schemes

promote

the

with

existing

real

time

physical
forecasting

capability of the operatianal community.
This report attempt to initiate discussion in regard
of further development of structure and structure Change in
both

research

recommendations

and

forecasting.

are provided in

the

Some
last

part

specific
of

this

overview.

2. Analysis and Forecasting
a).Analysis
--- - -

Weat:nerforo

ana-Gray rrgs-s-)-nave point:ea-t:nat:-t:nere

appeared to be little correlation between minimum sea level

4.0,.3
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:

pressure
closer

(MSLP) and outer core wind strength (OCS)

surface wind).
the

ocs

relationship between

amount

Some

and Size (radius to

ocs

Zehr (1988) suggests that

of deep convection in the outer

empirically-derived

and

15m/s

is related to
core

wind/pressure

a

region.

formulae

are

employed to analyse the low level wind field.
Most

of

the

warning

satellite

interpretation

intensity

for

more

center

Scheme

than

ten

use

Dvorak

to analyse
years.

A

(1975)

the

more

cyclone
objective

techniques with mature storms is developed (1984), in which
digital

eye

temperature

temperature
are

and

surrounding

input to an algorithm to

cloud

top

obtain

current

remote sensing techniques such as

doppler

intensity.
Airborne
radar.

microwave

radiometers

have led to

some

detailed

studies of the eyewall and rainband structure (Jorgensen et
al 1985,

etc.) Much more is now know about the dynamics of

the inner core region (willoughby, 1988).
The

Special

Sensor Microwave Imager can provide

radar-like view of the convective banding.

a

It is extremely

valuable for positioning and providing qualitative data

on

structure (Velden et al, 1989).
- - -

VAS and TOVS date are also available for analysis of
the

upper

troposphere

surrounding

4.0.t

tropical

cyclone.
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:

Microwave

observations can measure the upper

tropospheric

warm anomaly associated with atropical cyclone.
of this anomaly correlates

well

with

the

The degree

surface

core

intensity (Fig.1) (Velden,1987, 1989).
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Fig. 1. a) Statistical plot between the 250mb temperature
anomaly in the core of tropical cyclones (oT2so>, and the
surface pressure anomaly (oPsfc>· b) Same as (a), except for
oT250 versus Vmax• where Vmax is the maximum sustained surface
winds estimated from reconnaissance reports (Velden, 1989).
A

big progress has been made to structure

by those remote

se~sing

analysis

observations and show the potential

to future development.
b).Forecasting
Most
---------------persistance

of

warning

ana--c:rimatology -eo

Change empirically.
of

center at present still

use

the

esEimaee---e-~-intensi-ty

The major objective forecasting method

intensity Change is mainly the

statistical

regression

analysis, MOS and other statistical-dynamic scheme.
4.

o, s:
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Some
mesh

higher

resolution numerical. model

with

or nested model are able to.produce the low

fine

pressure

of the innermost isobar in a short range forecast.

It will

give a intensity Change tendency as one of the predictor to
input to a regression equation of MOS scheme.
Other statistical-dynamic scheme is based on dynamic
equation.

Terms

in the equation refer to forces which can

not be calculated were determined by regression techniques.
The forecasting errors of 24,

36,

48 hours were 4.0,

5.6

and 7.4m/s respectively (Niu and Deng, 1987).
Some of errar statistics show that objective
are

method

no more effective than persistence and climatology for

predicting

structure

understanding

of

Change

because

the underlying

of

physical

a

lack

of

mechanism

and

inaccurate analysis of the structure.
Empirical
temperature,
cover.

Sea

channel,

approaches

eyewall

size and shape,

temperature,

low

level

usually

high level

use

the

cloud

top

size of dense cloud
divergence,

vorticity and so on to

outflow

estimate

the

intensity Change (Li and Chen, 1988).

3. Basic Sturcture Understanding
______

a). Definitions and structure scaling _______________
The mature tropical cyclone can be divided into five
regions,

they

are

the core

regime, interaction

4 .C/,6

evelope
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.·

regime,

outer

regime,friction

layer

and

an

asymmetric

outflow regime. This breakdown is supported by a separation
of

the

low level wind structure into

region

intensity

(Average

(MSW

tangential

or

MSLP),

three
outer

modes:
wind

core

strength

wind from 100-300Km radius) and

Size

(Average radius of the outer closed isobar).
b). The core regime
Willoughby

(1989)

analyses eyewall

and

intensity

relationships over a ten year period in the Atlantic basin.
Intensifying
convection,
wind

found

cyclones

contracing

increases

maximum
with

tropical

being

winds (RMW).

always

eyewall and
found

possess

associated

just inside

the

Sometimes a secondary

active
azimuthal

radius

wind

of

maximum

another contracting eyewall ring of convection can be
outside

eventually

the

RMW.

The

contracing

destroys the inner one.

This

outer

eyewall

process

usually

broaden the eyewall and often decrease in MSW,

an increase

in MSLP and strength.
Chen

(1986) studied the TOPEX data and showed

that

typhoon with concentric eye ring will.intensify temporarily
and

then the intensity will reduce after the outer eyewall

ring occurs.

The statistics also shows that concentric eye

-··----·------~-----------------------------------

wall

structure is ·favorable for recurvature.

The evidence

in both Atlantic and Pacific basin shows that this

4.

0.7

process

-------
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occurs

in most intense tropical cyclones and thus has

importance

for

intensity

initiation

mechanism

and

motion

the

prediction.

The

of the outer eyewall occurrence

its contractive process remains unknow but is an

and

important

problem for future study.
c). Rainbands
TC

rainbands

secondary
gravity

bands
waves

(Willonghby

can

possibly
and

et

be

the

al 1984).

divided

into

associated

stationary

small
with

band

moving
inertial

complex

SBC is being carefully

because of its influence on the boundary layer.

(SBC)
studied

Active SBC

tend to be located upwind of the TC and act as a barrier to
the

inflow reducing its ee by more than 10•k

(Barnes

and

stossmeister, 1986).
Recent numerical simulations (yamasaki,
rainbands

propagate

formation

of

interaction

against

the

low

level

1986} shows
flow.

those rainbands is probably related
between

cyclonic

vortex

and

to

The
the

environmental

current.
d). Environmental influences
Environmental influences include those effects on TC
from underlying surface,

vertical shear,

outflow jets and

otbe~-env-i-:r;-onme-nta-1-f-low-f-i-eld-and-surrounding-S'!f-S-tems-·--------

Potential
sea

surface

intensity can be empirically defind

temperature

(SST).
4. 0,8

Emanuel (1988)

adds

from
an

.•
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outflow temperature
zero

To~t

,

which is the temperature at

the

buoyancy level of air emanating from the TC into

the

upper

tropospheric

intensity

environment.

is higher for colder

It shows

To~t

the

potential

as well as warmer SST

(Fig.2).
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Fig. 2.
Potential intensity of a tropical cyclone as a
function of boundary layer air temperature (ordinate) and outflow
temperature
(abscissa)
for an environmental boundary layer
relative humidity of 75 percent.
(Figure from Emanuel, 1988).

is

It

well

environmental
because
and

of

know

that

vertical

flow is unfavorable to

TC

shear

of

the

intensification,

the "ventilation" (Riehl 1979, yamasaki 1987),

dry air invade the TC in the midlevels to suppress the

aonvection and to stabilize the core structure.
A

great

relationship

deal

between

of studies have
high

been

made

level outflow jet as
4. 0, q

on

the

well

as
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other

environmental flow field and the TC intensity

and Gray 1986.
Recently

Holland and Merrill,

Merrill

potential

(1989)

intensity

including

to

1985.

proposed
other

a

(Chen

Sadler, 1978).

mechanism

linking

environmental

process

eddy absolute angular momentum flux convergence.

This mechanism may be a link between the upper-tropospheric
environment

and

the

core region

of

tropical

cyclones.

4. Asymmetry Structure
The asymmetric structure is extraodinary obvious in most
of

the TC.

Usually the maximum wind speed and the maximum

temperature
moving

gradient occur at the right (left) side of

direction in North Hemisphere

(South

TC

Hemisphere).

Whereas the well developed portion of the eyewall of storms
in

Southern Bay of Bengal is generally to the left side of

moving direction.

Maximum wind and rainfall are also occur

in the left sector of the eyewall (Raghavan, 1988).
Likewise.

The

mesoscale

and

microscale

systems

associated with TC are also in asymmetric distribution.
Some

of

the asymmetric structure which is

caused

by

intrusion

of cold air can often be found in those TCs over

Northwest

Pacific and South China Sea.

When dry and

cold

- - ~----------air-in rr-u-s-i-on-i--nt-o-th-e-core-re-gi-on--,--the---eyewa-1-1- wi-1-l-be·--expanded
will

soon

form a big open asymmetric eye, TC

to
be

weakened and the outer wind

strengthen temporarily.
4.D~ (0

intensity

strength

will
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The

mechanisms

that

could

contribute

to

residual

asymmetry are environmental forcing asymmetries, interacion
between the moving cyclone and different boundary layer, as
well

as an internal readjustment due to the cyclone motion

(Holland aud Black 1986).
inseparable.

It

was

However,

discussed

these three parts
in

detail

over

are

IWTC-I

(Elsberry, et al, 1987).

5. Extratropical Tansition
When TC

polewar~

~nd

TC may transform a semi-cold

Q~d

occur in deep autumn or it moves

encounters the cold air,

semi-warm hybrid cyclone or an extratropical system.
Semi-Cold

and

Semi-Warm

cyclone

possess

horizontal

solenoid structure with baroclinic geopotential energy.
often

cause

some

geopotential
into

et

convective
Most

of

sudden

of

baroclinic

development

energy is to be released and to be

kinetic

(Chen

form

energy in the

al,

1980).

weather often accompany with such
the

transition process

Change

of

the

intensity,

result
moving

when

converted

low level of the core

Some mesoscale systems

It

and

region
strong

development.

concurrently

in

direction

and

torrential rainfall. It can be in peril for forecasters who
encounter with such difficulties.
When TC approach closely to rather strong cold air with
front,

it

will

decay and be induced
4. O,

f1

a

fully

developed

-~ ~
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extratropical

cyclone with front.

Those processes can

found in the area in rather high latitude ocean

be

(Sekionka,

1970 Foley 1988).
In

most

poleward.
heat
moves

cases,

the

cyclone

weakens

as

it

moves

The weakening is caused by a sudden decrease

in

and moisture supply from surface energy fluxes as

it

into

cooler water or by cooler environment

greatly

reduces the energy input from latent heating. Occasionally,
reintensification
energy supply.

may occur,

it is caused

Unfortunately,

by

baroclinic

this aspect of TC behaviour

has received little attention however.

6. Surface Effects
TC

is quite sensitive to SST.

quite

a

Observations prove

few TC moving across the isotherm into

the

that
cold

water will decay soon. Other decay will be happened when TC
moves

into

the

sea cold trail caused

by

the

preceding

passed typhoon.
Secondary

depression around TC can be induced by island

effect when TC is approaching a big island. Some cases show
that

TC wilL decay gradually after the occurrence

induced

depression,

which

will develop and

of

the

replace

the

----- --~--- -----£-orm-er-on-e-.-Th-e-mechanism--of-th±s-process--±s-s-t-i-1-1-unknow-..------There
tends

to

is strong evidence that the core intensity of TC
decrease as their circulation
4 .o, 12

moves

over

land

.
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because

of the cessation of fluxes of latent heat from sea

surface and the stabilization of boundary layer due to
adiabatic

cooling

of the air flow which cross the

caused by land friction.·
depression,
strong

isobar

Sometimes when interaction

·topography and cold air occurs,

mesoscale convective

the

among

it will cause

systems even tornadoes is the

depression.

7. Recommendations
The following five specific recommendations are provided
·as a preliminary point for discussion.
a).
be

All existing knowledge, data and techniques should

made available to

world

to

most of warning centers

improve the real time analysis

techniques

on

techniques

structure and structure

should

be

developed

for

around

and

the

forecasting

Change.

Different

forecasting

core

intensity, outer wind strength and variations in size.
b).

Combined

theoretical

resea~ch

understanding
surrounding
motion

observational

of

will
the

be

studies,
required. to

interactions

in

TC.

get

between

environment and interactions

scales

modelling

among

This is a key point

to

and

better
TC

and

different
know

the

mecnanism of-structure cnange process.
c).

To attach more importance to the

proposed

field

experiment in Northwest Pacific basin in 1990. Hopefully it
4. C) ' (3
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will

make a further step in the research on structure

and

structure change as well as motion.
d).
and

To promote the research on the impact of structure

structure

change on TC motion.

Probably

this

is

a

fundamental way to improve the track forecasting accuracy.
e).

International cooperation is needed in the

of observing programs,
forecasting

fields

researches, analysis techniques and

schemes as well.

Such an international effort

could be organized by WMO or under the bilateral and multilateral arrangements.
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ABSTRACT
A Brief summary of tropical cyclone structure and
structure change of IWTC-I is presented. An overview in
both structure knowledge and dynamic understanding of some
main regimes in the tropical cyclone and its environmental
interaction is included.
This summary attempts to promote discussion in IWTC-II
on the progress in both research and operational techniques
from the basis of IWTC-I.
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4.1.1. Definitions and Basic Structure Scaling
Prof. Gray and his project at CSU have
tropical
core

proposed

cyclone structure be separated into three

intensity

(e.g.

MSW

and

MSLP),

outer

that
modes:

core

wind

strength (OCS) and size. Merrill (1984) and weatherford and
Gary (1987) have show that there is a good relation between
OCS

and

size.

However

both

of

them

are

only

poorly

correlated with core intensity.
TC

is

composed of five distinct

named the boundary layer.
envelope

regime,

regimes,

these

are

the core regime, the interaction

the outer regime,

and the

anticyclonic

outflow regime. The structure and dynamics of those regimes
was discussed in detail over IWTC-I (Elsberry, et al.,1987).

4.1.2. The Core Region
a). Structure
The
increase

major

azimuthal

wind· feafures

are

the

sharp

in speed near the radius of maximum winds

(RMW) ,

the decrease in. wind speeds aloft,

and the outward tilt of

the maximum wind belt with height.

There is a warm core in

the

lower troposphere that broadens and reaches a

width and magnitude near 250 hpa.
temperature

gradient

maximum

The strongest horizontal

is in the vicinity of

maximum

wind

___________ bel_t_(-Shea-and-Gr.a-¥-,-1.9."7-3-)-.--Inside-the-e.y.ewa-l-1-,-c::ond-i-t-i.Gns------can approach neutral moist ascent.
The

azimuthal

asymmmetry.

This

and radial wind field have
asymmetry

is arised from

4 .1. 2

a

distinct

vertical

and
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horizontal

shears

in

the environmental

wind

field,

an

internal readjustment, an interaction of the moving cyclone
with the boundary layer,

or from environmental forcing and

asymmetries

convective

(Shapiro,1983;

Holland

and

Black,1986).
The
terms

core
that

region rainband is

highly

can be used to describe the

asymmetric.
various

The

rainband

features are:(1)bands (5-SOKm wide and spiral in toward the
center over a radial interval of 100-300Km),
ring (encircle the center),
two

concentric

ring),
bands)

rings),

(S)Lanes

(3)moat

(2)Convective

(clear region between

(4)eyewall (innermost

(the largely cloud free

convective

regions

between

(Willoughby et al, 1982,1984).

b) . Dynamics
The core has very high values of the Rossby, Froude and
inertial

stability

comparatively

parameters,

small

area

and is constrained

with

weak

angular

to

a

momentum.

Relative accelerations dominate in this core region and the
Coriolis accelerations can be neglected.
adjust to mass field perturbations.

The winds tend to

A strong resistance to

radial motion leads to a tendency towards axial symmetry in
the

core

angular

and only a very small part of
momentum

is

needed

for

the

quite

total

storm

large

wind

acceleration& (Merrill, 1984). The core regime is dominated
by convective processes.

4.1.3. Outside The Core Region
a}. Structure
4 .1. 3
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The

outer

region is largely subsident with

bands

of

only weak upward motion.
The lower-tropospheric wind fields are asymmetries. The
maximum
side

azimuthal winds tend to occur on the right

(looking in the direction of motion) in the

(Southern)
(George

Hemisphere

and Gray,

observed

in

1976).

this

region

and

(left)
Northern

core

A radial flow-through

region
also

is

from the left-rear to the right-front guadrant in

the Northern Hemisphere (Frank,

1977), and from the right-

rear

in

to

left-front

quadrant

large-scale

symmetric

Hemisphere

"

(Holland, 1984).
The

Southern

than

thermal

fields

these wind field

tend

(Frank,

to

be

1976,

more

Holland,

1984b).
In the region, rainbands usually extend more than 700Km
from

the

center.

slightly

curved,

observed

to

around

it.

These bands were
were

cellular

move with the TC,
These

either

straight,

in

structure

rather

than

and

or
were

cyclonically

Rainbands could produce severe

weather

conditions of strong. winds and heavy rainfall.
b). Dynamics
The
Rossby

outer
and

inertial
The

mass

regime is characterized by

rotational Froude numbers,

stability,
field

perturbation&
environment.

due

relatively

and

also

by

low
low

Coriolis accelerations are important.

preferentially
to

adjusts

to

wind

angular momentum imports

from

field
the

The radial motion is not unduly restricted in

4.1.4
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this

regime

large

and the flow tends to

angular

be

asymmetric.

momentum transports also

are

Since

required

to

produce small wind accelerations, this outer regime is more
affected by passing weather systems than are inner

regimes

(Holland, 1983b: Merrill,1984; Willoughby et al,1984).

4.1.4. Boundary Layer Structure and Dynamics
At

present,

little is yet know about

boundray

layer

processes .in tropical cyclone conditions because of lack of
observations.
The
But,

surface pressure field are symmetric (Black,1983).

the

fields

of wind,

asymmetries.

Such

interactions

between

surface,

variations

by

interactions

temperature and

asymmetries

with

the moving

can

be

cyclone

in convection

moisture

are

produced

by

and

and

underlying

SST,

the surrounding environment

and

by

(including

the earth vorticity field).
In vertical dimention,
variable,

wind

speed

configuration. It
inertial

the wind direction is
has

a

strong

somewhat

low-level

jet

likely that the jet results from

~s

acceleration

following

local

an

layer

boundary

stabilization. This stabilization could result from cooling
by convective downdrafts and evaporation of rain,

or

from

-- ------- ------a-cyc-l-on-e-passage-over-a-co-1-der-ocean-surfa-ce-(-A:nth-es-an-d
chang, 1978; Holland and Black,1986).
The

depth

of the frictional inflow

layer

is

around

2000m

in the outer hurricane circulation and is well above

cloud

base

(Prank,

1977a),

the
4 .1. 5

depth

should

decrease
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-1/2

(f + v/r)

towards the cyclone center in proportion to

(Anthes and Chang, 1978). Outside the RMW, this decrease is
in

good agreement with the Ekman theory.

Near the RMW and

in the eye, strong vertical motion combined with horizohtal
advection across a sharp radial wind gradient produces large
deviations from that theory.
The boundary layer is strongly influenced by frictional
dissipation of momentum,
moisture,

and

by

by surface transports of heat and

convective and

other

influences

from

above.

4.1.5. The Anticyclonic Outflow Regime
The outflow from TC occurs preferentially in one or two
anticyclonically

curved

upper-tropospheric
large scale,

layer.

The

the

shallow

layer is divergent over

and the radial component of the outflow

increases

outwards

component

increases

conserve

outflow jets within

angular

to

lOOOKm

also,

momentum

or

more.

The

so that the outflow
but moves

to

a

jets

azimuthal
does

higher

not

angular

momentum surfaces (Lee,l984). The maximum vertical shear of
the

horizontal

shallow
inflow.

wind occurs at the interface between

outflow
The

regime

and

deeper

this

lower-tropospheric

depth and strength of the outflow regime

are

closely_r_el_a~iy_e_to_the_le~el----and----i-ntens-i-t-y-of-~he-max-imum----

core-warming.
Chen

and Gray (1986) studied that the outflow

regimes

for all intensifying and weakening tropical cyclones during

4 .1. 6
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the

FGGE.

channels

The
was

possible

formation mechanism

indicated and some close

of

outflow

relations

between

outflow channels and intensity changes was also discused.
Possible
layer

mechanisms for the establishment

asymmetries

baroclinic
1962;

include:

instability

Anthes,1972;

Merrill,1985);
core-region

inertial,

(Sawyer,1947;

of

barotropic,
Yanai,1961;

Kurihara and Tuleya,1974;

transports (Lee,

and Anthes,

1971);

and

Alaka,

Jones,1977;

flow separation around a moving,

(Black

outflow

divergent

Cumulus

momentum

1984); and divergence patterns associated

with prevailing environmental flow features (Sadler,1978).

4.1.6. Rainband

Dynamics

There are quasi-stational bands and moving bands.

Some

moving spiral bands may be Rossby-type waves that depend on
the

relative

(McDonald,
such

vorticity

gradient

outside

1968). Because of the large vorticity gradient,

the

majority

of propagating bands

considered

to be internal gravity waves

Willoughby

1978;

angular

than

center

wave would be trapped in a narrower radial

Hence,

the

the

velocity

Willoughby

et al,

are

1984).

1963;

Because

of the cyclone vortex increases

those parts farther out,
into

generally

(Yamamoto,

parts colsest to the cyclone center will

distorted

interval.

move

the

inward,
faster

and cause these bands to be

trailing-spiral

~onfigurations

(Senn

and

Hiser, 1959; Abdullah, 1966).
The quasi-stationary bands are principal spiral
emanate

from lower latitudes and spiral arond the
4 .1. 7

bands,
eastern
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side

of

Those

TC,

bands

form

within

cyclones

in

a

baroclinic environment, boundary layer processes also could
have

a

significant

principal

role

in

the

band (Beer and Gianni,

establishment
1980;

of

the

Willoughby et al,

1984; Tuleya and kurihara, 1984).

4.1.7. Structure Change

The

processes

structure

that

Change

interactions,

have a

significant

include

air/sea

role

in

TC

convective/larger-scale

interactions,

land and

orographic

effects, and interactions with the environmental flow.
a).Intensity change over the oceans
Sea surface temperature establish an upper bound on the
intensity

that

tropical

cyclones

can

attain.

However,

intensity changes may be associated with many factors other
than

ocean

accomplished
convective

temperatures.
by
and

thermodynamical

a

The

cooperative

cyclone
and

scales
dynamical

intensity

change

is

interaction

between

the

'influenced

by

that

is

interactions

with

the

underlying surface and with the surronding environment.
Maintain and change the outer circulation of TC require
large

angular

momentum

that must be obtained

from

the

environment.
- ---------

----------p-1---,Tr:an-sfo-rm-at:i-o~

As

TC move poleward and encounter the stroug

wind shears in the subtropical weasterly flow,
may

decay,

transform to extratropical systems,

4 .1. 8

vertical

the cyclone
or

cause

- 219 -

some form of baroclinic development.
can occur quite rapidly.
(McBride

and keenan,

Such structure change

On the other hand,

1982,

some

studies

Chen and shu 1980) have shown

that monsoon depressions originally over continent has been
observed

to

develop rapidly when these

depressions

move

over the ocean and transform into tropical cyclones.
c).Topographical Effect
Typhoons

tend

topographical
convective

to

weaken as they

effect may
ring

cycle

be

the

that

approach

initiation

would

cause

land. One
of

a

a

new

temporary

weakening of the cyclone (Jones,1986).
Most

TC

weaken rapidly after the center

coast and moves inland.
by

crosses

the

This weakening primarily is caused

the loss of surface energy fluxes,

particularly in the

form of latent heat (Hubert, 1955; Miller, 1964; Rosenthal,
1971;

Tuleya

dissipation
more

and

Kurihara,

1978).

The

frictional

at the surface also produces a stronge inflow,

rapid

stabilization.

adiabatic
Moist

cooling,
convection

and

a

boundary-layer

is then reduced and

the

cyclone rapidly decay.
A

cyclone

that has decayed over land

upon moving back over water,

may

re-develop

or development may occur from

a system that has formed over land.

4 .1. 9
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ABSTRACT
Tropical cyclone structure and structural change is a very
complex topic involving several atmospheric scales. The internal
processes of the tropical cyclone, including both positive and
negative feedbacks, are relatively well understood. Many details
of the eyewall and rain band structure have been carefully
observed
and
described,
and
the
large-scale
environments
associated with various tropical cyclone structural changes have
also been described, at least in a qualitative sense.
Additional progress requires a more general view in addition
to the above.
We must understand how vortex, convective
structures, and environment interact to cause structural changes.
We begin with the concept of "potential intensity 11 determined by
the ambient thermal structure, and then suggest environmental
influences which might either prevent a tropical cyclone from
reaching its potential or cause a significant local change in the
potential.
Mechanisms of vertical shear and upper tropospheric
influences are suggested.
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4.2.1.-

Introduction

IWTC-I

(Elsberry et al.

1987)

described

tropical cyclone

(TC) structure on scales ranging from thousands of kilometers to
the mesoscale.

It is the challenge of IWTC-II to explain how

these scales interact to produce TC structural changes and inform
the operational community of how t? recognize these changes using
conventional analyses and satellite imagery.

4.2.2.

Definitions

We follow IWTC-I and define the following to describe TC low
level wind structure:
Intensity -- Maximum sustained wind (MSW) at standard anemometer
height, or minimum sea level pressure {MSLP).
Size -- Average radius of the outer closed isobar.
strength -- Average tangential wind from 100-300 km radius.

Weatherford

and

typhoon intensity,

Gray

strength,

(1988)

show

the

and eye size

continues to receive the most emphasis.

4.2.2

interdependence

(Fig.

1).

of

Intensity
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Fig. 1.
Interdependence of intensity, strength, and eye
diameter.
TOP -- radial profiles of tangential wind for
different intensity classes and eye diameters. BOTTOM -- scatter
plot of MSLP vs. strength (OCS) distributed by eye diameter.
Small eye is <15 km, medium, 15-28 km, and large, >28 km (from
Weatherford and Gray, 1988).
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4.2.3.

Internal structures and processes

a)

Generalized

model

It is generally agreed that a TC amplifies by drawing upon a
vortex-induced source of potential energy via increased surface
fluxes,

rather

atmosphere.

than

upon

CAPE

of

the

As the vortex strengthens,

undisturbed

the lower pressure and

higher winds in the planetary boundary layer (PBL)
radial Se gradient (Fig.

2).

upward,

radial

increasing

supporting

the

tropical

increase the

Moist convection mixes high Se air
temperature

gradient

aloft

and

(by entrainment) deep inflow which spins up the vor-

tex (Ooyama 1982).

Eventually the increasing PBL 9e gradient cannot keep pace
with

the

increasing

thermal

gradient

aloft

and

the

vortex

stabilizes for moist convection and stops intensifying. Rotunno
and Emanuel's

(1987)

model exhibits slantwise moist neutrality

when intensification has ceased,

and Emanuel

( 1986,

1988)

uses

this property to estimate the intensity of steady-state {mature)
TCs.

Before

instability

in

maturing,
the

core

the
and

model
vigorous

simulates
convection

conditional
{Fig.

3).

Stabilization does not necessarily occur simultaneously at all
-- - -----Fac:i-i-i--.----I-nt.ens-i-t-y--and--strength-incr_eases_ar_e_rel_ated to _..c""'o"-"""1'"-'d. __ _ __
{<-75 °C)

cloud tops at the center and outer radii respectively

(Shoemaker 1989,

Zehr 1989) .

Weatherford and Gray

4.2.4

( 1988)

show
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change.
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arrows indicate positive (black) and negative (white) environ.__mental-inf-1-uences-,-and-dotted-a-:r;.~ows-denete--meEli-f-iea-t;-ien-e.f--t;he·---
environment by the tropical cyclone (Merrill 1989).
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Fig. 3.
Plots of saturated Se (shaded) and angular momentum
(solid lines) during the development of the axisymmetric TC
(Rotunno and Emanuel, 1987).
Note the presence of moist
slantwise conditional instability in the core below 10 km during
the i.ntensifying stages (80 and 120 h) and the presence of moist
slantwise neutrality at maturity (160-180 h).

that typhoons often continue to strengthen after peak intensity
is reached.

Environmental influences can interact with the vortex and
convective

structures,

modify

the

PBL

andjor

vortex

thermal

structure,

and either hasten or retard this stabilization at a

particular radius.

b)
----- -

Eyewall

------~~

As shown by

~illoughby

(1989),

intensifying TCs typically

possess a convectively active contracting eyewall, with greatest
tangential wind increases just inside the radius of maximum winds
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(RMW).

A secondary wind maximum may develop well outside the RMW

with another contracting ring of convection and may eventually
destroy the inner one.

The resulting discontinuous expansion of

the eyewall often reduces the MSW and increases the MSLP and
strength.

The outer eyewall

may contract to the diameter of the

original one and the process may repeat.

What triggers an outer

eyewall and determines its contraction rate remains unknown.

The

concentric eye process is possibly a manifestation of stabilization of the core to convection.

Airborne Doppler radar (Marks and Houze,
three-dimensional

structure

and microphysics

addition to being the "engine room"

1987)

reveals the

of eyewalls.

of the TC,

In

the eyewall is

also a significant source of cloud ice which is advected outward
in the upper troposphere and settles into the stratiform rain
areas around the core,

altering the microphysical processes anq

mesoscale circulations there (Fig. 4).

c)

Rain bands

By IWTC-I Willoughby et al.

( 1984)

divided TC rain bands

into small, moving secondary bands (possibly gravity waves)
the primary band, or stationary band complex (SBC).

and

The latter

---------.i-s-be-i-ng-ca-refulLy-studied_f_or_it_s own sake and because of i t__c_s=-----influence on the · PBL.

Yamasaki's

{1986)

model portrays

rain

bands as tropical squall lines, which propagate against the low
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Fig. 4. Schematic of hurricane eyewall structure as deduced
from airborne Doppler.radar.
Thin hatched arrows show the mean
secondary
circulation,
bold black arrows
show
convective
downdrafts, broad arrow outlines show mesoscale circulations
outside the eye wall, and thin arrows and numbers show condensate
particle trajectories (Marks and Houze 1987).

level flow.

Aircraft observations show that an active primary

band can reduce the 9 8 of the inflow by over 10 °K
Barnes and Stossmeister, 1986).
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Fig. 5.
Profii~s of Se as a function of height relative to
a decaying rainband ·(left) and an active rainband (right).
From
Barnes and Stossmeister (1986).

4.2.4.

Environmental influences

a)

Potential intensity

As

discussed

at

IWTC-I,

("potential intensity")
surface

temperature

temperature Tout,

an

upper

bound

on

intensity

can be empirically determined from sea

(SST).

Emanuel

(1988)

adds

an

outflow

which is the temperature at the zero buoyancy

level of air emanating from the TC into the upper tropospheric
environment and therefore depends both upon the PBL Se values and
the

upper

tropospheric

temperatures

(Fig.

6).

and

lower

Most TCs

stratospheric

environmental

never even approach

their

thermodynamic potential_, presumably due to adverse environmental
conditions

(Merrill,

1988b).

Hypothesized mechanisms for this

influence follow and are shown schematically in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 6.
Potential intensity of a tropical cyclone as a
function of boundary layer air temperature (ordinate) and outflow
temperature
(abscissa)
for an environmental boundary layer
relative humidity of 75 percent.
(Figure from Emanuel, 1988).

Vertical shear

b)

It

is

environmental

generally
flow

agreed

inhibits

mechanisms are possible.

(1)

that
TC

vertical

shear

intensification.

"Ventilation"

of

the

Several

(Riehl 1979),

i.e.

reduction of the vertically integrated core warming by advection
was noted by Yamasaki (1987) in a numerical simulation.

(2)

Dry

air injection into the TC in the midlevels is shown by Black and
Marks (1987)
Dvorak (1984)

to stimulate runaway "supercell" convection, which
associates with arrested intensification.

Perhaps

this results from disruption of the mean secondary circulation.
( 3)

Interaction between a

vertically

4.2.10

sheared

current

and

the

..
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·vortex may stimulate asymmetries in vertical motion and an SBC
'

which can significantly reduce the
eyewall,

stabilizing the core for convection well short of the

potential intensity.
midlevel

of the inflow fueling the

88

moisture

Mechanisms b) and c) both depend upon the

of the

air

being

ingested

as

well

as

the

strength of the shear.

Upper-tropospheric influences

c)

IWTC-I

summarized

the

relationships

between

midlatitude

troughs, TUTT cells, outflow jets, and TC intensity change,
also reviewed Holland and Merrill's (1984)
effects as a

and

explanation of these

result of an increased upper-tropospheric radial

circulation stimulated by eddy absolute angular momentum
flux convergence.

Molinari and Vollaro

( 1989)

(AAM)

show a case in

which eddy AAM flux convergence at 1500 km precedes deepening by
30

h

and

maximum.

is

associated

They

tropospheric
convection.

suggest
inflow

with

an

inward-propagating

intensification

and

in

destabilization

outflow

response
of

the

to
core

midfor

Interpretation of the case is difficult because AAM

fluxes are associated with a passing mid-latitude trough which
also increased the vertical shear.

Merrill

------

(1989)

intensity

to

imports)

which

environmental

any

proposes

a

environmental
acts

to

temperature.

mechanism
process

change
Because

4.2.11

the
the

linking

potential
---------

(including
upper
lapse

eddy

AAM

tropospheric
rate

in

the

- 234 -

tropical upper troposphere is nearly dry adiabatic, a very small
increase in environmental temperature results
decrease

in

mechanism

Tout

may

and
be

therefore

~

link

potential

between

the

in a very large

intensity.

This

upper-tropospheric

environment and the TC core, especially for more intense TCs.

Summary and Recommendations

4.2.5

A stated aim of IWTC-II is a forecasting manual.

I believe

that objective techniques which are more effective than climatology and persistence for predicting structural changes are not yet
possible

because

(Merrill 1987).

of

the

physical

complexity

of

the

probl'em

Forecasters will have to continue to rely on

skilled subjective interpretation of the available information,
especially large-scale environmental analyses and satellite imagery.

Our working group is therefore vital to the success of

IWTC-II in improving structure change prediction.

We must seek

to understand how the results of aircraft, satellite, and conventional
seem

observations and numerical simulations,

to

contradict

one

another,

actually

fit

which sometimes
together.

To

succeed we must keep the various details in proper proportion to
one another, and not allow any one research methodology or physical process to dominate our thinking.
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:

The following are posed for discussion at IWTC-II:

1)

What is the extent of local conditional instability in

the core of an intensifying TC, and how does it affect the rate
and structure of the vortex and convection?

2)

What is the most favorable environmental flow and ther-

mal/moisture stratification for a)

intensification rate and b)

peak intensity?

3)

What controls a) the duration of an intensification per-

iod, and b) the rate of intensification during that period?

The following structure change research agenda is suggested
for the world TC community:

Modeling:

1) Test environmental interaction hypotheses using idealized

flows, with emphasis on the convective changes which occur in
mature and intensifying vortices during interactions.

2)

Attempt prediction of observed 12-24 h intensity changes

___ -~ing_~n_axi§.ymmetrie___ mode_l ini tia1_i_z_e_d_.l'l.ii:h_air_cr_aft_measur.e:-=-'------ments and with environmental forcings
from large scale analyses or prognoses.

4.2.13
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Observational:

1)
analyses,

Establish a global multi-source data set
satellite)

environmental

:with a

interactions

structural responses.

structure

with

TCs

convenient

and

Indices for shear,

pheral convection, banding, etc.

m~y

their
Tout,

(large-scale
for

studying

convective

and

core and peri-

be needed to reduce the data

set to a manageable size.

2)

Test hypothesized mechanisms of environmental influences

on TCs by observational studies emphasizing the response of convective structures as well as TC intensity and strength.

3}

Urge the acquisition of an all-weather aircraft capable

of operating in a TC at altitudes of 8-16 km with a range of 5000
km or more, in support of a field program to measure upper tropospheric TC structure and environmental interactions.
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ABSTRACT

There are more results having been achieved in the
studies on typhoon structure and its changes. However, only
a few have been practically used in operational rcr~casts.
The study in this area seems inadequate. At present, the
main methods used in forecasting typhoon sturcture changes
fall into following categaries:
regression
analysis;
combination of statistics and dynamics; MOS method, and
fine grid-mesh dynamic prediction.
Generally,
the statistical equations choose those
parameters that influence typhoon intensity as predictors.
In this method, satellite imagery, radar echoes provide
some usefull information for up to 6-hour very short-range
forecasts of typhoon intensity changes.
Unfortunately, the available forecast techniques of
today are not yet able to predict those tropical cyclones
characterized
with sudden increase or
reduction
in
intensity.
This
has drawn considerable concern from
operational forecast offices.

4· c...
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4.4.1 Introduction
Although certain progress has been made in the study of
tropical
still

cyclone structure and its changes,

the

pace

is

slow in developing objective forecast techniques for

typhoon structure changes. In late 1960's and early 1970's,
some statistical methods were developed to predict
intensity
been

changes (Elsberrg,

1975).

typhoon

Since then there has

no obvious breakthrough in methodology of this

area.

Now the point is that there are numerous study results
improvement

of

operational forecasts is

rather

but

limited.

Particularly, the forecasts seem inaccurate in dealing with
critical

TC

structure

intensification

or

changes

sudden

featured

weakening

in

sudden

with

sea

offshore

regions. We hope that IWTC-II could devote more discussions
on this topic in order to tackle this difficult problem.

The

4.4.2

Main

Factors

Causing

Intensity

Changes

of

Tropical Cyclones
The

main factors affecting typhoon

include

ef~ects

the

underlying

earth's

adjustments

between

of

intensity

environmental

surface,

changes
fields,

flow

the interaction- and

different

scale

motions

inter-

within

a

typhoon region, etc (Ooyama, 1982). Above factors are taken
into

account in making typhoon

intensity

forecasts,

the

first two factors in particular .
.!..:._l;_f_~c;t5;:_t

.9.f.

Cyclonic

.~P.-.Y.;i,.+_Q...Ilro...tlll tC!l

streamline fields

shear in a environmental streamline

(&..Cf. 2

field
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helps a tropical cyclone gain its tangential momentum, thus
accelerating

the

process

intensification.
environmetal

of

Consequently,

streamline

field

development

its
the
is,

and

stronger

the

greater

the

it

intensifies a typhoon. The environmental factors which have
direct

impact

upon

tropical

cyclones

are

discussed

hereunder:
(1) Effect of cold air
Based on the outcome of some studies (Xue,

X. D, 1986;

Wang, Y. Ketal, 1988), it reveals that a typhoon tends to
intensify when cold air with certain intensity invades into
outer

region of the typhoon centre (on condition that

temperature
This

is

there

drops less than 4°c within

24

the

hours).

particularly true when cold air extends to

outer

area about 300 km from the centre of a tropical cyclone. On
the contrary,

if cold air is strong enough to intrude into

a typhoon centre: it weakens the typhoon immediately.
(2) Effect of sub-tropical high or tropical high
When

these

highs intensify or approach to

a

typhoon

consequently giving rise to the intensification of air flow
in

the outer region of a tropical cyclone.

outbreaks

from

south

or north

When cold

hemisphere

it

leads

air
to

intensification of southwest or northeast air flow crossing
~-----

the
tend

equator.
to

All this creates a favourable condition that

increase the tangential momentum

of

a

tropical

cyclone from either south or north hemisphere.
(3)

Effect

of

upper level outflow

4· ... 3

and

anticyclonic

- 242 -

~ivergence

Due

to the relative motions,

overlapped

by

the

upper

the tropical cyclone

divergence

stream

field,

is
or

alternatively a stronger upper-air outflow comes into being
(Chen

and

Gray

All this is favourable

1986).

for

an

intensification of a typhoon.
(4)
lower

If the vertical shear of basic flow in the mid and
troposphere

heating

from

destruction

is strong.

it tends to

the warm core of

a

tropical

dissipate

the

cyclone.

The

of the warm center due to the strong

vertical

shear is unfavorable for typhoon intensification (Yamasaki,
1987) •
(5)

convection,

Due to

rises

and

therefore

the temperature of warm

it

contributes

to

core
TC

the

intensification.
b. Effect of underlying surface upon TC intensity
When
after

a

typhoon is closely approaching to

landing,

typhoon

its

intensity weakens.

approaching

to

or

relatively high mountains,

landing,

land

or

time

of

At

the

on

islands

with

the typhoon structure may split

thus its overall intensity weakens (Jones,

1986;

Wang

Y.

K., et al 1986, 1988). On the contrary, a weakened TC after
landing

may regain its strength when it moves back on sea.

_______Qu].~~_]1\any
brings

studi.~~-~h_c:>~_that

about

a

very

sea surf act:__tem~t:!a!_\!~t:_

sensitive

impact

upon

( SST)

typhoon

intensities.
SST

and

the outflow temperature of

upper

decide the TC potential intensity (Ernanual, 1988)

4· c,. 4

tropsphere
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After having predicted a TC track, consideration should
be

given to above underlying factors and their

variations

so that the future tendancy of TC intensity changes can

be

estimated.

For evample, when TC moves toward a sea surface

where

the

temperature is relatively higher,

moves

towards

increase

in

a sea area

or

when

it

on

the

where the vorticity is

the mid-or-lower-troposphere,

the future

TC

intensity may also increase.

4.4.3

Statistical

and

Forecast

Drnamic-Statistical

Technigues
a.

Statisti~al

technigues

Substantial

efforts

were

made

in

the

study

statistical

forecast of TC intensities in late 1960's

1970's

some

and

of

them

were

applied

to

on
and

operational

forecasts (Elsberry, 1975).
Based on regression analysis, Lin Y. R. et al (1982)
proposed
hours)

a

set of regression equations

for

predicting

Northwest Pacific.

the

typhoon

{from

to

intensities

The fitting errors of 24-,

hour forecast are 4.8,

24

7.9 and 8.1 m/s

over

48- and 72-

respectively.

errors occurred in real forecast are slightly larger,
its

24-hour

predictors

average

involved

error

reaching

to

in this regression

typhoon initial intensity,

location,

72

5.2m/s.

analysis

velocity,

The
with
The

include
direction

and surounding environment factors, etc.
The

other

statistical

methods

4· ~.

5

also

use

upper

- 244 -

outflow,

divergence, vorticity and main current of angular

momentum

as predictors.

But these

statistical

forecasts

usually appear helpless in representing a process of sudden
intensification.
b. Dynamic-Statistical Forecast
In recent years,
predict

typhoon

method.

Niu

some experiments have been made to

intensity

(1984)

by

indicate

the

dynamic-statistical

that 6 factors

related

to

typhoon intensity derived from dynamic equations:

_

Z,=w

ozv
Z4=opay

o

z2- d'P

i!JV)

(dU

z~= aXe
au
1

~'P + a:x:.

a'c.v
Zs- - rt=l + axap

z6=

'

azw

The 24-, 36- and 48-hours total regression equations
based

on the above 6 factors are derived by taking

and

Pmin as predictands respectively.

48-hour

Vrnax

Nevertheless, the

forecast has a relatively larger

error,

although

24- and 36-hour tendency forceasts show better performances
with their errors being unstable.
Later Niu (1987) derived an equation relative to the
TC intensity (MSW) change from dynamic
acting

force

term

which

is

equation

practically

difficult

calculate is determined by regression analysis.
a
in

techniques is a combination of dynamics and
which

MSW),

environmental

vorticity
level
timely

the initial typhoon

conditions

temperature

set.

to

Hence such
statistics,

(locations
wind

fields,

The

and

shear,

of lower convergent zone and divergence of upper

outflow layer,
validaty

of

etc.

are used

as

forecasts based on

'+• 4-· 6

predictors.
this

scheme

The
are

- 245 -

limited

to

24,

36 and 48 hours with average error

being

4.0, 5.6 and 7.4m/s respectively.
c. NWP prediction
Some
TC

of fine-mesh or nested numerical models

embedded

generally

can provide the

tendency

which
of

TC

intensity changes.
d. MOS statistics
In

addition,

stat!stical

some

warning centers

try

to

make

forecasts of TC intensities on a basis of

NWP

products.

4.4.4

Empirical Approaches

As

early

as in 1972,

Dvorake proposed

a

method

to

estimate TC intensity by using satellite imagery, which was
repeatedly improved since then (Dvorake, 1972, 1975, 1980).
This method can be used to qualitatively estimate trends of
intensity in a short period.
Steranka
convective

et

al

bursts

short-range

(1986)

Utilize

satellite

to judge typhoon intensities

forecasts.

This

method

uses

a

measured·
and

make

different

regression equation for those typhoons that has a different
initial

velocity.

Qualitatively,

the

accuracy

of

such

\

forecasts is 67%.

---- - - · --Tn.e--cn1mn;_e___J oi-rrt--s-crtelit-t-e--rm-a-g-ery·--.1\na-1-ys-r--s--G-roup
(1980,

1982,

1989)

determined a characteristic

according to the shape of a typhoon eye,
of

dense

cloud

cover

and

eyewall

4· 4· 7

value

A

relative position
size.

Again,
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characteristic
top

value B is given by considering the

temperature.

determined
Then

Likewise,

cloud

the characteristic value C is

by cloud temperature and shape of

cloud

band.

intensity characteristic value I can be derived

from

the expression below:

=A

I
Finally,

the

+ B + C

relational expression of maximum velocity in

the vicinity of typhoon and I are derived from statistics:
Vmax=-6.8898 + 5.880 I
After

examining 108 individual samples,

it is found

that

the averge error is 3.146m/s.
Estimation

of

future

intensity

change

tendency

by

synoptic diagnosis is more or less empirical.
Some

experiences

derived

from

radar

echo

analysis

can also be employed to estimate the intensity change.
Both satellite images and radar echoes are mainly
for

sturcture

analysis

with

which

intensity change could be estimated.

the

future

Therefore,

used
6-hour

it is

an

empirical short-range forecast. This method is less usefull
in making an intensity forecast beyond 12 hours.

4.4.5

Conclusion

The

future

estimated

tendency

according

environmental

flow

of TC intensity

to

typhoon

fields

and

track
effect

change

can

forecasts
of

be
and

underlying

surfaces.
In
typhoon

comparision,
intensity

objective

forecasting

methods

for

change as discussed in this report

are

'f.• (f. 8
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much

less

in

forecasts,
are

to

number than those used

for

typhoon

track

and few intensity objective forecasting methods

be

oriented and

used on

an

operational

basis.

Evidently, this is a weak area in studies of TC activities.
Very

few

studies

have been made on intensity

using satellite and radar data.

In other words,

in this respect is not yet fully developed.

change

by

the study

However,

it's

quite understandable that TC intensity forecast is regarded
as

an

important basis for typhoon forecast

Therefore,
intensity
our

as

a

whole.

and emphasis ought to be placed on the study of
change and forecasting techniques for

ability

in

making more

accurate

typhoon

improving
forecasts

operationally.
Due
intensity

to

the

fact

change,

intensity

forecasts

that many factors

it

seems
with

a

quite

difficult

reasonable

and prognosis based

a~alysis

data

statistical forecasts can only

cause
to

accuracy.
on

available
and

could

TC

issue
All

observational

reveal

a

rough

trend of intensity change for the time being. More accurate
TC

intensity forecasts will depend on fine grid mesh

Probably,

a

combination

of NWP with

statistic

method could represent a trend of development.

4· "· 9

NWP.

forecast
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ABSTRACT
The extent of tropj cal cyclone penetration into the
mid-latitudes was found to vary between regions with
the Atlantic and western North Pacific basins being
most frequently affected. A high proportion of tropical
cyclones undergoing extratropical transition were also
found to experience acceleration in the speed of
movement which in itself presents forecasting problems.
Structure change in terms of both observational and
dynamical considerations was discussed and examples
presented. Forecasting methods at present available
were examined and improvement in numerical modeling was
seen to offer the best hope in capturing the effects of
interaction of tropical cyclones with mid-latitude
westerlies.
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4.5.1

Introduction.
The first International Workshop on Tropical Cyclones

(IWTC-1) addressed the topic of extratropical transition as
a

subset

of

an

all

embracing

report

on

weakening

characteristics of tropical cyclones (Shimamura, 1985).

The

IWTC-1

working

several forms
the

group

recognised

that

there

existed

of hybridisation that depended largely upon

broadscale

influences

being

exerted

on

individual

cyclones, but that increasing baroclinicity adjacent to the
cyclone was the root cause of the transition process.

It has been estimated that in excess of 40 percent of North
Atlantic and western North Pacific tropical storms progress
to

a

stage

where

they

interact

extratropical weather systems
This

aspect

of

comparatively

tropical

little

with

and

transform

into

(DiMego and Bosart, 1982 a).

cyclone

attention

behaviour

however,

with

has

received

most

effort

focusing on the processes occurring within the tropics.

4.5.2

Frequency of extratropical transition.

To evaluate how often tropical cyclones make forays into the
middle
years

latitudes ~---avaiTaore-seasonal--summaries -forwere

examined

to

determine

the

frequency

by

basin of poleward penetration to specified latitudes
1) •

4.5.2.

recene--~

ocean
(Table
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The Atlantic basin showed the highest frequency of cyclones
in mid-latitudes, with 65 percent tracking poleward of 35°N.
Most

of

these

storms

were

located

away

from

the

North

American continent and moved northeast into the mid-Atlantic
Ocean.

The

western

North

Pacific

basin

also

displayed

significant penetration of cyclones into mid-latitudes,

a
to

the extent that 20 percent of the region's storms were still
operative at 35oN.

By

contrast

percent of
and

only

reports

the

eastern North

Pacific

basin had

only 12

tropical cyclones penetrating poleward of
one

cyclone

attributed

poleward
movement

of

30°N.

over

Seasonal

sub-26°C

250N

summary

water

or

increasing vertical shear to the demise of nearly all of the
storms.

It can be seen that the North Indian Ocean
experience

extratropical

processes

as

is not likely to
northward

moving

tropical cyclones were quickly absorbed by the Asian subcontinent.
In

the

southern

experienced

a

hemi~phere,

higher

the

South

Pacific

proportion of mid-latitude

basin

intrusion

cyclones than the Indian Ocean. Cyclones moving east of 1150
East generally become absorbed by the Australian continent
and-----upper--1-eve-1--westerr±es--,--ex-t-end-i-ng---~e--~e~a-t-i-ve~-y-loaw--------

latitudes over the central Indian Ocean,
shear

which

can

dissipate

poleward

4.5.3.

provide vertical
moving

storms.
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~ears

Region

of data
~est

N. Pac
8ast N. Pac
&tlantic
~. Pac
~. Indian
~- Indian

Total No
of cyclones

5
4
4

132
74
37
54
68
26

4

4
5

No. poleward of
25°. 30° 35° 40°

45U

66

o*

27
0
24
10
4
0

49
1

9

32
32
17
0

31
19
8

0

8

0

0
15
0
1
0

9

0
0
0
--·--~

*

JTWC (Guam) tends to finalise the cyclone best track once
it
has
(according
to
their
criteria)
completed
the
transition process. Hence some cyclones may well track
poleward of 40°N while still generating gales or stronger
winds.
Table 1: Numbers of tropical cyclones passing through
specified latitudes (taken from seasonal summaries). No
distinction is made with regard to tropical
cyclone
structure.

Although

only

a

limited

data

sample

was

examined,

the

considerable impact of cyclones of tropical origin in higher
latitudes is evident. The importance of tropical cyclones to
operational forecasting

in the middle latitudes cannot be

overemphasised.

As tropical cyclones move poleward, they generally weaken as
they

move

vertical

over
wind

westerlies.

cooler
shears

However,

water

and

associated

encounter
with

the

the

stronger

subtropical

the residual circulation from intense

---t-repic-a-1-s-~GI"ms-ma¥-take--sev-er_al__da~s__

t_t>____decay __p_e_J._Qw __ gale

force. At other times the tropical cyclone may interact with
an

approaching

undergo

baroclinic

extra tropical

trough

in

the

transformation.

westerlies

Occasionally,

reintensification in middle latitudes may also occur.

4.5.4.

and
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Western North Pacific seasonal cyclone summaries prepared by
JTWC

(Guam)

were examined for the seasons 1984 to 1988 to

determine the relative extent of these intensity and motion
changes. Out of 40 storms that JTWC determined had acquired
extratropical characteristics,

37 had weakened while 3 had

intensified or maintained intensity while moving poleward.
Seventy

percent

accelerated,

of

the

storms

that

a figure confirmed by Muramatsu

weakened

also

(1985). All 3

of the intensifying storms underwent acceleration.

In the Atlantic basin, 14 storms in the 1984 to 1987 seasons
were mentioned in the summaries as becoming extratropical,
and of these 11 storms weakened and 3 intensified. Similarly
78 percent of storms that weakened accelerated as did all 3
of the intensifying type storms.

The

unavailability

of

suitable

data

from

the

southern

hemisphere made it difficult to produce comparative figures,
but in the Australian region (105° East to 1650 East)
1984

to 1988,

five

out of

44

from

tropical cyclones exhibited

extratropical features and of these, one cyclone accelerated
while weakening and one accelerated and intensified.

Extratropical

transition is

strongly identifiable with an

acceleration of the cyclone in the middle latitudes.

4.5.5.
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4.5.3

Structure change.

a)

Observational characteristics.

Observational

evidence

presented

by

Brand

and

Guard

(1978) and Muramatsu (1985) suggest the following structural
changes

take

place

as

a

tropical

cyclone

undergoes

extratropical transition:
( i)

Development

of

asymmetry

in

temperature

and

moisture

fields (fig. 1).
(ii)

Loss of organised convection in the inner core region

(fig. 2).
(iii) Loss of the middle and upper level circulation.
(iv)

Redistribution of the main precipitation area to the

poleward side of the storm (figs. 2 and 4).
(v)

Intrusion of. dry air into the storm

(vi)

Acquisition

of

front

like

characteristics

at

the

surface (fig. 2)

Reintensification
occasionally

of

occurs

the
in

remains
middle

of

tropical

latitudes.

cyclones

Examples

of

vigorous reintensification are found in Palmen (1958), Hill
_il_970)_,____Murl:!!llats~ (1985), Case and

Gerr_ish_t:l._~~8)_, _and_Foley

(1989).

Abnormally large amounts of precipitation are also commonly
associated with transforming tropical disturbances. Examples
of

this

phenomenon

have

been

4.5.6.

documented

for

the
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I

'\. o\
10,

s

a

1~ 200

n mi

s

~~

(37Dkm)

b

Fiqure 1. The estimated surface wind (solid line in kt tms-1)) and 700mb
temperature (dashed line in °c) of Typhoon Hope as the storm becomes
extratropical on (a) 28 Oct 64 and (b) 29 Oct 64. Each analysis is based
on approximately 0 hours of continuous reconnaissance observations in the
areas outlined. (After Brand and Guard,l978).

Range 250km

,

,_

_____________________ _ _ _ _

.!..!.9...1•

nador Image of cyclone
llerble from Carnarvon
~leteorological OfUce.
Note absence of rain
echoes near low centre
(L), frcnt-like line
to north east and main
echous located to
south of system.

CARNARVON RADAR 1947 UTC 21 HAY 1900
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- 258 transformation of Tropical Storm Agnes {Atlantic basin) into
an

extratropical

cyclone

in

June

1972

1972; DiMego and Bosart, 1982 a,b),
tropical

cyclone

Bola

(South

(Carr

and

Bosart,

and for the remains of

Pacific

basin,

March

1988)

which affected New Zealand (Sinclair, 19S9).

These rapid structure and motion changes make extratropical
transition

a

major

forecasting

problem.

This

aspect

of

tropical cyclone research and forecasting has received only
minimal

attention

to

date.

This

omission

is

even

more

surprising when it is considered that many of the extreme
rain and wind events in middle latitudes during the summer
and

autumn

months

can

be

attributed

to

transforming

disturbances of tropical origin.

b)
The

Dynamical considerations.

changes

tropical

in

cyclone

the
as

observational
it

moves

characteristics

into

middle

of

the

latitudes

are

listed in the previous section and are qualitatively well
known.

Less understood are the basic mechanisms that may

trigger

extratropical

structural

changes,

number

tropical

of

transition

these

associated

which can be quite rapid.

A large

cyclones

and

never

make

it

out

of

the

tropics.

Predicting those that do is a major forecasting

problem.

While case studies have served to document some

- -o-f--the-more-memor_able__tr_ans_forma tions,
attempt
tropical

to
-

systematically describe
mid-latitude

the

interactions

from a dynamical perspective.

4.5.8.

_j:P,er~_ha~-~~~_n__!_:i._t

range

of

tl_e ______ _

possible

and their precursors
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.,.,.

fig_l: Isohyets from
cyclone Herbie
superimposed on track.
The structure was sue~
that flooding occurred
sru th of the track,, while
stock and crops were
sandblasted by hot, 'dry
gale force winds to the I
north and east of track.·

•XJO

I

9

.0

::c:=-~

...

I

,..

,

,,.

....

,,.,.

fig 4a: Numerical ·24 hour
simulation 9f MSL pressure
field of hurricane Hazel at
0300 UTC 16 October. 1954.·
(After Anthes, 1988)

fig 4b: Analysed 1000 mb
chart for 0300 UTC
16 October 1954.
(After Palrnen, 1958).

4.5.9.
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Rapid poleward motion usually occurs when
absorbed
trough

into

in

the

the

poleward

flow

westerlies.

In

weakens as it moves poleward.
reintensifica tion may occur,
cyclo~e

where a new
front,

or

of

the

ahead
most

the

of

cyclone

an

cases,

is

amplifying
the

cyclone

Occasionally, extratropical
either of

the

"complex"

type

is induced as a wave on a pre-existing
"compound"

type

where

an

extratropical

cyclone merges with the tropical cyclone to produce a single
cyclonic system (Sekioka, 1956; Matana and Sekioka, 1971).

Interactions

with

the

intensification

or

juxtaposition of

the

At

times,

westerlies,

subtropical
rapid

decay

westerlies

may

depending

cause

on

cyclone outflow region and the

especially

with

an

amplifying

trough

the
jet.

in

the

the cyclone becomes embedded within a poleward

current, with recurvature and rapid poleward acceleration of
the decaying cyclone.

It is generally agreed that the weakening that is generally
observed during transition to higher latitudes is caused by
a sharp reduction in the cyclone's heat and moisture supply
(via surface energy fluxes) as the cyclone encounters cooler
water

(and maybe

land),

and

the

effect of

shearing that

literally "tears the cyclone apart" (Holland, 1983).

Also,

the generally cooler environment greatly reduces the energy
input from latent heating.
the

development

of

This weakening is accompanied by

significant

asymmetries,

intrusion

of

drier air into the inner circulation and a progressive loss

4.5.10
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of

the

distinctive

upper-level

circulation

and warm

core

structure.

Several case studies of extratropical transition illustrate
the

dynamical

Palmen's

processes
study

(1958)

that

of

occur

Hazel

was

during
one

studies of the transformation process.

of

transition.
the

earliest

The Kinetic Energy

generated by rising of warm and sinking of

cold air was

exported to the storm surroundings in the upper troposphere.
The

transformation

from

a

warm

cyclone

to

a

typical

extratropical cyclone with an asymmetric thermal field was
noted.

Recent numerical simulation work by Anthes

(1988)

examined

the interaction of hurricane Hazel (Atlantic, October 1954)
with

a

deep

mid-latitude

trough,

using

a

layer

15

hydrostatic model, with horizontal resolution of 80 km. The
simulation closely reflected the behaviour of the hurricane,
particularly with regard to track and intensity, although a
slow speed bias was noted (fig. 4).

DiMego and Bosart (1982 a,b) performed a detailed analysis
of

the

transformation

extrat1·opical

cyclone

evolution

storm

of

of

tropical

with

storm

attention

dynamics.

to

Agnes
the

into

an

temporal

Reintensification

was

triggered by the spread of upper-level cyclonic vorticity
advection
remnants
Type

(CVA)
of

over

Agnes,

B description.

the

initially

barotropic

akin the Petterssen and

low-level

Smebye

(1971)

Low-level vortici ty generation was
4.5. 11
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greatly assisted by the non-linear effect of convergence in
the

strongly

original

cyclonic

cyclone

environment

left

circulation.

over

Vertical

from

the

motion

was

augmented by latent heat release in the warm, moist tropical
air.

Contributions

advection

were

in

to

the

phase,

ascent
thus

from

CVA

and

warm

contributing

to

the

extraordinary rainfall amounts observed.

In contrast, the transformation of tropical cyclone Patsy in
the

southwest

Pacific

(Sinclair,

Petterssen Type B description.

1989)

differed

jet,

a

tropical

equatorward

of

the

For a

subtropical

Petterssen Type B description is not required for

cyclogenesis,
large

cyclone

the

Vorticity budgets showed

only minimal contribution from CVA at early stages.
residual

from

because minimal

divergence

environment.
present,

aloft

While

an

in

CVA

is

the

initially

observable

required

shortwave

to

balance

anticyclonic
trough

was

its amplitude did not increase until later in the

development as the surface cyclone crossed to the cold side
of the subtropical jet.

Concomitant amplification of the

upper wave in response to advective warming (cooling) ahead
(behind)

the low level circulation is consistent with the

self-development

description

of

baroclinic

development

--<~a-1-men-and---New_ton,_196_9J__._____ Cy_c_lQg_e_n~sis__ alg_ft__re].~ti_y~__to_____ _

the

surface

is

also

hydrostatically

consistent

with

the

general cooling and steepening of lapse rates that occurs as
the cyclone moves poleward.

4.5.12
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Another

finding

vorticity

from

this

generation

is

study

was

strongly

heating in the ascending air.
moist tropical

ensured a

diabatic

The

maintained

from

diabatic

continued vi tal

advection

anticyclonic

by

convection during the

superposition

warm

low-level

The involvement of warm,

transformation process

contributions

the

modulated

air and cumulonimbus

heating.

that

vorticity

aloft

for

the

heating

latent

heating

of

and

role

and

continued

efficient divergence generation aloft poleward and eastward
of the surface centre.
vorticity

generation

the

ascent

maintained
Thus,

poleward movement.
of

The induced low-level convergent

asymmetries

the

surface

low

and

its

it appears that the development
may

also

account

for

poleward

movement.

Hoskins

et.

vorticity

al.
(IPV)

(1985)
maps

suggest
may

that

provide

useful

tropical - mid-latitude interactions.
of

absolute

vorticity

surfaces and is a
motions.

and

static

conser~ative

isentropic

potential

insights

into

IPV is the product

stability on

isentropic

quantity for most atmospheric

There appears to be some scope for examining the

dynamics of the interactions between tropical cyclones and
the subtropical jet in terms of IPV anomalies.

IPV analyses

-wuu-1-d--ueutra-J:-±-s-e-contrasts-in-vor-t-ie-i-t-y-anci-s-t-a-t.--ie---sta:bi~-ity

across the

jet axis.

The approach would also unify the

Petterssen type A versus Type B controversy, since the IPV
dynamics are essentially the same for both views.

4. 5.13
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Interactions with middle latitude features could be examined
in terms of
would

IPV features.

constitute

juxtaposition

of

a

The decaying tropical

low-level

mobile

IPV

anomaly.

upper-level

cyclone

Co-operative

anomalies

associated

with disturbances in the westerlies would presumably trigger
extra tropical
would

be

reintensification.

the

highly

A complicating

non-conservative

nature

of

factor
IPV

in

regions of moist ascent and strong air-sea energy exchange
and

frictional

convergence

-

i.e.,

the

tropical

cyclone

itself is a strong generator of IPV anomalies.

4.5.4.

a)

JTWC

Forecasting extratropical transition.

Empirical methods.

(Guam)

can apply the Typhoon Acceleration Prediction

Technique (TAPT) d'eveloped by Weir (1982), an empirical aid
which

uses

upper

acceleration
interaction

tropospheric

associated
with

guidelines for

with

the

mid-latitude

the duration of

wind

fields

to

tropical

westerlies.
acceleration,

It

estimate
cyclone's
includes

upper limits

and probable path of the storm.

A:-rel::-ent-stu-dy-±n--A:ustrar±a-by-Hanstrum-and-Fo-1-ey-(not--yet
published)

found

that

in

all

cases

of

acceleration

of

tropical cyclones in the western region, a cold front with
an attendant high latitude ridge was located southwest of
the cyclone at the point of acceleration (fig. 5).
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~:

Composited MSL chart at point of capture of tropical cyclone
by mid-latitude frontal system, for all cyclones undergoing
acceleration in the Western Australian region (1956-1988).
(After Hanstrum and Fo1ey, 1989).
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A strong seasonal factor was indicated with late summer and
autumn being the danger period for this type of event.

Forecasters in the western Australian area are alerted by
the

presence

of

potential for
numerical

a

cold

front

and · they

then

assess

its

interaction from both synoptic evidence and

guidance

from

the

global

models.

The

technique

further suggests possible speeds of movement and track path,
and a

conceptual model gives

the distribution of weather

elements to be expected with the storm.

b)

A

Numerical models.

review

of

the

four

principal

operational

baroclinic

numerical models was given in Fiorino (1985) with a summary
of

the~r

overall performance in track prediction. The one-

way interactive tropical cyclone model (OTCM) has been noted
from

JTWC

summaries

recurvature events
primary

track

(western N.

to

provide

(see fig.

prediction

Pacific,

6)

aid.

useful

guidance

during

and is described as JTWC's
During

July 1987) ,

supertyphoon

OTCM outperformed

Thelma
other

available forecast schemes (fig. 7).

Global

models

were

designed

with

no

predilection- towara___

tropical cyclone behaviour but attempts have been made to
show their utility in this area (see Hall, 1987 and Chan and
Lam, 1988). The coarse grid resolution of these models makes
it difficult for

them to specify initial

conditions near

tropical cyclones at times, particularly with small storms.
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.flg__§_:

l45E
-...

OTCI\1 guidance for

super typhoon Thelma.
The model repeatedly
suggested recurvature
(from JTWC, 1988)
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However in certain circumstances,
Thelma,

such as for supertyphoon

good guidance on track movement could be afforded

{fig. 8).

Compared

with

other

middle

disturbances,

latitude

extratropical transition and/or regeneration is not handled
well

by

operational

heating,

NWP.

One

reason

is

that

convective

which is parameterised in numerical models,

dominant role in the early stages of the process.

has a

Another

reason is that the dynamics on the anticyclonic side of the
upper

level

subtropical

westerlies

where

these

transformations occur are rather different from those on the
cyclonic side. The upper level geopotential and temperature
wave

associated

with

the

transforming

disturbance

may

be

quite weak, especially at early stages. Therefore errors in
the

upper

level

larger prognosis
~here

cyclones
dynamical
with

wind

and

temperature

uncertainty

than

data

for

could

lead

to

colder mid-latitude

vorticity advection is more important. These

considerations,

tropical

analysis

coupled with
{lack

of

problems and weak mass-wind balance)

the

data,

usual

problems

communications

lead to considerable

analysis uncertainty.

4.5.5.

The

Summary.

transition

forecasters.

process

presents

special

problems

to

There is a propensity for sudden acceleration

and rapid movement which erodes lead times for warnings and
makes for large positional errors. Systems that appear from
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satellite imagery to be weakly structured are found to be
far more intense. Flooding from extratropical storms can be
significant.

The transition of a circulation's primary energy source from
latent heat to baroclinicity

is a process that requires a

greater

this

understanding,

essential

in

order

to

and

achieve

knowledge

better

is

probably

numerical

modeling

results in the future.

Only about half of all tropical cyclones enter the middle
latitudes.

Of those that do, most weaken through loss of

surface heating and shearing.
regeneration

may

occur.

Occasionally, extratropical
The

residual

tropical

cyclone

characteristics such as high Oe , strong low-level vorticity
and

anticyclonic

vorticity

cyclogenesis

and/or

inteiaction

between

(maintained

by

heavy

latent

aloft

may

be

favourable

rainfall through a co-operative

sustained
heating

upper-level ·
and

warm

divergence

advection) ,

efficient generation of ·low-level vortici ty.
heating

patterns

may

account

for

the

transition of transforming disturbances.
anomalies
between

may

provide new

tropica_l_ cy-clones

for

insights

into

and

Asymmetric

rapid

poleward

Analysis of IPV
the

interactions

ana-a-fstur:Oances ___i~'fne--mia-

latitude westerlies.

It is hoped that the special observation programme planned
for

the western North Pacific region in 1990 will devote
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some

resources

to

addressing

the

extratropical

transition

phase of a cyclone's life cycle.
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